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ABSTRACT 
Akaroa County, which is situated on the eroded 
remnant of the basaltic Akaroa Volcano. is developing as a 
tourist and recreational area, with consequent increasing 
demands on water supplies. Improved utilisation of the 
springwater resource of the area is a possible solution to 
these demands and this thesis develops hydrogeological 
models for the springs to assist in their future management. 
Methods used in this study include detailed hydrogeological 
mapping of two specific areas, isotope and chemical analyses 
of springwater, and spring discharge monitoring over a one 
year period. 
Groundwater discharge as springs and seeps is common 
in Akaroa County. with more than 200 springs mapped in the 
French Farm study area and 470 springs in Pigeon Bay Valley. 
Spring discharge may occur directly from defects in the 
basaltic lavas. but more commonly oCCurs through the 
surficial cover that mantles most of the area. Relatively 
impermeable beds (eg. tuff and unjointed lava) within the 
volcanic sequence are the dominant influence on spring 
distribution because of their perching effect. A 
IIhead"/storage groundwater model is proposed whereby water 
contained in heterogeneous lava "aquifers" is displaced to 
springs by infiltrating rainwater because of a pressure head 
applied 
bodies. 
to the irregularly shaped perched groundwater 
Most springs flow at less than 2.5 litres per minute 
and discharges of greater than 15 litres per minute are 
uncommon. All monitored springs show high discharge 
variability (1780% for one measured spring), with peak 
discharge occurring in winter and the lowest flows in 
autumn. The "Abattoir Spring" in the summit region shows 
rapid (within 24 hours) response to storm -events with 
subsequent 
Groundwater 
peak flows occurring 2 to 6 days later. 
recharge is the result of infiltration of local 
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precipitation, 
occurs in the 
and the 
summit 
greatest 
regions. 
springwaters is generally within 
Drinking Water. although nearly 
values (pH = 6.0 to 7.3) and 
turbidity contents, 
potential for recharge 
Chemical quality of the 
the N.Z. Standards for 
all samples show low pH 
some show high iron and 
Proposed utilisation of springs for water supply will 
require preliminary discharge monitoring_ If excavation of 
the spring is employed to increase yield then water budget 
analysis of the recharge area should be undertaken so that 
safe yields are not exceeded. Reticulation systems should 
incorporate treatment facilities to counteract low pH, 
turbidity, or high iron content where these exceed Standards 
limit.s. Future study should include detailed water budget 
work to determine the magnitude of the groundwater resource 
of Aksroa County. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 LOCATION 
Akaroa County covers an area of 43.997 he~tares and 
is situated on the eastern half of Banks Peninsula 
(Fig.l.l). Centred on Akaroa Harbour it extends eastwards 
from a line joining Big Ray in the north and Island Bay in 
the south and incorporates the eroded remnant of the extinct 
Akaroa Volcano t which reaches a maximum altitude of 841m at 
Saddle Hill. 
Akaroa is the only urban centre. with smaller 
settlements distributed around the inside of Akaroa Harbour 
and the outer Peninsula rim. 
1 ? 
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Fig. 1.1 Locality map showing Akaroa County and the studied 
areas (French Farm, Pigeon Bay, and Akaroa). 
2 
The permanent population of Akaroa County is 1910 
(source: Akaroa County Council, 1(84) with 1170 living in 
the rural area and 740 in the the township of Akaroa. 
Future expansion of the township of Akaroa, and 
development of tourist and recreational services throughout 
the County, will put increasing demands on the present water 
supplies of the area. Better utilisation of the springwater 
resource of the County is a possible solution to these 
demands and this study has been instigated to gain an 
improved understanding of this resource. 
1.2 GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY 
1. 2.1 Geolo2i£81 Evolution 
The following outline of the geological setting of 
Akaroa County is based on Weaver et a1 (1985). 
Banks Peninsula consists of two large eroded 
quaquaversally dipping basalt-trachyte volcanoes, Lyttelton 
and Akaroa (Fig. 1.2). They originally formed on the 
western end of the Chatham Rise (Liggett and Gregg, 1965). 
Folding or faulting due to the Kaikoura Orogeny are 
apparently absent. 
The older 
between 11 and 
Lytte1ton Group lavas 
10 Ma. They consist 
subordinate basalts, mugearites, 
intercalated pyroclastic units. 
and 
have yielded ages 
of hawaiites and 
trachytes with 
South easterly 
occurred resulting in 
and 8.0 Ma. 
migration of volcanic activity 
the Mt Herbert Volcanics between 9.7 
The Akaroa Volcano became active about 9~0 Ma at a 
centre near the present Onawe Peninsula building a 700m lava 
dome consisting of a succession of lavas ranging from basalt 
to trachyte with subordinate pyroclastics. Activity then 
waned and some basaltic magma crystallised in the volcano 
3 
throat to give the gabbro of Onawe Peninsula. Intermittent 
activity 
between 
continued 
8.5 and 
and 
8.0 
a second peak of activity occurred 
Ma. Large volumes of lava were 
erupted, building the: cone to a height of approximately 
l800m, This activity buried parts of the south eastern 
slopes of Lyttelton Volcano and interfingered with 
contemporaneous flows of Mt Herbert Volcanics. Towards the 
end of this ac.tivity a radial dyke swarm was formed within 
the Akaroa Volc.ano. 
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D 8o.;ld., OOnll " I 
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Fig- 1.2 Geological map of Banks Peninsula. 
et all 1985). 
N 
I 
(From Weaver 
The final phase of Banks Peninsula volcanism involved 
extrusion of a series of olivine-basalt lavas known as the 
Diamond Harbour Group from vents near Herbert Peak between 
8.1 B n d 5.8 Ha. This lava flowed down the inner slopes of 
the established Lyttelton caldera and the eroded flanks of 
Lyttelton Volcano. Similar basalts were extruded from small 
vents at lIalswell. Ahuriri. and Port Levy. 
4 
On cessation of volcanic activity a pattern of radial 
drainage channels became established on the Lyttelton and 
Akaroa cones. The main phase of cone dissection occurred 
over a period of 1.5 to 2 million years in the late Miocene 
or early Pliocene with subsequent erosion in response to low 
Pleistocene sea levels during glacial periods. Deep steep 
sided valleys formed along drainage lines with more 
resistant lavas forming the intervening ridges. One channel 
on the southern side of the Akaroa cone became dominant 
cutting back into the centre of the volcano. With the rise 
in sea level following the last glacial episode the crater 
was partly drowned and the modern Akaroa Harbour was formed. 
Lyttelton Harbour was formed in a similar fashion. 
By the start of the Pleistocene (1.8 Ma) the two 
eroded volcanoes of Akaroa and Lyttelton formed an island 50 
km from the mainland. but during the late Pleistocene 
glacial outwash gravels filled in the shallow seaway 
dividing the two. 
During the Pleistocene 
silt-sized material by glacial 
widespread 
grinding 
production of 
and periglacial 
activity occurred. This fine grained material was 
transported by north west winds and deposited as an airfall 
blanket of loess on the eroded volcanic flanks t where it has 
become mixed to some extent with locally-derived volcanic 
material 
deposits~ 
during slope movement 
Today loess cover 
pr,ocesses to form colluvial 
is generally restricted to 
remnant patches at altitudes above 300 m. but redeposited 
volcanic bedrock- and loess-derived colluvial material can 
be up to 20m thick on the footslopes. 
Akaroa Volcano in its present form consists of steep 
inner walls surrounding Akaroa Harbour. formed by truncation 
of outward dipping flows due to joint - controlled erosion, 
with more gently dip sloping outer walls. These slopes are 
dissected by deep steep sided valleys which have formed 
along drainage lines with more resistant lavas forming the 
intervening ridges. 
Major valleys often exhibit flat alluvial floors 
grading into moderately angled lower slopes due to a loess 
apron. Moving upslope mixed colluvium (Section 2.5.2) 
becomes more prominent and bedrock outcrop increases, and 
steep resistant lava cliffs alternate with flat benches 
resulting from softer volcanic interbeds4 These climb to 
the summit ridges which are generally rugged with much rock 
outcrop and form a rim to the Harbour area. 
1.3 CLH1ATE 
The insular nature of Banks Peninsula and its 
upstanding relief give Akaroa County a climate distinguished 
from the adjacent Canterbury Plains by higher rainfsll and 
fewer frosts (Table 1.1). Snow is common on the highest 
slopes during the winter months and often lies for several 
weeks on the tops, although its thickness is not great. 
1.3.1 Rainfall 
Rainfall distribution is summarised in Fig_ 1.3 which 
shows a general trend of increaSing rainfall with altitude. 
Precipitation commonly differs between valley mouth and 
valley head, the latter having a considerably damper 
climate. Generally a winter rainfall maximum and summer 
minimum is experienced, with 30% of the rainfall in the 
three winter months of June, July, and August when short but 
intense storms are experienced. Akaroa County has a humid 
climate with a mean annual rainfall of greater than 900 moo 
(Table 1.2 shows that considerable" variation occurs within 
Akaroa County) while Christchurch is sub-humid lying between 
600 and 800mm (Table 1.1). For the studied year the 
rainfall was about 33% below average (Table 1.2). 
1.3.2 Winds 
The three most prevalent Winds, in decreasing order, 
-" \ 
\ 
\ 
Pegasus 
Bay 
Chris fchurr h 
6 
~ 1.3 Isohyets of mean annual rairlfall (mm) for the 
years 1941 to 1970. NB. Isohyer. separation is 100 mm for 
values less than 1000 mm, and 200 mm above this values 
Source: N.Z. Meteorological Service. 
are the northeasterly. southwesterly. and northeasterly 
( t~ a. she r t 1 9 7 7 ) • The sou t h w est e r 1 y i s the chi e f r a i n - and 
snow-bearing wind. Cold moisture-laden air, coming from the 
south west strikes the outer slopes of the Peninsula and 
experiences orographic lifting, with a resultant heavy 
precipitation on the upper slopes. Winds hitting the Akaroa 
Heads are deflected up the harbour onto the funnel-shaped 
walls at the heads of the various bays. On the higher 
levels at the head of the harbour the precipitation is 
augmented by fogs that spill over from the eastern slopes. 
The outer bays \~ i t h a general easterly aspect rec.eive a 
smaller southwesterly derived rainfall than the llDrbour area 
because of a rain shadow effect. 
The warm dry northwesterly wind is the second major 
influence on the Peninsllla climate. It sweeps across the 
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Table 1.1 Comparison table of climatic factors as 
observed Onawe Duvauchelle Bay (Akaroa 
County) and Christchurch. Source: N.Z. 
Meteorological Service Mise. Pub. '177. 
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----------------
Site 
Akaroa Township 
Akaroa Township 
Onawe Duvauchelle Bay 
French Farm 
Hi 11 top 
------------ ------------- r 
Al titude Observation 
( 
' Mean Annual Rainfall Rainfall Rainfall 
(m) 
3 
34 
46 
205 
440 
-----
Period Rainfall (mIll) High (mm) Low (ram) 1984-85 
(Study Period) 
i 1894-1982 1096 
r 
I 
1749 444 790 
1978-82 1075 1146 811 703 
1934-82 997 1593 546 633 
-1969-84 1413 2037 731 965 
- -
--
-------........ '---------
Table. 1.2 Summary table of Akaroa County rainfall data 
including data from study period (September, 1984 to August, 
1985). 
.----------- ----------1 
1984-85 
7. below mean 
2870 
35/. 
377. 
32% 
::x; 
9 
Canterbury Plains 
Peninsula rapidly 
ridges. 
and strikes the exposed faces of the 
drying out the countryside and summit 
The 
prevailing 
eastern bays receive 
northeasterly wind. 
most of their rain from the 
During the summer this is 
usually a sea breeze bringing little rain, but as part of a 
cyclonic system in the winter it brings continuous and often 
heavy rain. Again the rainfall increases further inland to 
a peak value at the summit region where it is supplemented 
by south west rain. 
Onawe 
1.3.3 Frosts 
The average 
Duvauchelle 
annual number 
Bay is 
88.7 
63. 7 , 
(Table 
increases 
of frosts occurring in 
much fewer than the 
1. 1 ) • 
with 
Frost 
altitude 
frequency 
(\~asher. 
Christchurch average of 
and severity generally 
1977). Higher regions 
than lower slopes and 
experience more and heavier frosts 
valley floors. especially where the 
latter are short and terminate at the sea. 
1.4 VEGETATION AND LANDUSE 
1.4.1 ~getBtion 
Podoearp forest covered most of Banks Peninsula until 
about 145 years ago (Ford, 1949). Dense forest was 
developed on sheltered slopes, especially at the head of 
AkaToa Harbour and in many of the outer bays, while on the 
more exposed upper slopes this diminished to sub-alpine 
scrub& On the bleak southerly outer slopes to the east and 
west of the Akaroa Heads tussock grassland provided the main 
cover. 
Considerable modification of the vegetation due to 
new pattern with 
second growth. at 
sawmilling and 
on ly iso 13 ted 
the heads of 
burning has resulted in a 
stands of bush. generally 
valleys and on the steep less accessible 
slopes. Sub-alpine scrub is still found in many exposed 
10 
rocky areas t but grasses now dominate the slopes with silver 
tussock and various introduced species prevailing (Hughes I 
1970). Variation in pasture composition rela.tes to slope 
aspect and degree of grazing and burning. 
Vegetation modification by European man, accompanying 
the transition from sawmilling to an agricultural based 
economy, has 
development of 
lead 
the 
to 
crack 
greater runoff and a 
and fissure system in 
greater 
loess and 
loess colluvium (Hughes, 1970). 
1. 4.2 
Landuse in Akaroa County is reflected in its 
occupational structure (Table 1.3). with the population 
subdivided into those residing in AkBro8 township. and those 
in the rural area. Since the 1960's Akaroa tovnship has 
experienc'ed a decline in its function as a service centre 
for the surrounding rural area (WaSher, 1977). It has, 
however. 
dependence 
experienced a rise 
on many forms' of 
in population 
tourism (eg. 
and a new 
motels, motor 
camps, holiday homes I and recreation for Canter.bury 
residents) for part of its livelihood. The main ar.eas of 
employment are in the commercial and professional groups 
reflecting the needs of the tourist industry. 
OCCUPATION AKAROA AKAROA 
TOIJNSHI P COUNTY 
~ % 
Primary industry 
- Farming 3 56 
-
Forevtry lind sawmillillg I 1 
- Fishing 24 2 
Manufacturing industry 
i including del ry factories 
- 3 
Services (power, vater, etc.) 4 4 
Building lind construction 6 4 
Transport and coromuflicatioflS 10 to 
Commerc.e, professions, etc. 27 10 
I 
Others 5 5 
Retired 20 5 
100% 100% 
Occupational structure in Akaroa (after Washer, 
1977). 
1 I 
In the summer holiday period the population of Akaroa 
township is estimated to rise from 740 to 3160 residents 
(1984 estimate by Akaroa County Council). With this 
increasing trend towards the tourist industry greater 
demands are being placed on the local water supply with 
shortages of treated water occurring over recent summer 
periods. 
In the rural setting farming still provides the main 
source of employment. Agricultural activities directed 
toward sheep and cattle fatt.ening dominate within Akaroa 
County. Some dairying continues. though this has declined. 
with only one cheese factory, at Barry's Bay, remaining. 
Deer farming and very limited goat farming are recent 
introductions to the area. 
The fertile valley soils of some of the gentler 
slopes have allowed some horticultural development (eg. the 
protes nursery of French Farm Valley) with consequent water 
supply needs. 
1.5 WATER SUPPLY 
The urban and rural populations of Akaroa County are 
generally dependent on groundwater 
Present water supply schemes meeting 
settlements of the area commonly derive 
for water supply. 
the demands of the 
their potable water 
from streams via filtration and/or chlorination systems. 
For example t Akaroa township is supplied by chlorinated 
water from two reservoirs that are fed by water piped from 
Aylmers, Balgueri. and Grehan streams. During dry periods 
the streams of Akaroa County appear to be dominantly 
spring-fed. 
Many rural dwellings and farms derive their domestic 
and stock water supplies directly from spring sources. 
Well drives within the County have been confined to 
alluvial material and have generally been unsuccessful. 
1 2 
Rainwater tanks are the presently-used alternative to 
groundwater supplies, though they tend to be mostly 
restricted to intermittently used holiday homes. 
Because of increasing demands on present water supply 
schemes, especially at the settlement scale, it is 
appropriate that this study be undertaken to provide a 
greater understanding of the groundwater resource of Akaroa 
County with particular reference to the springs that are 
common within the area. 
1.6 THESIS OBJECTIVES AND STUDY METHODS 
1.6.1 Principal Objectives 
The principal objectives of 
follows: 
this thesis are as 
1) To investigate groundwater occurrence and flow 
yields at three selected areas within Akaroa 
County with a view to determining the 
hydrogeological models appropriate to the springs 
of the region. 
2) To source the spring waters to determine \~hether 
or not a direct infiltration - recharge model is 
adequate to explain groundwater recharge within 
Akaroa County. 
3) To determine water quality and the future 
potential of the springs as sources of potable 
water within Akaroa County leading to management 
recommendations. 
1.6.2 Investigation Outline 
To achieve the objectives outlined the following 
procedures have been undertaken: 
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a) Hydrogeological mapping of two locations, viz 
French Farm Valley (including French Hill). and 
Pigeon Bay Valley, at 1:10 , 000 scale (APPENDIX 3). 
The springs in the catchment of Akaroa township 
have also been mapped at a scale of 1: 10,000 for 
management purposes. 
b) Honthly discharge monitoring of selected springs 
for a one year period, to delineate any seasonal 
variation (APPENDIX 9). 
c) Daily flow monitoring of 
adjacent rainfall for a six 
fluctuations relating to 
(APPENDIX 9). 
one spring and the 
week period to detect 
local storm events 
d) In situ permeability testing (APPENDIX 8) of 
regolith materials, and laboratory porosity 
testing (APPENDIX 7) of bedrock samples, as 
indicators of water bearing properties of the 
geologicsl materials of the area. 
e) Isotopic (deuterium and oxygen-18) testing 
(APPENDIX 4) of water samples from twelve selected 
springs of varying altitude or geological source 
to test a direct infiltration recharge model. 
f) Sourcing of several springs on French Hill 
using Rhodamine Wt dye (APPENDIX 6). 
g) Chemical testing (APPENDIX 5) of eleven springs to 
determine water quality and to assist in sourcing 
waters. 
CHAPTER 2 
GEOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE OF SPRINGS IN 
AKARDA COUNTY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
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The spring waters of Akaroa County are intimately 
related to the volcanic rocks - basic lava flows, intrusive 
rocks, and pyroclastic beds and surficial deposits that 
compose the present day remnant of Akaroa Volcano. 'T'he 
quaquaversally dipping lava f 1 ('HI S and intercalated 
subordinate pyroclastic beds lie on a partiolly exposed 
basement of trachytic flows, tuffs, and hreccias intruded by 
the gabbro and syenite of Onawe Peninsula (FelloaD, 198?). 
The sequence emplaced ahove this basement resulted from 
extrusion of basic lavas in the aa condition from a centre 
near Onawe Peninsula. Occasional explosive eruptions gave 
rise to pyroclastic material while the intrusive rocks of 
the Akaroa dyke swarm were probably emplaced at different 
times throughout the volcanic history (Falloon, 1982). More 
recent surficial deposits of aeolian and weathering origin 
restrict volcanic exposure and often confine groundwater. 
The nature and water bearing properties of the 
volcanic rocks and surficial materials as they relate to the 
occurrence of springs in Akaroa County are described in this 
chapter. 
2.2 AKAROA GROIIP LAVAS 
The lavas of Akaroa County form heterogeneous aquifer 
systems with groundwater often contained in, or transmitted 
through, permeahle (hydraulic conductivities hetllleen 10- 2 to 
10 - 7 / d (F and Ch 19"1./9)j\ b 1 m s are expecte 'reeze -' erry, asCI t 
flo\~s. 
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2.2.1 Composition 
Falloon (1982). in petrographic and geochemical 
studies of the lavas of Wainui and French Farm. 
distinguished basalts and hawaiites with minor mugearites 
and benmoreites. Subordinate trachyte lava flows have also 
been identified. For the purposes of this study, however, 
lava compositions have not been distinguished in this 
detail. Fresh to slightly weathered phyric and aphyric 
basalts predominate, the phyric containing phenocrysts of 
all or some of the minerals olivine, augite, and 
plagioclase, while the aphyric often exhibit well developed 
flow - banding. 
2.2.2 Flow Orientation and Thickness 
The quaquaversally dipping lavas, when extrapolated. 
appear to radiate from near Onawe Peninsula. Dip values 
near the present summit vary between 3 and IS degrees. The 
higher values are rare however and beds are frequently 
almost horizontal (Speight. 1944). 
Flow thickness is very irregular, being determined 
not only by distance from the centre of extrusion (generally 
thinning away from this centre ). but also the pre 
existing topography on the volcano's flanks. Thicknesses of 
greater than 20 In have been observed for individual flows 
but these may thin or pinch out completely over topographic 
highs. 
2.2.3 Flow Morpholo~y 
As flows exhibiting rubbly ,tops and basal breccias 
surrounding unbrecciated central lava are the typical flow 
form (Figs. 2.1, 2.2). However Some flows do not exhibit 
these breccia types due to viscosity variations. 
Brecciated tops form when 8 crust on the cooling lava 
flow breaks into discrete blocks as the less viscous flow 
centre continues to move. Fragments composing rubbly tops 
Up to 20 ill thick 
FLOW 
FHONT 
21111~~~~~~~~~~~ Brecciated ~ Top 
~~~~~~~~~~~ Variably ~ Jointed 
Coherent 
Lava 
Fig. 2.1 Cross section through typical aa basalt lava flow 
asp res e r v e ct inA k a rOB COIl n t y (a f t e r \~ e a v ere t a J I 1 9 8 5 ) • 
are generally less than IS cm Across but range between 1 mm 
and i m. Thicknesses of up to 5 m are observed. 
Basal breccias are commonly thinner and less 
continuous than br~cciated tops and consist of chilled 
blocks from the flow base or that fall from the flow front 
and are subsequently overrun by the less viscous central 
lava~ 
The fragmented breccias grade into the more coherent 
1 a v ace n t r e (F i g . 2. 3 ) w h i c h t Y pic a 11 y s 11 O'~ S 5 0 me for m 0 f 
jointing and occasionally some vesicularity. 
2.2.4 Jointi!L&, 
Extremely variable jointing (Figs. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6) is 
characteristic of the Akaroa Group lavas with spacing, 
persistence, and aperture changing rapidly within the same 
flow, and determining whether it will readily transmit and 
store water or act 8S a perching Inyer. Joint character 
relates in part to flow thickness and also to distance from 
chilled £10.,.1 margins; a general increase in joint spacing 
occurs with di~ti'lnce from these margins. \.) e CI the r i n g m 8 y 
l6 
L 
. . .......... ::::: S··.·· .... . 
. . . . " .... '":"0 . 
L 
: .' 
L 
---
R R 
L Coherent variably jointed lava 
B Brecciated lava 
R Regolith colluvium 
A Ash 
1 7 
L 
Fig. 2.2 Sequence of aD lava flows (and 
intercalated ash) as observed in Akaroa 
Volcanics in the Wairewa Co unty gravQl pits 
(Grid ref. M36 858 104). 
1 columnar jointed basalt 
2 pe rson for sc~le 
18 
Fig. ~ Outcrop showing \o/eathered h3sal hreccia (on which 
hammer is placed) grading up into more coherent jointed 
lava. An ash layer separates the basal hreccia from an 
underlying weathered hrecciated top (Grid ref. N36 073 214). 
~ 2.4 rh o t 0 S hOI'.' i n g v a r i Cl b i 1 i t y 0 f j 0 i n tin g 1,1 i t h i n Cl 
single 
tight a nd 
r ] 01-' • 
\0/ 0 U 1 d 
Joints 
21 1101'1 
l'Iithin this 
sloH (i1bout 
infiltr a tion (Grid ref. ~36 99 A 172). 
olltcrop ilre ge ncr Rlly 
10- 7 to 10-C.) n/s) 
Fig. 2.5 ~lassive poorly jointed lElva. 
metres high (N36 000 196). 
1 <) 
J\ x p 0 sur e i s abo 11 t () 
~ 2.6 Open jo~nted lava (aperture up to 3 C~) in su~m~t 
region (N36 000 187). 
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result in expansion of the mineral constituents of the rock 
with subsequent re(\llction of joint 8pertlJre. 
Generally one group of joint sets approximately 
normal to the flow surface and another sub - parallel to it 
divide the lava into irregular blocks (though these are 
often more or less cubic in shape with an average block size 
of between 100 and 450 mm, but ranging up to greater than 2 
m). It is assumed that shrinkage due to cooling has 
produced most of the vertical joints and Yettan (1983) has 
suggested that the sub horizontal joint sets, often 
parallel to flow banding, may be an exfoliation feature. 
Joint spaCing varies from less than 1 em to greater than 2 m 
with the horizontal joint set generally the more closely 
spaced. The average joint spacing for vertical sets is 
about 30 cm "lith apertures up to 3cm. 
Hell developed, though irregular. columnar Jointing 
(Fig. 2.2) is ohserved occasionally and is most common in 
phyric basalts. 
Joint infillings are usually only visihle near to 
exposed weathering surfaces or surficial deposits and 
consist of weathering products Or colluvium material. 
Calcite, probably a preCipitate from circulating magmatic or 
post - volcanic waters, occurs rarely in some joints. 
2.2.5 Vesicularity 
~fassive lavas infrequently show vesicularity (Fig. 
2.7) I most vesicles being less than 1 em (average 4 mm) in 
diameter, and where present is generally less than 30;; (up 
to approximately 50%) oE the rock material volume. A 
8 e n era 1 1 a c k 0 f j 0 i n tin g i sob s e r v e d 'vI :i. t h m 0 s t v e !3 i c III a r 
lava tops. 
2 • 2 • 6 \~ ate r - 13 ear i n g Pro per tie S 0 f L a v a Nat e ria 1 s 
Discontinuities 14ithin the Akaroa Group lavas make 
HYDROGEOLOGICAL 
MAPPING UNIT 
BASALTIC LAVAS 
(AKAROA GROUP) 
1) Coherent lava 
centre 
2) Brecciated 
lava 
PYROCLASTIC 
MATERIALS 
1) Ash and Tuff 
MODE OF OCCURRENCE 
Coherent lava may 
constitute all or a 
section (typically 
the middle of a 
single lava flow). 
Where brecciated 
layers are present 
get gradational 
contacts with 
coherent lava 
centre. Up to 
20 m thick. 
May constitute all 
or sections 
(typically top or 
bottom) of a single 
lava flow. 
Gradational 
contact with 
coherent lava. 
Intercalated with 
Akaroa Group Lavas. 
Smooths oq,t 
pre-existing 
topography and 
may fill cavities 
in underlying 
breccias. May be 
baked by overriding 
lavas. 
2) Bedded scorial As for ash and 
tuff. 
INTRUSIVES 
1) Trachyte 
dykes 
Vertical or sub-
vertical trachytic 
sheets cutting 
lava flows and 
pyroclastic 
country rock. 
GENERAL ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL 
DESCRIPTION (APPENDIX I) 
unweathered 
Fresh to slightly weathered, very 
strong, grey to black, phyric to 
aphyric, medium to finely 
crystalline BASALTIC rock. 
Infrequently shows vesicularity. 
Contains at least 3 joint sets 
with highly variable nature. 
Aperture: tight to 3 cm. 
Spacing: <1 em to > 2 m. 
Average block size is 100 to 
450 mm. 
Weathered 
Moderately to highly weathered, 
moderately strong to very weak, 
dark to light grey or purplish 
grey, phyric to aphyric, BASALTIC 
rock. 
Jointing as above, but aperture 
may decrease where highly . 
weathered. 
Unweathered 
Consists of clasts (up to boulder 
size) of the above unweathered 
basalt (usual basal breccias). 
Rubbly Lava 
Slightly to highly weathered 
clasts (up to boulder size) of 
massive BASALTIC lava in matrix 
of; slightly to highly weathered, 
soft to hard, dark.to light grey, 
mixture of silt, sand and gravel 
sized fragments of basaltic lava. 
Predominantly unjointed. 
Slightly to moderately weathered, 
moderately strong to '/ery weak, 
red, massive or finely layered, 
BASALTIC tuff or ash. 
Predominantly unjointed. 
Slightly to highly weath.ered 
clasts (up to boulder size) of 
massive or frothy BASALTIC lava 
- in a matrix of slightly to 
highly weathered, moderately 
weak to strong, grey to purplish 
grey (or red) BASALTIC ash. 
Predominantly unjointed. 
Slightly to moderately weathered, 
very strong to moderately strong, 
greyish or greenish white, 
coarsely layered or massive 
TRACHYTE. 
MATERIAL POROSITY 
unweathered basalt 
== 1. 5% 
Unweathered vesicular 
= 35% 
Weathered basalt 
== 57% 
\ 
WATER-BEARING PROPERTIES 
Open jointed lavas provide 
the main vertical flow 
path for infiltrating 
water. 
Thick bedded lavas 
showing tight or widely 
spaced jointing show 
relatively low water-
bearing capacity and 
often act as barriers to 
vertical groundwater 
movement. 
Highly weathered lavas 
undergo considerable 
reduction in permeability 
from unweathered state. 
Commonly occur as 
perching layers. 
as above (unweathered> I Common medium for lateral 
basalt) groundwater flow in 
Akaroa County. 
Rubb1y lava == 54% 
Baked tuff == 39% 
Crystal tuff = 26% 
Unweathered scoria 
== 21% 
Weathered scoria 
= 74% 
Moderately weathered 
trachyte == 19% 
(See Appendix 7) 
Common perching layer 
due to lack of jointing. 
Effectively impermeable. 
Most important barrier 
to vertical groundwater 
flow in Akaroa County. 
Effective perching layer 
because of unjointed 
nature. 
Effective barrier to 
lateral groundwater 
flow. 
I 
Table ~ Engineering geological descriptions and water -
bearing characteristics of the Akaroa Group Volcanics. 
N 
..... 
2 • R DownlVard 
movement of watcr through 
shrinkage cracks in 
basalt lava s h a \" n by 
leakage from these cracks 
(seen as dark patches). 
( N 3 6 0 3 t. 2 4 4 ) 
22 
2 • 7 Vesicular 
basalt lava top with thin 
(1 to 4 cm) ash layer 
above (ShOHS (1S deep red 
band). Vesjcles are 2 mm 
to 1 cm acro s s. Outcrop 
occurs in Pigeon Bay. 
(Grid Rcf. N36 038 219) 
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them [he main perched aquifers in Akaroa County. Table 2.1 
summarises the engineering geological and consequent RquiEer 
characteristics of the lava materials. 
Secondary permeability of lavas due mainly to cooling 
joints provides the main vertical flow path for percolating 
wat~r (Fig. 2.8), Thin bedded lava flows showing well 
developed jointing (especially columnar jointing) can be 
excellent aquifers ann allow rapid infiltration (up to 10- 2 
m/s) where they are exposed. In thick beddecl flo ... 1S the 
relative amounts of breccia and the size and frequency of 
the cracks that transmit water fr~ely are less than in thin 
flows, and 
sections of 
the water bearing capacity 
low. These 
of thick bedded 
lavas serve as 
perching 
l(!.va is relatively 
13yers where the O'l e r J y 1. n g strata i s more 
permeahle. 
In the process o[ weathering the mineral constituents 
of the lavas expand during chemical decomposition. This 
expansion reduces the size of the openings in the rock, Bnd 
weathering is usuRlly accompanied by a conSiderahle 
reduction in permeability and a decrease in water - bearing 
capacity of the rock mass. As a result deeply weathered 
unbrecciated lava may lose its jointing and 
a perching layer. 
commonly forms 
Weathering, resulting in the formation of clay 
HI i n era 1 s • and bur i alb y sub s eq u e n t flo w san d p y roc 1 a s tic 
deposits, may compact brecciated tops, while deposition of 
secondary minerals (eg. calcite) by circulating water tends 
to reduce the pore space. Relatively impermeahle rubbly 
lava beds (Fig. 2.3) may form as a result of these proc.esses 
and are common perching layers. > In spite of this some 
rubhly tops remain highly I)ermeahle anli can he among the 
best aquifers. 
Bas a 1 h r e c cia s , \" h e. reI e sse x p 0 s e c\ t 0 Iv eat her inA , 
consist of coarse clastic material with inSignificant matrix 
and form a common medium for horizontal groundwater flow in 
Akaroa County. \~ hen ~ 1 t era t ion 0 c. C \l r s b 8 sal b r e c cia 5 for m 
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the same relatively impermeable rubbly lava beds as 
hrecciated tops. 
2.2.7 Aquifer ~haracteristics 
Table 2.1 summarises the porosity/density rroperties 
of various lava flow materials as determined in a laboratory 
testing programme (Appenrtix 7). The highest porosity values 
(between 54% anr. 74%) helong to highly l<leA.thered lav()s and 
brecciRted layers. These materials are commonly seen AS 
perching lithologies. Weathered vesicular basaJ.ts are also 
in this category. Those materials with the lowest 
porosities, ie. the unweathered hasalts (1.5%). are found to 
be the he~t ,aquifers when hreccias or closely spaced <'lnct 
open joi.nting are present indic.ating that rock m()SS 
permeabilities are more influential in water transmissivity 
than material porosity. 
2.3 PYROCLASTIC MATERIALS 
deep 
2.3.1 Ash and Tuff 
Basalt - derived ash and tuff 
red beds of irregular thickness 
is commonly exposed as 
(Fig. 2.9). Some ash 
beds are very extensive being continuous for several 
kilometres, while others thin and pinch out locally. 
Generally ash beds are thicker in the vicinity of the vent 
but will smooth out irregularities of the pre existing 
ground surface, resulting in deeper deposits where gullies 
have been infilled and shallower over topographic. highs. 
Thicknesses up to about 4 metres have been observed. 
Usually ash or tuff is uniformly composed of silt - sized 
particles, but some graded bedding is observed with crystal 
tuffs (composed of olivine, augite, and pl~gioclase 
crystals) (Fig. 2.10) or occnsional lapilli or bomb - rich 
layers grading up into homogenous ash. 
Tuff beds are effectively massive with microjointing 
occurring mostly in weathered exposures. Baking of many 
2'1 
fig. 2 .9 
h(:siele the 
jointing. 
Deep red 
Summ i t 
<1sh / t u f[ 
(~36 
I nycr ex po sed in rand cut 
RORd 098 18 0) • 
fi g . 2.10 Ilanel specifTle n samp le s of 
tuffaceous ash on left of pencil; crystal 
crystAls of olivine , aun i te , a nd plagiocl ase 
as h matrix) on ri gh t. 
~! 0 t e l<1ck of 
b<1saltic tuff: 
tuff (containin g 
in si. lt - sizeel 
tuff beds has added to their impermeability, 
porosity figures of fHouod 38% for baked ash 
crystal tuff have been dcriveo (Table 2.1) they 
the most impoftant perching layer within 
26 
and althougb 
and 26;~ for 
fife probnhly 
the Akaroa 
sequence. 
however. 
Leakage may occur where these Clre discontinuous 
2.3.2 Scoria 
\ 
P('Irasitic cones of ash, scoria, and agglomerate occur 
in the AkR[Oa sequence, hut of morc importance from n 
hydrologicAl point of view, (lre extensive and often thick 
(20 m+ exposed) bedded scorias (Fig. 2.11). Following the 
dip of the existing lava flows these beds are normally 
purplish grey in colour hut may be stained red due to hot 
steam blasting through ~nd oxidizing iron in the rock. Ma n y 
S cor i a he d S 8 r e n 0 \~ i n d lJ r a t'e d, but 
loose frothy basalt-derived material 
of constituent fragments but only a 
initially consisted of 
(with a wide size range 
small proportion less 
than 1 mm) (Fig. 2.12). Unweathered and weathered indurated 
scorias give porosities of 21% and 74:1, respectively. the 
former due mainly to the frothy nature of bflsaltic clasts 
within the scoria. The higher porosity of weathered scoria 
is due to expansion of mineral constituents during chemical 
decomposition which leads to a more open structure within 
the material. However. despite these high porosity values 
the generally unjointed n~ture of scoria beds means they act 
as effective perching layers (Tahle 2.1). 
2.4 INTRUSIVE ROCKS 
The Akaroa Group inc.ludes a radial dyke swarm 
consisting mainly of trachyte with suborclinate basalt and 
dolerite. The radi~l dyke pattern is well developed in its 
outer parts but becomes more criss - crossed near the point 
where the outlyinR dykes converge, ie. Onawe Peninsula. 
Porosity 
trachyte gives 
testing of moderately weathered Pulpit Rock 
a value of 19%, but the tight nature of 
observed joints means that Akaraa intrusives present an 
Fir,. 
bedded 
2.11 18 
scoria 
infills [1 steep 
m+ thick 
(probably 
sided 
o u 1 1 y ) near Peraki 
'" 
Sncld le. The ge nerally 
massive nature of this 
m8terial mok cs i t 
effectively impermeab1e. 
Joints <Ire vi Sl b 1 c but 
are t i g h t a nd Hic!el~' 
spaced. (N37 992 10 2) 
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Fig. 2.12 Close up photo of scoria shoHing grey frothy 
hi'ls81tic clast (to right of pen c il top) in fine purplish 
grey ash matrix. (N37 992 102) 
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impermeable barrier to lateral \<later flow (S~ct:ion 3.2). 
Table 2.1 summarises the engineering geological and water -
hearing characteristics of the trachyte. 
2.5 SURFICIAL DBPOSIT~ 
Bell and Trangmar (in prep.) distinguish Li.ve types 
of surficial deposit on Hanks Peninsula. these being: 
II LOESS 
1) In situ primary airEal] loess 
2) Loess colluvium 
3) Mixed deposits of loess and volcanic 
colluviums 
4) Volcanic colluvium 
5) Residual regolith 
REGOLITH TYPES 
~ VOLCANIC COLLUVIUM 
o LOESS COllUVIUM B WfATHEIHO VOLCANIC ROCK 
(RESmUAL REGOllTHl 
~ MIXED COLLUVIUM 
~ 1 __ ~ 1 3 Ide ali sed reg 0 1 i t h s lop e dis t rib ~\ t ion inA k a r 0 a 
County (after Bell and Trangmar, in prep.). 
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Fig. 2.13 shows the ideal distrihution of the colluvium 
type~ on a hill~ide \1nile Table 2.2 presents generfllised 
engineering geological Elescriptions and permeability data. 
Discussion on alluvial material is 81so presenterl here. 
These material types are of importance in this study 
because their distribution and in situ permeahilities (Tahle 
2.2) are major factors in determining precipitation 
infiltration rate Bnd the degree to which groundwater 
issuing from bedrock aquifers is confi.ned. In situ 
permeobility testing for this s~udy (Appendix R) has 
of revealed that these deposits possess () genera1 orner 
decreasing hydraulic conductivity thus: volcanic colluvium. 
mixed colluvium (usually sho" a necre<lse with decrease in 
volcanic 
instance, 
clast 
loess 
component). anti 
cover is expected 
colluvium. For 
to nllo\J s 1 0 \~ e r 
precipitation infiltration rates and to confine grolln{hJater 
more effectively than a volcnnic colluvium coveT. 
2.5. 1 In Loess Loess Colluvium 
Griffiths (1973) in mapping the loess of Banks 
Peninsula found Akaroa County to consist of mostly non 
calcareous Barrys Bay Loess. In situ (airfall) loess is 
usually a yellowish brown quarlzofeldspathic clayey silt and 
may show a profile as depicted in Figure 2.14. Distinct 
horizontally running grey zones are often visible indicating 
periods of soil formation during lulls in loess deposition. 
Loess colluvium is generally composed of the same 
clayey silt material, but contains' up to 10% volcanic rock 
fragments mixed in during mass movement. Most deposits show 
distinct though discontinuous layering representing 
different depositional events. 
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SURFICIAL 
UNIT 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
GEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS 
(APPENDIX 1) 
In Situ 
Loess 
Loess 
Colluvium 
Unweathered to slightly 
weathered, ory to moist, 
IN SITU 
PERMEABILITY 
(APPENDIX 8) 
m/s 
yellowish brown (orange 3.1 x 10-7 
mottles formed where 
burrowing exists), 
massive CLAYEY SILT. 
(ML). 
Slightly to moderately 
we8thered~ dry to moist, 
\ 
soft to stiff, mottled 
dark brown and light 
yellowish brown. massive 
SILT with some clay and 
rare fine gravel (HL). 
1.3 x 10- 6 
Mixed Slightly to moderately 1.6 x 10- 7 
Colluvium weathered, dry to moist, (10% volcanics) 
Volcanic 
Colluvium 
: soft. to firm. dark 
yellowish brown, massive 5.1 x 10- 7 
SILT with some fine to (25% volcanics) 
coarae grevel and clay. 
OR fine to coarse 2.6 x 10- 6 
gravelly SILT with (35% volcanics) 
aome send end clay (ML). 
Slightly to highly 
weathered~ dry to moist, 
soft to hard. yellowish 
to reddish brown. SILTY 
FINE GRAVEL with some 
sand (GX), OR fine to 
coarse GRAVEL with some 
silt and clay (GP). 
Table 2.2 General engineering geological descriptions 
and in situ permeabilities 
surficial deposits of Akaroa County. 
for the 
LAYER 
40 - - - - - - - - - -
60 ) 
r C (COMPACT J 
so -'i - ~ 
100 - -- - - - - - -P I PARENT) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Light to dark brown 
organic rich topsoil 
Mottled clayey silt 
Firm dense yellow 
brown clayey silt 
with vertical cracking 
May show sliGhtly 
harder fragipan 
Yellowish brown 
clayey silt 
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2.14 Schematic profile in the loess of Akaroa 
County (after Evans. 1977). 
b) Origin 
The greywacke - derived silts originated mainly from 
Pleistocene glacial grinding. Subsequently deposited on 
fluvial glacial outwash fans these silts were finally 
transported by north west winds and deposited as sn airfe11 
blanket over the Canterbury Plains and the eroded flanks of 
Banks Peninsula. Downslope transport of the nirfall 
material by mass movement processes, such DS slide 
avalanche - flows (nell and Tr8ngmnr, in prep.), has yie1ded 
the loess colluvium deposits. 
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Ex pos ure (approxim a t e ly 14 m hi g h) of in situ 
loes s on Ona we Pen i.n sul a , a nd abou t 4 m above sea leve l. 
Grif f ith s (19 73 ) re cog nises fo ur pe rio ds of l oess deposition 
in thi s outcrop. ( Gr id Re f. N36 0 42 162) 
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c) DistrioHtion 
In situ loess h:'Js been observed up to 15 m thick neal' 
sea 1 eve 1 ( Fig • 2 • 1 5 ) and dec 1 i n i n g \J i t h inc r e it sin p, 
altitude. On steep slopes little or no pure loess is found 
b \1 ton the f 18 t rid f:', e s 0 r roll inn S 11 mini t top s t hie k n e sse S 0 f 
up to one or two metres are found. 
Loess colluvium occurs on shoulders, b<:lckslopes, 
footslopes. anrl toeslopes \~ith a thickness between 0.5 ann 
15 m or more. 
d) Iv ate r - B ear i_ n.s. P r 0 per tie s 
Exposure ot loess profiles jn Aka rOil County is moinly 
restricted to road cuts and escarpments at the head of slide 
- avalanche - flow failures. Consequ~nt}y field ohservation 
of water flow in in situ loess is limited, but it appears to 
occur at the loess bedrock interface. and above the 
C-layer fragipan where this is developed. Evans (1977) has 
observed water movement within the P-layer, and Hughes 
(1970) postulates that water enters this layer through 
dessication 
surface, or 
the loess 
cracks that mayor may not extend to the ground 
gain direct entrance along the upper margins of 
where it lies against bedrock. A similar 
occurrence is suspected in Akaroa County. Figure 2.16 
depicts these models for grounrlwater flow in loess. 
Layering (eg. palaeosols) in loess colluvium has a 
great influence on water flow due to permeability and 
despersion differences, and contacts between layers often 
provide discontinuities along which water movement and 
erosion tunnels can occur. 
Tunnel gullying is an erosional feacure due to water 
flow \~ithi!1 more dispersive loess layers. Hhere the depth 
of loessiol material 
is poorly developed 
bedroc.k, Bnd aquifer 
the water source. 
is less than 1 m or where the fragipan 
gullying may occur directly over the 
sources within the bedrock may provide 
a) 
PLAYER 
b) 
SEEPAGE 
PRECtPITATlOH I 
lHflL iRATION 
BEDROCK 
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~ 2 Models for groundwater flow in loess with well 
developed layering. 
a) with direct infiltration of rainwater into 
profile, and without influence of underlying 
hedrock (after Evans, 1977). 
b) with rainwater concentration at the bedrock 
interface. in combination with direct infiltntion 
through soil layer and underlying bedrock ( after 
Hughes, 1970). 
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In situ rermeablity testing (Appendix 8) of primary 
airfilll loess ann recently 
3 1 1,,-7 i • x u mt san d 1.:1 'X 
slumped loess reveals values of 
10- 7 mls respectively. The more 
jointed nature of the slumped loess explains the difference. 
d Colluv um 
._-----'-'---
Mi 
Hixed colluvium is loess colluvium mixed with 
volcanic weathering products derived from upslope (Bell and 
Trangmar, in prep.). The ratio of loess to volcanic 
material ranges from 10% to 90% and therefore morphology is 
highly variable. Colour ranAes betHeen yellow brown and 
dar k red dis h b r 0 \In d e pen eli n g 0 nth e pro p 0 r t ion 0 f vol can i c 
material. The volcanic fragments are fine sands or boulders 
decreasing in size ~nd ahundance with increasing distance 
from bedrock outcrop. 
b) Distribut.ion 
Mixed colluvium is found on backs lopes and upper 
footslopes below volcanic rock outcrops, overlying in situ 
loess. older colluvium. or bedrock. Thicknesses between 0.3 
and 3 m occur in Akaroa County. 
c) r - Bearing 
Groundwater seepage occurs throughout the mixed 
colluvium layer, sometimes creating small (up to 40 em) 
tunnels \.ithin the profile, of at the bedrock interface. 
Where underlying loess is firm water may perch above this. 
Measured permeabilities rAnge between 1.6 x 1 7 mls 
and 2.6 x 10-6 mls with a trend towards higher permeability 
with greater volcanic component (Table 2.2). though degree 
of compaction is also influential. Infiltration through 
miy.ed colluvium is expected to be faster than through loess 
a sac 0 n seq IJ e nee 0 f t his g e n era 11 y h i g her per mea b iIi t y and 
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spring derived surface water is often seen to re enter 
mixed colluvium after a short dist~nce. 
2.5.3 Volcs ic Colluvium 
a) 
~I u c h s tee p h j g h g r 0 U 0 d 1. sir r e r. u 1 .1 r 1 y m " n tIe d \d t 11 
volcanic colluvium consiAting of volcanic - derived mflr.arjnl 
mixed with small <:Hl1()Unts 
matrix is present colour 
and becomes lighter as 
(J.ess 
rfloges 
loess 
thClO lO~) of loess. h'her(; 
from reddish bro\~n to hro\:Jo 
content increas(!s. Hock 
frSRments are angular to 5ubangular ranging [rom Rrnvels to 
hOlllders "lith size 2enerally decreosing a\.Jay [rom hedrock 
ontcrop. Commonly ohserved mnntles of rock clasts r"csu I tinr. 
from rockfalls, topples, or tockslirles have been mapped as 
volcanic colluvium. 
h) 
Volcanic colluvium occurs on morlerately steep r'lid 
back slopes immediately helow the outcrops, and is extremely 
variable in thickness. ranging up to 1.2 m (for rock - fall. 
topple. and slide material clast size is a major 
influence on thickness) and thinning away from outcrop5. It 
often overlies weakly weathered volcanic basement or a 
strongly weathered zone in the upper part of the volcanics. 
c) Water - Bearing 
Grouodw::lter movement is distributed throughout the 
colluvium profile hut frequently occurs near the hedrock 
interface. Erosion cavities "'ithin the profile may occur 
when wRter flow erodes fine grained matrix from hetween the 
coarser clasts which suhse!"juently collapse. Such tunnels 
have been observed up to 30 cm in dinmeter but are often 
very small (down to 3 cm). 
The gravel texture to many volcanic colluvium 
materials gives relntively hiRh permeabilities l a figure of, 
1.1 x 1 0 -5 / m S being gained 
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for one such io situ snmpl e 
(TDhle 2,2). Volcanic colluvium is expccten to show the 
feste,<;t infiltration r::'\tes of the tested regolith types as a 
consequence. 
In situ weathering of 
residual regolith often seen BS 
volcanic hedrock produce5 
shallow reddish brown silty 
clay 108ms with up to 25% subangu18r \~eathered grA.vel and 
cobble sized volcanic materials. Residual regoliths have 
been mopped tdth volcanic colluvium hec<l\lse of their similar 
permenbility properties. I~esidliRl regolith occurs on low 
angle slopes ntop ridges at high altitudes where 
precipitation rates are relRtively hiRh. Consequently these 
materinls are considered to act as Nedi" for infiltration. 
2.5.5 Alluvillm 
Alluvium deposits exist in the vDlley bottoms of 
Akaroa County and c.onsist of well grl'\ded silt to coar;:;e 
gravel sized sediments (mainly volcanic derived t but with 
some loess included). Lenses of bluish grey or brown muddy 
fine sands have been revealed in gene:rally unsuccessful well 
drives within this Bres and may provide a permeability 
barrier to water movement in the coarse Alluvium. 
2.6 GEOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE OF THE SPRINCS 
Groundwater discha:rge in AkaroR County occurs at 
springs h'hose 
controlled. 
form and 
Discharge may 
distrihution are 
occur directly 
aquifers, hut more commonly 
surficial cover. 
j s through 
2.6, I 
geologically 
from bedrock 
the extensive 
Springs of tHO fIlQrr>holo13ics are observed. Springs 
showing confined flow if'>fiUe from materials possessinn hi~h 
permeabili.ty, including volc<1nic hreccias and fractured 
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Invas, or regoltth in which tire present frnctllres, eroded 
cavities (Fig. 2.17), or a high coarse size fraction. 
Considerahle sprin~ discharge l)Lcurs fro/!'l 50[;10;: material", 
such as homo2,eneous loess or mixed co.lluvillnl, hut thei.r 
permeability is so 10'" that the \.J8ter i.s forced to the 
surface over a large area. Thp. resultant diffutoe sprin~s 
are often seen as green stock tramp)f:d I>ntches on dry 
hj llsides i.n ~l!mmer or may shaH as reedy areas elDogBted in 
n downhill direction (fig. 2.]8). 
2. (,.2 Thstri.\)ution 
Lines of springs often occur at discrete levelR 
tracing lava flow clips and incticnting bedrock control Df 
spring distribution. These nccur as contnct springs (Bryan, 
1919) \>Ihere permeable rock llrl1.ts overlie units of lower 
permeahiJity, or colluvial ~prinAs rclatinr. to hedTDck 
d e r i v e d \Hl t e r • 
Geomorphic benches. often traceable for several 
kilometres i are commonly associated with spring lineations. 
Two observations relating to these benches are: 
2 ) 
They can result from exploitation of basal 
breccias by weathering leading to collapse of the 
overlying lavas. 
Benches are 
impe rmea b Ie and 
commonly 
erosion 
capped by relatively 
resistant beds such as 
tuff, scoria. or massive lava. 
l10th observations provide geolop,ical factors conducive to 
\v i. t II field 
the benches 
the presence of springs and are consistenc 
observation. Surficial material often J11Ctl1tles 
confining related groundvlater, but may thlrl at 
edge '''here associated scarps fall 8\.JC1Y allo\dng 
thC:! hench 
escape of 
the \iater as springs. Consequently many springs lie close 
to bench erlges. Springs in the mi.ddle at some benches may 
have migrateri back from the scarp top due to piping erosion 
of surficial material. 
f1.0,. 2.17 
confined 
Sp ring emergi. n g from 
flow ( N37 09 R 095). 
ero s ion cavity in 
~ 2.18 Springs (nany 
colluvium) on hj lls i.de 
emerging in 
in f ren ch 
diffu se flow 
F<1rm nppenr 
patches 
j n mid 
and reedy nreas e lon gated in d 0\, n h .1. 11 
summer. springs to 
]C) 
l oess :in 
[r 0 m m j xc ' \ 
3S g r ee n 
d i rection 
ridge 
(Rocky PeCtk 
0 1) 1 2 5)). 
No te prox i mity of 
is the hi g he 5t point i n t h j s photogr<1[lh 
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At lower altitudes, where surficial deposits are 
generally thicker. the evidence for bedrock control of 
springs is less obvious ~nd distribution is often determined 
by the presence of permeability barriers (eg. fragipan 
layers in loess) or higher permeability zones (eg. volcAnic 
cIa f'l t - ric h z 0 n e sin mix e d C 0 1. hI V i u m ) wit h i nth e mat e ria 1 
itself. 
2.6.3 Geological Classification of 
For this study springs are classified according to 
the geological materials from which they are observed to 
flow. This material is not necessarily the water source. 
For instance, a bedrock origin is suspected for much of the 
water that emerges as springs in colluvial material. Spring 
types in order of abundance are thus: mixed colluvium, 
volcanic colluvium, loess. volcanic bedrock (jointed lavas 
and breccias), and alluvium. 
2.6.4 Spri~s From Bedrock 
Though the Akaroa Group lavas are considered to be 
the main aquifers of the area, the extensive surficial cover 
means that very few bedrock springs are observed. Bedrock 
springs issue from fractured lavas and brecciated layers 
where these overlie relatively impermeable beds (Figs. 2.19 
- 2.22) such as those listed in Section 5.2. Red tuff is 
the dominant perching layer in many bedrock springs and moat 
occur in the steeper high altitude regions where less 
surfiCial cover exists. 
2.6.5 Springs in Mixed and Volcanic Colluvium 
Mixed and volcanic colluvium springs are most common 
due to the extensive IlRture of these regolith types at the 
higher elevations where most recharge occurs (Section 5.4). 
These springs derive their water from bedrock aquifers (the 
water beiog confined until the colluvium cover allows exit 
to the ground surface) and from direct precipitation 
infiltration into the surficial material. 
4 1 
Fig. 2.19 Schematic. dingram: spring issuing from jOinted 
lava ,.here this overlies tuff Inyer (solid black in 
diagram). Mixed colluvium overlies the jointed lavD. 
Lava 
Satur.a.ted unweathered basal breccia 
Fig. 2.20 Spring emerging from unHeathered n[lsal brecci<"l 
\'Ihere this overlies rel~tively impermeable layer, er, tuff. 
~ 2.}1 Bedrock sp ring 
flo \, i n g from jointed 
bCl sr1 1tic Jav a Hhere thi s 
overlies red tuff layer. 
~l i cl sum mer flo \-1 iss h 0 \,' n 
(about 
minut e) 
1.5 litres per 
CIt this French 
Farm spring. (N36 014 
12 8 ) • 
1', 222 \ tor exi. ti.n',2 23...!.. . ... CI '-
from slig htly weathered 
basal brecci~ overlnin hy 
volc<1nic c:olluvi u m. This 
\,' <1 t e r is per c \1 e c! a bov l' 
u n .i 0 i n t e c1 1 Cl V il. ( N 3 () () 2 L 
LSD). 
Springs occur ,,,here RToundwater rir;c:s 1:0 the r,round 
surface due to input of water from volci'lnic b~rls (Fig. 
2.23), or where surficial cover thins allowing exit of 
per c h c (\ IN ate r n ear t II e bed roc. kin t e r f ace (f i Q,. 2. 2 4 ) . ~! ti n y 
sprinRS associ8ted with geomorphic benches are of the latter 
type anc! often relate to <1 netirby outcrop of tuff or rTl<.1ssjve 
lava. 
!1oth confined ann diffuse springs emerge from these 
colluvium types. Confined springs exit where there is 
fracturing or an ahundance of volcanic clasts. Small tunnel 
features (up to 40cm in diClmeter) may allo\~ ready exi.c of 
groundwater (Fig. 2.25). Oiffuse springs nre very common in 
m i :x e d col 1 u v i u m e s pee :i ;:j 1 1 Y Iv her e s lop e [1 n g 1 e 5 C\ n d v 0 tea n i c 
cla~t content are low. 
Fewer springs emerge from laes:::; thnn from mixed or 
volcanic colluvium. HenrIy all loess springs lie helow the 
300 m contour and consequently arc remote to the main 
recharge zone which occurs in the summit region. Rechaq~e 
At these lO\1er levels is less because of lower rainfall 
(Fig. 1.3), and the slower infiltration rates that occur in 
the loess ,,,hen compared to mixed or volcanic colhlvium. 
These factors may 
(nearly all flo\1! at 
mapped loess springs. 
explain the 
less than 
generally 
2.5 litres 
low 
per 
discharge 
minute) of 
Springs emerging through loess tend to be diffuse 
because of the materialis relatively low permeability (10- 6 
to 10- 7 m/s) and generally low 'slope tingles (most lie 
between 5 and 15 degrees). More con tined spri.ngs occur 
where fracturing or tunnelling are present. Redrock derived 
'vater may travel lonA downslope distnnr:e5 before breaking 
through the loess cover. Water moves slowly along vertical 
permeability harriers such as the C-lnyer fnlf)ipan, or the 
loess - bedrock boundary> to emerge as springs where these 
harriers intersect the ground surfDce or \,there the water, 
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~ 2.23 Nixed or volc.anic colluvium s[')ring due to input 
of water from bedrock ;'Iquifer. A r r 0 ... 1 S s how flo \0/ pat h 0 f 
water from basal breccia overlying tuff bed (solid bl<lck) 
out into colluvium. 
Fig. 2.24 Hixed or volcanic colluvium spring where 
colluvium thins over change in slope in underlying 
volcanics. Arrows depict possible flowpath through 
colluvium above tuff layer (solid black), 
~ 2.25 Mixed coLluvium spring 
diameter erosion cavity in french 
flow occurs. Note composition 
approximately 20 % subangular bas a lt 
at this locality. (N36 998 131) 
45 
exiting through 20 cm 
farm Va lley. Confined 
of mixed colluvium 
clasts i n a loess matrix 
0) s 
la.yer 
~ 2.26 Loess spring models. 
a) spring occurs where water flowing in loess P l~yer 
intersects ground surface. Confined springs result when 
tunnels develop. 
b) spring due to \.Jater perched above C layer 
fragipan. 
c) loess spring at bedrock interface. 
d) d iff use s p r i n g \.; her e wa t e r see [) s t 0 sur f <l C e fro m • 
for example. above the C layer. 
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levels rise to the ground surface. Models for sprinns 
C':l11erginp, from loess hase!! On observation:,; by EV<H'lS (1977), 
Bell nnd Trangmar (in prep.), nn!J this Ruthor arc depicted 
in rigure 2.26. 
2. (,.7 iPrings in ,Uluviilm 
Springs occurri.ng in alluvium nre very uncommoo. 
Where present they ~ppeDr to be d~pres~ion springs occurrinG 
in hollows thought to be disllsed stream channels. (Fig. 
2.27). 
Depression spring 
in old river 
channel 
Present stream Cha\l 
~S:;~ ----.... 
Bedrock 
Fig. 2.27 Depression spring in alluvium exiting into 010 
disused river channel. Alluvium shows loess rich silt 
interbeds below which possible artesian conditions may exist 
(Yetton, 1983). 
2.7 THE ROLE OF ~lASS MOVENF:NT 
Water is the dominant triggering mechanism for slope 
failures in the surficial cover of Akaro~ County. Seeps i1nd 
s p r i n g s t h 8 t 5 e r. v e a s 8 rOll n d \~ ,1 t ere x its are i n cI i C Fl tor s 0 [ 
internal water 
necessarily the 
pressures. out 
couse of mass 
thf:Y themselves are not 
movements. Springs uphill 
from fI landslide CAn serve l'lS .sources of snrface ~Hltcr thnt 
can infiltrate bAck into the slide mDterial unG contribute 
to rene\..reo instE'lbilHy. If hOHever they exit \..r:i.thin the 
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slide zone or downhill from it th~y can contribute to 
s t 8 b iIi t yin s t f~ ad. L e ssp 0 r err e s 5 1,1 reb u i 1 d sup w hen the 
groundwater is allo\-Ied to escape th8f1 when the groundwater 
exits Bre blocked. 
The La Clare landslide ( 11 ill, 1985) in Akaroa 
township is s case in point. This slide occurred in loess 
partially BS B result of burial of three ephemeral springs 
beneath 11 road embankment resultin!; in satur~tion of the 
fill and landslide materi~l beneath. Increased loading and 
decreased strength lead to eventual failure. 
CHAPTER 3 
HYDROGEOLOGICAL STUDIES ON SPRlNGS IN 
FRENCH FARM 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The springs of Akaroa County occur on the eroded 
crater slopes surrounding Akaroa Harbour. and on the more 
gently dip sloping outer flanks of the volcano. Where 
valleys are developed on the inner (crater) slopes lava 
floYs generally dip up valley, whi Ie 
lava flows dip down valley. It was 
on the out.er slopes 
theorised that this 
configuration would result in noticeable differences in 
spring occurrence. Consequently an area of each type has 
been studied with a view to determining the hydrogeological 
and recharge models, and management recommendations, 
appropriate to the springs of the whole of Akaroa County. 
The first area, situated on the inner slopes of the 
volcano. is French Farm Valley (including French Hill on the 
crater rim), while the second is Pigeon Bay Valley on the 
volcano's outer flanks. This chapter presents the findings 
from French Farm, and Chapter 4 relates to Pigeon y 
Valley. 
3.2 SETTING 
French Farm Valley lies on the north - western side 
of Akafo8 Harbour 4 km from Barrys "Bay and 15 km from Akaroa 
township (Fig. 3.1). The valley is bounded by two prominent 
ridges that fall towards the harbour from the peaks of 
Saddle Hill (841 m) and French Hill (815 m), and the ridge 
that joins the two which reaches a low point at Wainui Pass 
(550 m)~ 
Two main streams drain into French Farm Bay from the 
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.E.i&...-- 3.1 Locality diagram for the French farm study area 
( sma 1 1 e r box 0 u t 1 i n est h e f r e n c h H ill stu d y are a ). ~1 a pis 
section of NZMS 260, N36, 1:50,000 Map. 
Numbers r e fer to studied sprin g s, ie . 
1 Ab a ttoir S pr i ngs 
2 Nursery Sprin g 
3 Lo\o/ e r Lo ess S pr i n p, 
4 Otehor e Sprin g 
5 Sa ddle Hill S prin g 
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east west trending valley. The larger French Farm Bay 
Stream (Fig. 3.1) shows measured flow rates betwwen 20 and 
360 litres per second (Appendix 10) at the Hainui Road 
bridge. This stream drains most of the valley, and has two 
large tributaries with spring sources near to the peaks of 
Saddle and French Hills (Fig. 3.2. in map pocket). The 
second main stream originates in gullies between 
Greenmeadows and Sunnybrae and enters French Farm Bay just 
south of French Farm Bay Stream. These streams are 
dominantly spring fed during dry periods. 
French Farm Valley lies across the path of moisture -
laden southwesterly winds that are funnelled up Akaroa 
Harbour. Unofficial readings kept by Bill Weir of Otehore 
record a mean annual precipitation of 1413 rom (Table 3.18, 
Fig. 3.3a) over the 1969 - 84 period. For the study riod 
from September. 1984 to August t 1985 a preCipitation of 965 
m m was r e cor de d (Ta b 1 e 3. 1 b • Fig. 3 • 3 b) • Th i sis ex pee ted 
to be greater at the higher altitudes of the valley head and 
lo¥er near sea level (Fig. 1.3). 
IMooth IJ·n IFeb i APr IHay \ Aug !se p iO ct !Tot. Mar Jun Jul Nov Dec 
l i 
----
! i Mean 
185 1184 11271 (mm) 88 64 80 :109 140 144 98 7S 95 1413 
1969-8.4 I I I ~--'---
-
Mean rainfall data for French Farm (observed at 
Otchorc. Grid Ref. N36 006 135) from recordings between 1969 
and 1984. 
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Tab l .. e_ 3. I bRa i n fa 11 0 b s e r v e d a tOt e h 0 red uri n g stu d y 
period. 
Landuse is diverse due to a generally mild climate. with 
few frosts at low altitudes, and fertile lower slopes. Sheep 
and cattle fattening predominates but a protea nursery and 
deer farm are making an impact in the area. Numerous 
holiday homes near the valley base show this to be a popular 
recreational area. 
3.3 GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY 
The results of geological and hydrological mapping 
relevant to the springs of French Farm are recorded on Fig. 
3.2 (in map pocket). The lower slopes of French Farm Valley 
exhibit poor volcanic bedrock exposure due to surficial 
cover. and most outcrop occurs above 500 00. Limited 
exposure does however show a general pattern of westerly 
dipping basic lava flows with subordinate intercalated 
pyroclastics on a basement of trachyte breccia (exposed in 
the wavecut platform). 
3.3.1 Bedrock ~~ologL 
The lavas consist predominantly of fresh to slightly 
weathered, very strong. dark grey, phyric to aphyric, medium 
to finely crystalline, basaltic rock. Fal100n (1982) has 
distinguished flows of hawaiite and mugearite near French 
Hill and Saddle Hill. with mugearite close to Pulpit Rock. 
On the southern valley side flows dip between 4 and 8 
degrees to the south west. Similar magnitude dips occur on 
S3 
the French Hill side though these trend to the north west. 
Near the summit beds are essentially flat lying. 
Most volcanic exposure is un brecciated lava centreS 9 
but red ash beds. and breccias and scoria beds showing 
various degrees of weathering are often seen at spring 
sites. 
Rocks of the coastal section are cut by numerous 
intersecting trachyte dykes of the Akaroa dyke swarm. 
Extensive jointing of both the dykes and the lower basalt 
beds is probably due in part to isostatic rebound caused by 
erosion (Falloon, 1982). 
The dominant geological feature of French Farm is the 
aegerine - augite trachyte intrusion that forms Pulpit Rock 
(Fig. 3.4). This intrusion stretches for 600 m across the 
upper part of French Farm Valley (Fig. 3.2, in map pocket). 
The stream occupying the valley floor has cut deeply into 
the moderately weathered trachyte dividing the exposed 
portion into two sub equal parts but not exposing the 
base. Pulpit Rock is the 75 m high southern exposure and 
shows a prominent sub - vertical jointing suggestin. a dome 
- like form to the original intrusion. Block jointing near 
the summit of Pulpit Rock is probably due to tensive forces 
during cooling of the trachyte magma (Falloon, 1982). These 
joint sets are however tightly closed making this intrusion 
effectively impermeable. Several springs occur at the 
boundary of Pulpit Rock and the lavas it has intruded and a 
possible model for the presence of these springs is 
presented in Figure 3.5. 
3.3.2 Surficial Deposits 
The distribution of the various surficial deposits is 
shown on Figure 3.2. Loess predominates at lower levels 
(generally below 250 metres) with mixed and volcanic 
colluviums move common at intermediate and higher altitudes 
(between 250 and 800 metres). Surficial material often 
Vie w 1 0 0 Ie i n g sou t h H est t 0 IV <1 r d s P 1I 1 p:i. t l( 0 c k (~! ') () 
997 132, centre of rhoto). L<1va floHS dip from left to 
ri~ht on photo. 
Key: A position of springs of type in Fig. 3.5 
B - line of springs (incl. Saddle Hi ll Sp.). 
C - north Hestern extent of intrusion . 
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Pulpit Rock. Wedge shaped water body forms in lava that dips 
to west, due to permeability barriers provided by underlying 
ash and intrusion. Spring issues through overlying 
colluvium. 
confines groundwater derived from the volcanic beds causing 
springs to emerge further downhill than would be expected. 
French Farm Valley rises steeply to an altitude of 
between 550 and 815 metres over a distance of only 3.5 km 
from the Valley base at sea level (Fig. 3.6). 
The lower valley floor extends for 1 km through 
alluvial and loess flats. The valley then rises steeply 
through mixed colluvium mantled ridges into a region of 
alternating resistant lavi) cliffs and flat benches (Fig. 
3.7). This region is deeply incised where significant 
streams exist. Higher slopes are generally steep and rusged 
due to truncation by joint controlled erosion of the 
westward dipping lava flows. The prominent ridges bounding 
the study area are intermittently stepped by lava cliffs but 
are generally smooth because of the covering mantle of 
surficial materials (mainly mixed colluvium), 
3Q4 THE SPRINGS OF FRENCH FARM 
3~4.1 GENERAL 
Distribution 
Over 200 springs have been mapped in French Farm 
(Fig. 3.2) • Springs are concentrated on the upper slopes 
close to the major ridgetops of the area. For instance, the 
250 metre contour has been chosen to divide the study area 
into two similarly sized regions that can be used to 
statistically compare the occurrence of springs on upper and 
lower slopes. This division approximates the transition 
from virtually no bedrock outcrop (due mainly to loess and 
loess - derived mantle) to the region where alternating lava 
cliffs and intermediate benches OCCur with a subsequent 
increase in outcrop. 50% of the mapped area and 73% of the 
springs lie above this elevation. This reflects greater 
recharge due to higher roiniall (Fig. 1.3) and generally 
56 
J-' i g • 3 • 6 Vie \~ ] 0 0 kin gi n t 0 f r e n c h f Cl r m If all e y fro m th e 
S ummit Road. Th e two highest points nre Sa d d l e Ilill ( 8 41 m, 
o nth e 1 eft) and f r e n c hili. 1 1 ( 8 15m). P u 1 p j t Roc k iss h 0 Iv n 
by the "P". 
~ 3.7 View of french Hill ( N36 992 1 5 7) from ne a r Ro c ky 
Penk s howin g lava henchc s . 
Ifill Spring. 
"F" is th e po s tion of the f r e nch 
) 
faster infiltration rates (due to more bedrock exposure and 
more permeable surficial materials) at these altitudes. 
The relative significance of the various types of 
springs is summarised in Table 3.2. Springs emerging from 
I 
-------------
I 
Type Loess ~!i xed VolcClnic Berlrock !AIIuvium 
Colluvium Colluvium I 
Number of 45 97 57 I 29 
springs 
MMMM 
% of Total 20% 42% 25% 13% < 1% 
Table 3.2 Relative abundance of various spring types as 
mapped in French Farm. 
mixed colluvium predominate followed by volcanic colluvium 
11% of springs emerge 
brecciated layers and 
and loess colluvium springs. Only 
directly from bedrock (including 
jointed lavas) reElecting the extensive surficial cover. 
Most loess - derived springs occur below the 250 m altitude 
while most mixed and volcanic colluvium derived springs are 
above this level. Almost all bedrock springs lie in the 
steeper country greater than 250 m above sea level. 
Spring numbers existing on all slope aspects are sub 
equal! 
relatively 
this probably reflecting the 
impermeable unjointed lavas 
10\'" 
and 
dip of the 
intercalated 
pyroclastic beds which are the major influence on spring 
distribution in this area. Springs commonly occur at 
changes in slope and are often related to lava benches 
(Fig. 3.7), 
Discharge Magnitude and 
Table 3.3 summarises the percentages of springs that 
o c c. u r red wit h ins e 1 e c ted f: 1. 0 w rat era n g e s (A p pen d i x 3) \~ hen 
they were mapped during the summer period. It is clear that 
r-------------------"--------------~------------------~-------
f--F_l_o_w __ t_y_p_e ____ -+I ____ L_O_W __ -----l ________ ~_l_e_(_! 1_" _u_m ___ -+! __ ~_J[_i~~h_ J 
Discharge range 
(litres/minute) 
I < 2.5 l/mi. 2.5 - 15 l/.,. > 15 l/min! 
l---------------+--------l--~-----------+_------__I 
I Number of 136 81 1 2 
springs 
60% 35% 
1,--
~ I 5% 
% of Total 
Table 3.3 Relative abundance of springs occurring in the 
various discharge ranges (APPENDIX 3) in French Farm when 
mapped in the summer of 1984 - 85. 
the majority are very small with flows less than 2.5 11m. 
Only 5% of the total are high flow springs and about three 
quarters of these lie above the 250 m contour, Host of the 
lower altitude springs are low flow reflecting less recharge 
at this level. A less broken surficial layer (mainly loess) 
more consistent slope angle (generally varying between 
and mean groundwater is more effectively 
confined and lost directly to the sea from these slopes. 
Six French Farm springs have been studied in some 
detail. Their position and some particulars are presented 
in Table 3.4. The discharge of five of these has been 
monitored for a one year period. The results for four are 
plotted with rainfall data on Fig 3.8 (the Abattoir spring 
is dealt with in Section 3.5). 
Spring discharge shows a seasonal trend with 
general decrease from spring to autumn followed by a short -
lived increase due to significant recharge in July. Otehore 
Spring shows an erratic flolJ rate which probably results 
frem rapid response due to storm events in a nearby 
catchment area. The Lower Loess Spring was dry for most of 
I 
Grid Reference 
Spring NZMS 260 
--
----
Lower Loess Spring N36 024 150 
Nursery Spring N36 005 147 
Otehore Spring N36 006 132 
Saddle Hill Spring N36 993 128 
French Hill Spring N36 993 1.54 
Aba ttoir Spring 1 N36 989 1.60 
Table 3.4 
springs. 
Al titude 
rn 
----------
i 
120 
270 
280 
580 
700 
620 
-------------
-----
Max Flow Rate 
l/min 
0.75 
40.2 
66.0 
12.0 
857 
Min Flow Rate 
l/min 
o 
7.3 
16 
Drip 
18.0 
--------'--------------------
Type 
Loess 
Nixed 
Coll. 
Vol 
Coil. 
Vol 
ColI. 
Isotope Reading 
180 
-7.6 
D 
-----------------1 
I 
-50.7 
I 
Bedrock I -8.0 ,I -51.7 
Mixed ! -~79 -50.2 
Col1. i 
_________________ ~_________ -----.-J 
Sumnary table of data from six French Farm 
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II 
Lake Water 
-20 
.. 
Deep Geothermal WCltel~ 
-40 
-60 
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 o 
Plot of deuterium and oxygen-I8 contents for water 
samples taken at three springs within the French Farm study 
area. Note the proximity of the samples to the N.Z. 
Meteoric Water Line. Lake water and deep geothermal samples 
are from StevJart and Taylor (1981) and arc plotted for 
contrast. Sample numhers represent: 
1 Abattoir Spring 
2 Nursery Spring 
3 French Hill Spring 
h2 
the study period littl,," 
this low 
round flow. 
Oxygen-i8 and deuterium ,":ompositiorls of the Abattoir 
#1, French Hill, and 
Meteoric 
Zealand 
ter Li.ne 
rainwater. 
Nursery springs lie very close [0 the 
(Fig. 3.9) which is typi.cal ot N~~\" 
This is consistent with a dir~ct 
precipitation - infiltration recharge source for the French 
Farm spring waters (see APPENOIX 4 for reasoning). 
Under natural conditions an aquifer is in a state of 
dynamic equilibrium and the volume of spring discharge from 
the aquifer will reflect the amount of recharge occurring. 
Consequently, it is possible to test whether precipitation 
is t.he only influence on recharge by plotting a graph of 
monthly rainfall (fTom Table 3.1) against spring discharge 
for, for example. the Nursery Spring (Fig 3.10). A general 
trend towards increase in spring discharge with increase in 
monthly rainfall is evident. but scatter of t.he graphed 
points indicates that spring recharge fluctuations are 
affected by factors other than precipitation alone. 
Temperature and wind fluctuations (which influence 
evapotranspiration rates) are suspected to he contributing 
factors. In combination these influences on spring recharge 
can provide an adequate explanation for the seasonal 
discharge pattern previously described. 
Water Quality 
Table 3.5 summarises chemical analysis results for 
three French Farm springs (for full analyses see Appendix 
5). Observations with respect to potable water quality can 
be made thus: 
1) All waters tested are suitable for drinking water 
sources. 
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Graph of monthly rainfall data (as measured at 
Otehore) against spring dischCtrge for the Nursery Spring 
(APPEI'IDIX 9). 
h4 
r---- Spring I Sample' Grid I pH I Aerated Turbidity Nitrate i Chloride \ Sodium ium I Calc-~-~m Iron Hardness i 
Number! Reference! l' pH (NTU units) Nitrogen I (as CnCO ) 
N ZMS 260 I 3 ~': J. 3 3 J 3 J 
:t g!ro g/m g/m g/m g/m g!ro giro ~ur~ery I KB3l0 NJ6 005 147 ~-~-6.~1-----~--~9 0.5 0.8 19 ~-~--- 1.9 7,5 I a.IO 27 ,:,pnng , i 
;::~~~ Hill I K8309 I N)6 993 15416'.~ 17.7 I 1.0 I D.. 12 9 0.8 
Aba~tOir lKB30S Ii NJ6 9B9~60 7.0~ 7.9 J 1..2*_J 0.9 14 l~,l 8.5 I Q.2l'''' I )0 
Spnng j 
'--~ ___________ --......L____________ -- --- ___________ --- --
5.7 O.2.Ep't I 18 
This sample does not comply with the following N.Z. standard requirements: 41- Outside desirable range 
.-t- Outside maximum range 
*' 
txceeds lower guideline lim(t 
~\-* Exceeds upper guideline limit 
Tahle 3.5 Summary table of chemical analysis results for 
three springs in the French rm study area. 
0' 
~ ... ""{ 
2) Slight 
French 
acidity (especially 
Hill springs) would 
of the Nursery 
probably lead 
corrosion of metal water supply fittings. 
and 
to 
3) The turbidity value for the .fi.battoir ff1 Spring 
exceeds lower guideline limits of the New Zealand 
Standards for Drinking Hater (APPENDIX 5). This 
may be due to exit of the spring from mixed 
colluvium containing silt and clay. No 
discolouration is observed however. 
4) Iron content for the French Hill and Abattoir 
springs exceeds lower guideline limits foT' New 
Zealand Standards but does not exclude these 
5) 
waters from human consumption. 
Aluminium content 
exceeds Standards 
of the 
guidelines 
though this should not 
French Hill 
(APPENDIX 
Spring 
5), and 
be physiologically 
detrimental to human beings, it may lead to 
deposits in a reticulation system. 
Chemical. isotope, and geological data is available 
for the French Hill and Nursery springs. This information 
allows interpretations to be made with respect to recharge 
area and subsurface flowpaths leading to these springs (see 
Appendices 4 and 5 for reasoning). A precipitation 
infiltration recharge model is assumed in making these 
interpretations. 
3.4.2 The French Hill Spring 
The French Hill Spring (Grid Ref. N36 993 154) 
generally flows at greater than 15 litres per minute and 
emerges from an open jointed basalt flow where this overlies 
a more massive lava. It occurs at an altitude of 700 m on 
the south east facing slopes of French lIill (Figure 3.16 
shows the equivalent spring on the north west side of French 
Hill, den 0 ted by a n 1\ A " ) • 
The closeness of this spring to its recharge area is 
indicated by the proximity of its piot.ted oxygen-IS and 
deuterium contents to the regional (Akaroa County) regession 
lines on the isotope/alti.tude graphs (figs, 3.ll. 3.12). A 
maximum altitude of recharge of 815 m (the summit of French 
Hill) is implied, with recharge occ.urring: at all levels 
between the summit and the spring. Percolation of 
precipitation water through the soil layer developed on the 
dominantly volcanic colluvium mantled recharge area is 
confirmed by a relatively low pH. This acidity results from 
absorption of carbon dioxide, trapped in the soil layer. by 
the infiltrating waters. 
A subsequent short bedrock flow path is indicated by 
high iron content but moderately low sodium/ magnesium/ 
calcium content (Table 3.5). Vertical infiltration of water 
is interrupted by the massive lava observed at the spring at 
which point discharge occurs. 
3.4.3 Nurse't'v Spring 
The Nursery Spring (Grid Ref. N36 005 147) has 
measured discharge between 7.3 and 40.2 litres per minute. 
It issues from mixed colluvium in confined flow and is 
situated at an altitude of 270 m on the northern side of 
French Farm Valley_ 
Isotope/altitude graphs (Figs. 3.11. 
that most recharge occurs at higher altitudes 
4 for reasoning). but a relatively low 
significant recharge through the soil layers 
much of the area above this spring. 
3.12) reveal 
(see Appendix 
pH implies 
that mantle 
A groundwater flo~"path predominantly through 
surficial cover rather than volcanic material is inferred" 
This results in a very low iron content « 0.10 ppm) to the 
water despite its acidity. 
A nursery specialising in gro\.,.ing proteas has been 
established near Greenmeado\.Js Farm. Irrigation water is 
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Schematjc diagram showing protea nursery 
irrigation scheme which draws water from the Nursery Spring 
at an altitude of 270 m on the slopes of french Hill. 
drawn from the Nursery Spring via a 2 km length of high 
density polythene pipe (Fig. 3.13). The 230 m drop en route 
requires installation "of three pressure breakdown tanks at 
intervals along the pipeltne and the water is stored in a 
wooden reservoir tank above the nursery for use when 
appropriace. 
3.5 l-lYDROG STUDIES ON TilE OF FRENCH HILL 
Hydrogeological studies relating to the springs of 
French Hill have been undertaken for two reasons: 
1) The need to explain the presence of a number of 
significant springs that occur within 200 vertical 
metres of the summit. 
2) The requirement of discharge daca for two springs 
in the area because of their potential use for a 
proposed abattoir nearby. 
3.5.1 Setti..!U; 
The studied area consists of e. 40 he. region to the 
north \"est of, and including. French lIill (Fig.3.1). Access 
to this area. 2 km south of the Hilltop Tavern, is via 
French Peak Road. The landform consists of the upper north 
west facing slopes of French lIill (815 m) that drop to an 
extensive flat bench at an altitude of about 620 m (Fig. 
3.14), It is drained by a tributary of the Opuahou Stream 
which flows towards Little River. Where this stream passes 
und~r State Highway 75 (Grid Ref, N36 984 166) flOhl rates 
between 229 and 3000 litres per minute have been measured 
(APPENDIX 9). Comparison with spring discharge recorded at 
the A ttoir Springs shows that a near constant ratio (20% 
to 26%) is maintained bet\Jeen the spring and stream 
dis c h a r g e ( Tab 1 e 3. 6 ) in die a t: i fl g t h a"t the s t rea m ism a i n 1 y 
spring fed. 
70 
~ 3. 1 4 Ph 0 t 0 s h 0 \.J i n g f e a t u res 0 f the f r e n c h l! i 11 stu d y 
area. The summit of french Hill lies at the top left of the 
photo. The prominent bench of the areR lies at the base of 
the slopes fnlling from thi s summjt. "A" is the site of 
Abattoir S prin g It l, and "B" is the sprinr, of ri g . 3 .1 8 . 
7 1 
I I 
3611 4 \ 
SH 75 
Flow 
- 996 i S!{Q 343 289 30(1 239 229 
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, mm_ I I 
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Table 3.6 Comparison table for spring flow rate (combined 
flow for Abattoir No.1 and No.2 Springs) and the flow of 
the stream into which t.hey drain (as measur under State 
Highway 75) during the study period. All flows recorded in 
litres per minute. The ratio of spring to stream flow is 
shown as a percentage. 
Limited rainfall data is available. Data for the 
study period, as measured at the nearby Hilltop Tavern. is 
summarised in Table 3.7. Data from other climat.e stations 
leads to the assumption that this rainfall is significantly 
below average. Daily rainfall fOT a six week period in June 
and July, 1985, as measured by a rain gauge installed near 
the Abattoir springs is summarised in Figure 
3.20. 
3.5.2 
The geology of French Hill is presented on Figure 
3.15 and its ac.companying cross section (Fig. 3.16). Huch 
is inferred because of poor volcanic bedrock exposure. 
ExtenSive surficial cover, mainly' mixed and volcanic 
col1uviums, exists. The 
variably jointed basic 
mugeorite (Falloon* 1982) 
volcanic geology consists 
lavas (basalt. hawaiite. 
dipping at very low angles 
of 
and 
(4 0 
measured) to the north west, with intermittent ash 
1984 1985 
Sep Ipc t --Month Nov !D c IJ a fl Feb : at" Apr ria y 'Jun Jul 
R(lin-
fall 118 64 67 86 I " _ L 75 80 3 1 135 40 208 133 
(mm) 
\ I 
III ,, 07 1
1 
~ ____ .......L __ .1...._ .... L·--L-_...L_........L ___ ~_-'----_ .... L _______ L_J _____________ -'---_-1-. __ ....I 
Table 3.7 Rainfall as recorded at the Hilltop Tavern (Grid 
Ref. N36 995176) during the study period (Sept.ember, 1984 
to August, 1985). 
layers. Brecciated layers are observed to be present at 
lower levels, but are poorly developed at higher elevations. 
Two prominent flow scarps interrupt the smooth French 
Hill slopes and show irregular columnar jointing. These 
have a significant effect on groundwater movement (Fig. 
3.16). The lower one has contribut.ed volcanic debris to a 
large mound t.hat covers part of the prominent bench of the 
bench is capped by resistant volcanic beds This 
overlain by surficial deposits. 
Twelve springs have been mapped Ir;:i.thin this area. 
most exiting from mixed cclluvium4 Spring distribution is 
shown on Figure 3.15. Of special interest are the Abattoir 
#1 and '2 springs, whose flow rates have been measured over 
a one year period using V-notch weirs (Appendix 9), because 
of their potential use by a proposed abattoir. 
Springs occur at three discrete levels in the mapped 
area, these relating to geological factors. The first, and 
lowest_ level relates to the resistant massive lava forming 
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the dominant bench of the area. These springs (including 
the Abattoir springs (Fig. 3.17) flow from mixed or 
volconic colluvium, the \vsters being perched near to the 
massive lava. They often relate to a thinning of the 
surficial cover where the underlying volcanics foIl abruptly 
away at the bench edge (eg. Fig. 2.24). 
An intermediBte level of springs again emerges from 
colluvial cover and relates to a cuff layer that is 
intermittently exposed at this elevation. 
The highest springs occur about 100 m below the 
summit of French Hill, one of these exiting from a columnar 
jointed phyric basalt over a more massive lava (Fig. 3.18). 
3.5.4 ~l a g nit u d e and 
The sprtngs of the mapped area show high discharge 
variability. most flowing at less chan 2.5 litres per minULe 
for the better part of the year. The Abattoir Springs. 
however. show measured flows betHeen 18 and 857 litres per 
minute. 
Figure 3.19 shows monthly rainfall totals as observed 
at the Hilltop Tavern and spring discharge as measured once 
a month for the Abattoir springs. A seasonal discharge is 
again apparent \vith a dramatic peak in the lvinter period. 
This is followed by a general decline for the rest of the 
year due to precipitation and evapotranspiration effects. 
Superimposed on the seasonal pattern is the effect of 
storm events as portrayed in Fig. 3.20. This graph is the 
result of daily measurement of Abattoir #1 Spring discharge 
and adjacent rainfall over a six week period. Significant 
r a i n fa 11 i s f 0 11 0 wed b y a n a I m 0 s tim me d i ate ( I.d t h i n 2 4 
hours) upturn in spring discharge.' A subsequent peak in 
flow occurs between two and three days after storm cessation 
followed by a decline until the next storm occurs. A model 
that explains this behaviour is presented in Section 5.3.le. 
fi~. 3.17 Abattoir Sp ring 
emerging from mi.xed 
col 1 u v i. II m • A t t his s t <l g (' 
the sprin i?, is flowing Clt 
about 25 litres per 
minute (february, 10 8G) . 
The red colouring is 
rhodamine dye 
(APPENDIX 6). 
~ Ll..§. Picture of the 
hi[',hest spri.ng on french 
1 [ i. ] 1 (f i g. 1. 1 Lf ) ( a t b as (: 
of photo beside h amme r). 
This spring emerges froLl 
columni1r jointed basa " t 
over more mClssivc 
bClSi11t. 
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7f) 
This area is of interest with respect to rec.harge 
source because o( the existence of springs so close to the 
summit ridges. High flow (> 15 litres per minute) springs 
'encircle French Hill at a similar altitude (Fig. 3.2). 
Isotope values (Table 3.4) for Abattoir Spring No. 1 do, 
however. support a direct precipitation infiltration 
model, these results plotting directly on the meteoric water 
line (Fig. 3.9). 
The presence of springs close to the summit of French 
Hill can be explained by two factors: precipitation rate, 
and geologic influence. French Hill has a mean annual 
precipitation of approximately IlJOOmm (Fig. 1 . J ) • this 
occurring as 
geology that 
rain or snow mel t. This is complemented by 
the is conducive to infiltration. Some of 
exposed lavas show open jointing (up to 3cm) which is 
expected to absorb a lot of the rain or snow meit that 
occurs on it, The low dip of these lavas means that a 
higher number of vertical joints per unit area are exposed 
than would be if the lavas were steeply dipping. 
The predominance of mixed and volcanic colluvium in 
the French 
10- 5 and 
Hill area 
10- 7 mls 
means that permeabilities of between 
(Table 2.2) are expected, with 
infiltration rates being of a similar magnitude. 
Fig. 3.21 summarises possible recharge areas for the 
various springs of the study area. Many of the springs are 
reabsorbed soon after emergence and these may feed springs 
at a lower level, ego the two Abattoir springs may be fed by 
level 1 & 2 springs as well as infiltration \~aters from 
areas 1, 2, & 3. This is supported by the existence of an 
apparently dry gully and sink hole at the base of the slope 
above the Abattoir springs (Fig. 3.15). These may be 
surface expressions of subsurface water flow towards these 
springs. 
This nearby recharge area for the Abattoir Spring H1 
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Hodel showing possible recharge drens for the 
springs of the French Hill study area. Concour inrerval is 
20 m. Symbols are the same 85 for Figure 3.1S. 
is further confirmed by the proximity of isotope values to 
the regional regression lines DE the isotope/altitude 
grnphs. A high iron content indicates that a significant 
flow path exists through the lavas of the area. 
Rhodamine Wt dye tracing (Appendix 6) of infiltration 
water has been attempted to further support c.his model. 
This was generally unsuccessful because of absorption of dye 
by the silt and clay fractions of surficial deposits. Oye 
inserted directly into the columnar jointed lava above the 
top high flow spring (Fig. 3.18) did emerge from this spring 
however, being consistent with downward percolation of 
precipitation waters. 
3 • 6 SUM 1-1 A R Y OBSERVATIONS FIWlvl FRENCH FARM 
1) Spring distribution is geologically controlled. 
Springs emerge from various lithologies. these 
being. in order of decreasing frequency as spring 
sources: mixed colluvium, volcanic colluvium. 
loess colluvium, and bedrock. 
2) Surficial deposits may confine groundwater that 
has derived from bedrock material. 
3) Intrusive bodies may form barriers to groundwater 
movement that can result in spring occurrence. 
4) Springs are most common at higher altitudes (above 
250 m) where most recharge appears to occur. 
5) Isotope data is consistent with a precipitation 
infiltration recharge model. 
6) The majority of springs flow at less than 2.5 
litres per minute. Only 5% of the mapped springs 
flow at greater than 15 litres per minute. 
7) Spring discharge shows seasonal variability with a 
peak in July followed by a gradual decline to a 
82 
minimum in autumn. This variability is related to 
recharge fluctuations that appear dependent on 
precipitation and evaportranspiration variations. 
8) Water quality testing of three french Farm Springs 
indicates water suitable for drinking water 
supply. 
CH APTER '4 
HYDROGEOLOGICAL STUDIES ON SPRINGS IN 
PIGEON nAY VALLEY 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Hydrogeological studies relating to the springs of 
Pigeon Bay Valley have heen undertaken for two reasons: 
1) It lies on the outer flanks of Akaroa Volcano. 
2) A water supply problem has existed in this area. 
Because of the general down - valley dip of the lava 
flows of Pigeon Day Valley higher discharge magnitudes 
and/or a greater concentration of springs thnn in French 
Farm were theorised. To determine the hydrogeological and 
recharge models relating to the springs of Akaroa County it 
was necessary to test this theory. using tools including 
hydrogeological mapping and discharge monitoring. in Pigeon 
Bay Valley. 
At commencement of the study the Akaroa County 
Council were conSidering the use of the Cemetery Spring 
(Grid Ref. N36 027 227) , or other suitable springs. as 
supplementary water supply sources for the main settlement 
of Pigeon Bay. Discharge data was therefore desirable for 
supply management considerations. Further consideration by 
the Council has resulted in the proposed dra\.;ing of \.;ater 
directly from Pigeon Bay Stream however. 
14.2 SETTING 
Pigeon Bay lies on the northern rim of Banks 
Peninsula. Pigeon nay Valley trends for 6 km in a southerly 
direction back from the sea running through alluvial flats 
before climbing steeply to the ridge at its head at a height 
of approximately 400 rn. The Summit [<oad runs along this 
.. 
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Fig. 4.1 LocDtion map for Pigeon Bay study Drea (outlined). 
Map is a section of NZM S 250 , N36 , 1: 50 , 000 Ma p . 
~! u rnbers refer t o studied springs , ie. 
1 Bull Pnddock Spring 
2 Starvation ~ully Springs 
3 Bottom CLen Sprin g 
4 Top Glen Spring 
5 Cemetery S prin~ 
6 Top Pin c on nay S pring 
7 Old S lJ mini. t 1< 0 (1 d S p r i n ~ 
ridge. Road access is from Port Levy or from Akaroa (34 km) 
or the Hilltop via the Summit Road. The studied area (Figs. 
4.1, 4.2) centres on this valley and includes its two other 
bounding ridges on the east and west, These resistant 
volcanic ridges rise to peaks at Trig HH (700 m) in the west 
and Peacee (737 m) and Pigeon y Peak (628 m) in the east. 
Two streams enter Pigeon nay at its head. Pigeon nay 
Scream drains the main valley. with measured flows between 
41 litres 
10). Many 
per second and 396 litres per second (Appendix 
tributaries, including Dick and 'fotara streams, 
feed into this main stream, Starvation Gully Stream issues 
from the steep gully running in a easterly direction from 
the base of the main valley and has measured f10\v5 between 
30 and 236 litres per second (Appendix 10). The streams of 
the area appear to be mainly spring fed, most continuing to 
flow during dry periods. 
No rainfall data is available for P":Lgeon Bay but 
annual rainfall of Figure 1.3 implies an average 
1000 and 1200 mm for this area. 
makes a significant contribution 
Southwesterly derived 
near the Summit Road 
rain 
but 
decreases in importance further down the valley due to a 
rain shadow 
discharge 
effect. As a result the 
to southwesterly storms 
response of spring 
is generally more 
pronounced in the Summit Road region than further down 
valley_ The northeasterly is an important rain bearing 
wind in Pigeon Day. In summer this is mainly a sea breeze 
carrying little rain. but when part of a cyclonic system in 
winter often brings persistent rain. 
Land use is confined mainly to sheep and cattle 
fattening though limited dairying or horticulture (yam 
growing) does exist. This is a popular recreational area as 
evidenced by a number of baches. a motor camp. and the 
Pigeon Bay Boa t Club. The farms and temporary restdences 
are serviced by a store and school at the base of the 
valley. 
Farms in the upper valley draw water from nearby 
~ 4.2 Panorama showing Pigeon Day study area. Viel·.' is 
from the Summit Road (N36 015 187) towards Pi g eon Bay. n ote 
bench in foreground with associated swampy patches relating 
to seeps. Benches are well developed on both valley sid e s 
and springs are usually associated with them. Volcanic 
colluvium is rare on the eastern (ri g ht in p ho to) va] ley 
sicie, but common on th e Hestern side du e t o a slj f, ht 
Hesterly dip of the lavas. 
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valley asymmetry and distrj~uti.on of colluvial 
materials (NR. lava scarps Bre not to scale), 
:c 
c r e e k S 0 r s p r i n g s. w h i 1 e h 0 use san d s e r vic e sin the 1 0 \.J e r 
valley are presently served by a reservoir deriving water 
from Starvation Gully Stream and supplemented by the Bull 
Paddock Spring (Fig- 4.1). The lower valley supplies have. 
however, proved inadequate and the new replacement supply is 
proposed by the Akaroa County Council. Water will be drawn 
from Pigeon Bay Stream nenr the valley base and be pumped 
through a sunken filter to a tank from which most consumers 
will be gravity - fed. 
4.3 GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY 
Figure 4.3 (in map pocket) presents the geology and 
hydrology relevant to the springs of Pigeo~ Bay Valley. The 
lavas of Pigeon Bay appear to be of the same basic 
composition as French Farm. ie. basalts. hawaiite. and 
mugearite. Basalts are dominant and flows usually di.p at: 
low angles (6° measured) to the nor~h north west. The lavas 
are c.ommonly exposed in lengthwise section. due to their 
down - valley dip, and flows generally thin towards the bay. 
The north south trend of the main valley results in an 
asymmetry with the western slopes rising more abruptly due 
to truncated lavas (Fig. 4 .3) • The eastern side has 
smoother dip sloping walls, but both sides show weU 
developed bench systems picking out lava flow dips (Figs. 
4.2. 4.4). These are frequently capped by tuff or scoria 
beds, or massive lavas or lava 
massive weathered breccias. 
derived products. such as 
This asymmetry affects surficial composition , 
volcanic colluvium being much more prevalent on the western 
valley side due to joint - controlled wedge failure of lava 
blocks (average size 100 - 450 mm) onto the slopes below. 
Mixed colluvium predominates on the eastern dip slopes. 
This may also be controlled to some extent by the attitude 
these slopes provided to the loess bearing north west 
winds. Volcanic exposure is generally better in the west. 
but surficial deposits again 
underlying beds. 
restrict mapping of the 
Pyroclastic deposits are subordinate to lavas and 
include red tuff beds. some crystal tuffs. and thick (up to 
20 m) bedded scorias. Good examples of scoria beds are seen 
in Totara Stream (Grid Ref. N36 003 224) and near the summit 
of Pigeon Bay Peak. Pyroclastic beds are often significant 
perching layers, and fragments of red ash are observed in 
many springs emerging from colluvium material as well as 
bedrock springs. 
Intrusives are very poorly exposed but are assumed to 
be present 
Dyke Swarm. 
as trachyte or basa.lt c.omp·onents 
Previous workers have observed 
at the head of Pigeon Bay Valley. 
4.4 THE SPRINGS OF P 
.....;;;;..;;;..;:;.,.;;;.,.,;,.;,. BAY 
4~4.1 General 
Distribution 
of the Akaroa 
dolerite dykes 
Over 470 springs have been mapped in Pigeon Bay 
Valley between April and July, 1985 (Fig. 4.3). Springs are 
concentrated in 
ridgetops of the 
the upper slopes close to 
area as occurs at French Farm. 
the major 
The study 
area has again been divided into two similarly sized areas 
to statistically compare spring occurrence on upper and 
lower slopes, the division being made at the 300 m contour. 
Approximately half of the mapped area and two - thirds of 
the springs lie above this altitude. About half of the 
total number of springs lie on either side of Pigeon Bay 
Stream indicating that the variation in. lav8 dip from one 
side to the other is not enough to significantly influence 
spring size or distribution. 
The relative significance of the various spring types 
is summarised in Table 4.1. Most springs (66%) emerge from 
mixed colluvium. followed by volcanic colluvium (19%), 
Because of the colluvium distribution difference from one 
valley side to the otber nearly all volcanic colluvium 
derived springs lie on the western side of the valley while 
---
Type Loess Hixed Volcanic Bedrock Alluvium 
colluvi colluvium 
Number of 38 314 90 29 3 
Springs 
"l of I 8% I. Total 66% 
Table 4 1 Relative abundanc~ of rn' p "arl'OL!S prl' t 
- - - _.. s ng ypes 
as mapped in Pigeon Bay Valley. 
the majority of mixed colluvium springs are on the more 
gently dip - sloping eastern valley side. A small number of 
springs emerging from loess (8%) and bedrock (6%) occur. and 
only a very few springs exit from alluvium. Sub equal 
numbers of loess springs exist on both valley sides while 
the low number of directly bedrock derived springs again 
reflects extensive colluvial cover. 
Below the 300 m contour springs emerging from mixed 
colluvium still dominate but loess springs have become more 
important. Nearly all loess springs lie below the 300 m 
level. All alluvium springs are below this level. but only 
about a Lhird of all springs issuing from mixed and volcanic 
colluvium and bedrock are in this region. 
The importance of relatively impermeable volcanic 
lithologies in influencing spring distribution is evident in 
Pigeon Bay Valley. These often act as perching layers, and 
include in apparent order of decreasing importance: tuff 
(and ash). tightly or poorly jointed lava, highly weathered 
unbrecciated lava, weathered and/or compacted brecciated 
layers, welded or weathered scoria beds t and weathered 
vesicular lava. Springs emerging from colluvial and bedrock 
materials often show one of these perching layers at their 
exit and these have beer. recorded on the hydrogeological map 
(Fig. 4.2). 
91 
9 2 
~ 4.5 View into Totara Stream from Starvation Cu 11 y 
sho\ving springs rel<1ted to benches ( a r r 0 Iv e d ) . Hany other 
springs are visible as dark green patches on the bro\vn 
hillsides. The lines of bush at the valley head relate to 
flow scarps and show the low dip of the lavas. 
Springs are c.ommonly related to geomorphic benches 
which are frequently capped by one or more of the perching 
lithologies (Fig. 4.2), Lines of springs are often observed 
on hillsides at levels coinciding with these benc.h tops 
confirming the influence of the perching layers on spring 
distribution even where benches are not present. This is 
clearly observed at the head of Totara Stream (rig. 4.5). 
In some cases this simple puttern may be mDsked due to the 
confining effect of surficial cover. 
S P r i n g .Ih s ~ h a r g.~. ~1 iJ g nit u d e and V a ria b iIi t Y 
Table 4.2 summarises the relative numbers of springs 
occurring within the selected flow rate ranges (Appendix 3) 
when they were mapped during the autumn period (1985). Most 
93 
Flow type 
J 
Low I Medium j High I 
!< 
I 
I/min.\ 
I 
Discharge range 2.5 l;·;~~ 
·1 
(litres/minute) 
! 
£,04 9 
rNumber of springs:,!" 
l % of Total : 85% 13% 1 ~m - 2% 
Table 4.2 Relative abundance of springs occurring in the 
various discharge ranges (APPENDIX 3) in Pigeon Bay Valley 
when mapped in the autumn of 1985. 
of the springs (85%) flow at less than 2.5 litres per 
minute. 13% are between 2.5 and 15 l/min •• and only 2% are 
greater than 15 I/min. A Similar discharge distribution 
occurs above and be 1 0\' the 300 m contour, and similar 
numbers of low and medium sized springs occur on e).ther side 
of the valley. Spring monitoring indicates that autumn is 
the period when lowest discharge magnitudes were occurring 
(Fig. 4. ) and ic is assumed that some of the mapped springs 
will enter a higher discharge category in the winter period. 
Spd ng 
Bull Paddock Spring 
Starvation Gully Springs 
1 
2. 
3 
Bottom Glen Spring 
Glen Spring 
Cemetery Spring 
Top Bay Spring 
Old Summit Rd Spring 
-r-----
! Grid Reference 
NZMS 260 
NJ6 020 246 
N36 042 242 
N36 042 242 
N36 042 242 
N36 013 2J3 
N36 997 218 
N36 027 227 
N36 018 189 
N.36 003 193 
Table 4.3 
Springs. 
Al ti tude 
m 
25m 
400m 
400m 
!.iOOm 
90m 
460m 
120m 
360m 
490m 
Rate 
l..i tres/min 
5.b 
14.0 
7.3 
22.8 
21.6 
21.0 
18.8 
10.7 
-------------------------------------l 
Min Flow Rate 
titres/min 
Type -----------1 Isotope Reading 
~.~ i . , -----"'-----------------------
0.1 
Mixed 
Colluviur 
Mixed /
! -7. 1 
7.6 
1.6 
2.0 
8.5 
4.8 
6.8 
0.7 
CoUuvium I 
Mi.xed I 
Colluvium j 
Mixed 
Colluvium ! 
Bedrock [ 
Mi1<ed 
Colluvium 
Loess 
Mixed 
Colluvium 
Dry Mixed 
Colluvium 
-7.8 
-8.0 
-7.5 
-7.7 
-47.0 I 
-47.9 . 
-52.4 
-50.2 
-47.6 
-49.7 
Summary table of data from nine Pigeon nay Valley 
'-0 
.". 
detail. 
Nine Pigeon Bay springs have been studied in some 
Their position and some particulars are presented 
in Table 4.3. Discharge for eight: of these springs was 
monitored over a one year period and the results are plotted 
on Fig- ~.6. The observed seasonal trend shows a decline in 
tbe period from spring to autumn. followed by a short 
lived increase following rainfall in July. Springs close to 
the ire a t c h men t sou r c: e • u sua 11 y the hi g h s p r i n g s. S tl C. has 
Top Pigeon Day Spt"ing. tend to be more erratic than the 
lower springs, ego the Old Summit Road Spring ceased flow 
between february and June, 1985. 
Oxygen-IS and deuterium testing of water from six 
Pigeon Bay springs has been undertaken (Table 4.3). The 
isotopic compositions of these waters plot close to the 
Meteoric Water Line derived for New Zealand rainwater (Fig. 
4 .7. Appendix 4) indicating 
infiltration recharge model is 
Valley as it is in French Farm. 
that a precipitation 
appropriate in Pigeon Bay 
Nater 
Chemical analysis results for five Pigeon y springs 
are summarised in Table 4.4 (see Appendix 5 for full 
analyses). The following observations can be made with 
respect to potable water quality: 
1) All springs tested are considered suitable as 
drinking water sources. 
2) Slight acidity (especially of the Starvation Gully 
#1 and Top Glen springs) may lead to corrosion of 
metal water supply fittings. The Bottom Glen 
Spring (pH = 7.4) is the only spring that is not 
outside the destrable range for drinking water 
(New Zealand Standards). Aeration does bring all 
samples into an acceptable range however. 
3) The turbidity of the Pigeon Bay Hilltop Spring 
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Spring discharge (APPENDIX 9) for eight Pigeon Bay 
springs as measured between September, 1984 and August, 
1985. 
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o 
• Lake Water 
20 
.. 
Deep Geothermal Water 
-40 
- 60 
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 o 
Fig. 4.7 Plot of deuterium and oxyr,en-18 contents for \~ater 
samples tC'lken 
proximi ty of 
C'lt six Pi~eon I1ny Valley 5lHings. Not:e the 
the sam p 1 est 0 the N. L.. 11 e teo ric I,,! ate r Lin e . 
Lake water and deep geothermal samples are from Stewart and 
Taylor (1981) and are plotted for contrast. Sample numhers 
are: 
1 [lull Paddock Spring 
2 Top Pigeon Day Spring 
, Starv::ition Gully Spring 
" 
4 Old Summit Road Spring 
5 Top Glen Spring 
/ 
0 Bottom Glen Spring 
Spring Sample Grid pH Aer 
Number Reference p 
NZMS 260 
---l 
-----------------... ------~--T----------------·-----
----Iron ~rdne5S lorbidity Nitrate Cil 
:NTU units) Nitrogen (as CaCO) 
J J .~ 3 ) "j 3 g/m 201m g/m' giro g/m g/m' giro 
------------------------ ...... _----------._--------_ .. -
Bull Paddock KBB9 N36 020 246 7.3 to B.3 0.4 L8 61 72 l.B.O 30.0 0.08 149,,<, 
I 
Starvation K.S338 N36 042 242 6.0.* 7.6 0.5 3.4 24 19 1.9 6.4 I 0.16* 2'" 
Guny No. 1 : 
Bottom Clen KB341 N36 013 233 7.4 B.3 0.5 4.9 43 49 8.8 18,0 0,10 8b~ 
KB340 N36 997 US 6.S:» I 7.7 I 
Top Pigeon K13316 t6018189 ± Bay Spring 
0,2 0.6 20 13 1.5 5.4 0.10 20 
1.5* 1.8 20 16 1.6 5.9 0,10 2L 
# Outside desirable range 
** 
This sample does not comply with the following M.Z. standard requirements: 
Outside maximum range 
* 
Exceeds lower guideline limit 
** 
Exceeds upper euideline 
I2.lli 4.4 Summary table showing results of chemical 
analyses of five Pigeon Bay Valley springs (APPENDIX 5 shows 
full analyses). 
limit 
-0 
co 
(1.5 NTU) exceeds lower guideline limits of the 
New Zealand Standards for Drinking Water (~PPENDIX 
5) althouoh o no discolouration is observed. 
4) Nitrate nitrogen contents are well within the 
guideline value for potable water (10 g/m 3 ) with 
the Bottom Glen Spring possessing the highest 
value (4.9 g/m 3 ). 
5) The sodium and chloride contents for the Bull 
Paddock and Bottom Glen springs are unusually high 
for this area though well below lo~ .. er guideline 
values (100 g/m 3 ) and taste thresholds (between 
200 and 300 Dlm 3 ), f~r d . I.' t (:0 - r~nK1ng wa ,er. 
6) The Starvation Gully #1 Spring exhibits excessive 
iron content though this does not exclude it from 
human consumption. 
7) The springs of Pigeon Bay yield generally soft 
waters. The Bottom Glen Spring is classified as 
moderately soft and the Bull Paddock Spring is 
slightly hard however. 
Interpretations with respect to the groundwater 
history of the five Pigeon Bay springs for which chemical, 
is 0 top e. and S eo log i cal d a t a is a v ail a b 1 e can be III a de ( see 
Appendices 4 and 5 for reasoning). A direct precipitation -
infiltration recharge model is assumed in making these 
interpretations. Discussion of these interpretations. 
together with other relevant details. is presented in the 
following five sections. 
4.4.2 
The Starvation Gully #1 Spring f10\4s at between 0.1 
and 5.6 litres per minute (Appendix 9) from out of mixed 
colluvium. It lies at an altitude of 400 m (Fig. 4.1) and 
is piped away for domestic use further down valley. 
THE LIBRARY 
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fig. 4.9 8 180 vDlues of Pigeon P,ay springs plotted agninst 
spring altitudes. Line is regionnl (Akaro8 County) 
regression line for 180 / altitude plots. 
I U) 
A nearby recharge area is suggested by the proximity 
of deuterium and oxygen-I8 values to "best fit!! lines on 
isotope/altitude graphs (Figs. 4.8,4.9). Recharge involves 
significant percolation through soil resulting in unusua119 
high nitrate contencs and low pH. It is interred thot 
significant recharge may occur on the adjacent mixed 
colluvium pasture lying above and to the south east of this 
spring. 
A high iron content. in combination with rooderateiy 
low sodium! magnesium/calcium (Na!H~/Ca) values. is 
consistent with a short groundwater 
volcanics. 
f 1 01. path through 
------~~~~~~~-~~~~~---------~~--------. 
.. ' :0 
. ,,'. 
Water flows toward:. . 
drilled copper bucket·. ' 
I (sometimes surrounded ,0" . 
. 'by premix gravel) sunk ' .. 
in to mi.xed coll UViUID 0 .. 
where spring originally': . 
emerged. 
Main holding tank 
collects water 
from four springs 
\ 
Polythene pipe 
i 
;:c::::::::::.. 30 me tres 
• 1.:> •• ' •• ~ 
. .. 
". 0: : 
Fig. 4.10 Starvation Gully farmhouse water supply as it 
the ·'~·Ler ~ntake. The inset shows the intake in appears at we- .. 
plan view, the numbers representing the rour "Starvation 
Gully Springs" (Fig. [1.3 1 in map pocket). 
A water supply that is similar to many used 
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throughout Akaroa County for stock water and house supplies 
draws water from the Starvation Gully #1 Spring and three 
adjacent springs. This water is piped for 2 km to be used 
in a farmhouse water supply and garden irrigation. 
Each spring is tapped by a single drilled copper 
bucket sunk into mixed collu .... ium at the spring exit (Fig. 
4.10). POlythene: pipe: carr,ies water an average of 2.5 m to 
small concrete silt traps from which the water is piped a 
further 30 m to where all four sources feed into a holding 
tank. Water is piped (rom this tank down - valley to the 
Goodwin's rmhouse. 
4.4.3 Paddock ~~ 
The Dull Paddock Spring is a medium flow spring lying 
at an altitude of 25 m near to the foreshore of Pigeon Bay 
at the base of Starvation Gully (Fig. 4.1) It flows from 
mixed colluvium over tightly jointed lava. This spring 
presently supplements the Pigeon Bay water supply. 
The main recharge area is at a significantly higher 
altitude than the spring. Oxygen-I8 and deuterium values 
indicate an average altitude of recharge between 200 m and 
300 m above the spring (Figs.4.8, 4.9). Host significant 
water contribution is probably from higher altitudes (rocky 
ground) reSUlting in only a moderate nitrate c.ontent and 
near neutral pH. Some recharge occurs at lower levels 
however, as shown by unusually high sodium and chloride 
c.ontents resulting from solution of sea spray by 
infiltrating rainwater. A long volcanic flow path results 
in high Na!Mg!Ca values. 
The long flow path from the main recharge area has 
resulted in a slight deviation from the Heteoric Hater Line 
(Fig. 4 .7) • This deviation may be due to several factors 
(Stewart and Taylor, 1981) including: 
1) Chemical interact).on of water with the aquifer 
materials leading to isotope exchange 
JUJ 
2) Isotope separation during water transport (mainly 
diffusion). 
4.4.4 I2.£. Glen 
The Top Glen Spring is situated at the head of Totara 
Stream at a height of 460 m (Fig. ~.l). It supplies 
stock'V/ater troughs and seasonally variable measured flows 
range between 4.8 and 21.6 litres per minute (Appendix 9). 
Springwater is perched above deeply weathered massive basalt 
and flows out of mixed colluvium. 
Isotope 
flowpath from 
concentrations indicate a short 
relatively 
average 
the recharge area. A low pH 
indicates significant percolation through soil layers 
combined with a short volcanic flowpath. The short volcanic 
component is confirmed by a low proportion of Na/Mg/Ca and 
very low iron content. 
4.4.5 Glen Spring 
Situated at the base of Totara Stream, at an altitude 
of 90 m (Fig. 4.1), the Bottom Glen Spring flows from a thin 
brecciated lava over- and underlain by tuff. Measured 
discharge varies between 8.5 and 22.8 litres per minute. 
A large water input from a recharge source, probably 
near the summit region to the west of the spring, is implied 
by a strong devia U.on of this spring from the Itbest fit" 
line on the isotope/altitude graphs (Figs. 4.8, 4.9). Some 
recharge occurring at lower altitudes is implied by 
unusually high sodium and chloride contents which are 
thought to be due to solution of seaspray salt by 
infiltrating waters. 
Relatively high pH (7.4) and nitrate values indicate 
a long groundwater flowpath. This flowpath includes a 
volcanic component giving a moderate calcium. magnesium, and 
excess sodium content. Low iron content is probably due to 
lU4 
the high pH. 
Slight deviation from the Meteoric Water Line. 
relating to a long groundwater flowpath, may be due to the 
same reasons as the Bull Paddock Sprins. 
4.4.6 Top Pigeon ~ ~~~ 
The Top Pigeon Bay Spring is situated at an altitude 
of 360 m at the head of Pigeon Bay Valley, below the Summit 
Road (Fig. 4.1). It issues from mixed colluvium and is 
piped for stockwater. Measured discharge lies between 0.7 
and 18.8 lieras per minute (Appendix 9). 
The recharge area lies at an altitude similar to the 
spring (Figs. 4.8, 4.9). The proximity of this spring to 
the ridgetop implies that the recharge area may extend 
horizontally. Infiltration through exposed rock gives a 
mod era t e pH (7. 0) and 10 \oJ Nan! g / Cae 0 n ten t s are can sis ten t 
with a short volcanic groundwater flowpath. A moderate 
nitrate content is probably due to stock trampling close to 
the spring. 
4.5 SPRING UTILISATION STUDY: THE ANNANDALE WAT SCHEME 
--------~~~. --- ---.... -- -- -------
Springs are utilised, usually at a small scale, as 
water supply sources throughout Akaroa County. One of the 
more ambitious schemes undertaken in the County is on the 
Annandale property at the base of Pigeon Bay Valley. 
A high flow spring (approx. 60 litres per minute) in 
a tributary of Starvation Gully Stream is tapped to 
supplement a stockwater scheme on the upper reaches of 
Annandale farm (Fig. 4.11). Most of the water from this 
spring. at an altitude of 240 m, is pumped to an altitude of 
over 600 m at the head of Starvation Gully by a series of 
four centrifugal multi stage pumps and a.djacent tanks 
(Fig. 4.12), at a rate of approximately 2000 litres per 
hour. Water in the tanks triggers the adjacent pump when a 
specific level is reached and r..he water is fed to the next 
highest tank where the same procedure occurs. 
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New Annandale water 
scheme 
Old. stock water 
scheme (still used) 
Tank and pump 
Tank 
Spring 
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Fig. 4.11 Map showing t Annandale water scheme which 
draws water from a spring in Starvation Gully (A). 
Pumped water from this scheme services 787 hectares 
of farmland. While 40 hectares of lower land is supplied by 
gravity fed water from the spring. 
existing stockwater scheme (itself 
springs near the ridgetop) at a 910 
from where gravity carries piped 
troughs or dams. 
Pumped water jOins the 
fed from much smaller 
litre tank near Hay tor 
wa t e r to va rious stock 
~ 4.12 
scheme. 
Pump and 
Note the 
3djncent 
exposure 
tank in 
of lavas 
jointing) in the summit region hehind. 
l()n 
the i\nnnnci3le \-later 
shoH open 
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4.6 COMPARISON WITH SPRING OCCURRENCE IN FRENCH FARM 
Contrary to the theory that spring concentration and 
discharge would differ from the French Farm area to the 
Pigeon Bay Valley areo observations show that variation is 
minimal. The number of mapped springs in Pigeon Bay Valley 
is over double those in French Farm, but this is more a 
reflection of study area size than the influence of lava 
flow dip direction. Springs follow a similar distribution 
pattern in both areas being more common in the higher 
altitude regions where most rainfall and subsequent recharge 
is assumed to occur. Springs occur in the same geological 
situations in both areas, though variation in distribution 
of surficial deposits means that percenta.ges of springs 
emerging from the various materials also varies from area 
to area. 
Discharge magnitude is likewise similar in both areas 
with the majority of springs flowing at less than 2.5 litres 
per minute. 4% of French Farm springs flow at greater than 
15 litres per minute while only 2% of Pigeon Bay springs are 
in this category. This is opposite to what is expected and 
may be due to the generally lower discharge, due to seasonal 
variation, when Pigeon Bay was mapped. Discharge variation 
follows the same seasonal pattern in both areas, this being 
the result of the precipitation 
model that appears appropriate. 
infiltration recharge 
It is therefore concluded that a hydrogeological 
model that is appropriate for the springs of French Farm 
would be equally appropriate in Pigeon Bay Valley. This is 
probably the result of the generally low dip of lavas and 
intercalated pyroclastic beds especially at altitude (where 
springs are concentrated). 
4.7 SUMMARY OF SPRING OBSERVATIONS FROM PIGEON BAY VALLEY 
1) The importance of relatively impermeable layers in 
influencing the distribution of springs has become 
108 
more eVident in Pigeon Bay Valley. These perching 
layers include. in apparent order of decreasing 
importance: tuff, tightly or widely jointed lavas, 
highly weathered lavas. weathered and/or compacted 
breccia layers. welded or weathered scoria beds, 
and weathered vesicular lava. 
2) Geomorphic benches are commonly capped by one or 
more of the above layers t and springs are often 
related to these benches. 
3) Springs are most common at the higher altitudes 
where most recharge appears to occur. 
4) Isotope data is consistent with a precipitation -
infiltration recharge model. 
5) The majority of springs flow at less than 2.5 
litres per minute. Only 2% of the mapped springs 
flow at greater than 15 litres per minute. 
6) A seasonal discharge pattern is apparent for the 
springs. 
7) Water quality testing of five Pigeon Bay springs 
indicates water suitable for drinking water 
supply. 
8) The Annandale water scheme indicates some of the 
potential for utilisation of spring waters in 
Akaros County. 
9) The springs of Pigeon Bay Valley show the same 
distribution and discharge patterns as those of 
French Farm. 
CHAPTER 5 
GIWUNDIUTER HODEL ANI) [>lANA(;r:~1ENT 1t1PLICt,TIONS 
5. 1 PROPOSE.D pjOI1EL 
In this chapter a groundwater model is presented Eor 
the springs of Akaroa County that combines inEormiltion 
derived from hydrogeological mapping in French Farm and 
Pigeon Boy Valley, spring discharge monitoring, and isotope 
and chemical testing of selected spring waters. 
A "headll/stoTage model in combination with a 
precipitation - infiltration recharge model is proposed, the 
"head"/storage model being based on the precept that under 
natural conditions an aquifer is in a state of dynamic 
equilibrium (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). 
Observation of springs indicates that the associated 
groundwater is found as irregularly shaped (due to rockmass 
inhomogeneity) perched water hodies in the lavas of Akaroa 
County, or as concentrated or dissipated flow within the 
surficial materia1. A ready response (commonly within 24 
hours) of spring discharge to precipitation is observed and 
is due to an increased pressure head. Older 
within the lava aquifers is displaced to the 
water held 
springs by 
newer infiltrating rainwater at the top of the reservoir. 
Spring discharge consi.sts of wnter of ;) v<lriety of 
ages. Tritium flaring of Rhodes Spring, si.tuated at an 
altitude of 490 m on the Lyttelton Volcano, rletermined that 
drainDge represents nn age spectrum extendinR back at least 
fifteen years (Taylor et al, 1979). An average altitude or 
recharge of 52() m :is approximated Eor the Rhodes SprinR 
(Stewart et al, 1983) with 8 catchment extending up to 550 
lOti 
Arrows show possible flow paths 
through heterogeneous lava aquifers 
and surficial cover. Flow occurs along 
line of highest permeability. Perched 
grounawater occurs over lower 
permeability layers and spring 
cischarge froo this is controlled 
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F" ~ 5.1 S c h e r.l. a tic d i a g ram s h 0 \,' i n g po s sib 1 e flo \·i rat h si n 
the geologica l materials of Akaroa County. 
m. Similar time reriods may exist for 1 ike ftowpaths in 
Akaroa County, the aRe of [he water being dependent on the 
rermeability of the transmitting medium (determining 
g r 0 u n d \~ ate T flo hI rat e s ) and the len ~ tho E the i n f i 1 era t ion 
and g r 0 u n r] \.J ate r flo w pat h s (r ass i b 1 e flo w pat h s R. res h 0 \v non 
Fig. 5.1). 
If the infiltratin K waters are not trarperi on 
per chi n g 1 aye r the Y IT! a y TTl 0 V e d a t~ n w i1 r <l t 0 iJ n i n fer r e II has 8 t 
groundwater body (Fig. 5.2). The freshwater is expected to 
he in dynamic balance \oJith salty grounrlwacc:r heneath the 
ocean. btl t no evidence is provided within this study to 
support this. 
'-
·~.~,'~~4·,_ ... :...... 
--::;~ ',.... .' 
I I l 
~ 5.2 Circulation of g r 0 U n d ill ate r in highly permeable 
basalt. typical of. the Island of Hawaii, showing basal 
g r 0 u n d ~f ate r (heneath the hasal .... ater t<'lhle) of the type 
inferred to be present, 
Akaroa Volcnnics. 
groundl4ater 
\.]i est, 1 9 () () ) 
in Hawaii 
The 
is 
in some form, near ser\ level in 
role of ctykes in confining 
also sho\~ n (from Davis De 
'Evidence for infiltration of ' ... ater 1:0 significantly 
1 0 tv era 1 t:i t u des t han \<J II ere pre c i pit a t ion 0 C cur r e (i i 5 g i ve n 
hy isotope data. FiAures 5.3 nnd 5.4 are plots of oxygen-1B 
or deuterium contents and altitude of srrings from Nhjch 
water samples \1ere taken in Akaro~ County. Ini1:ially no 
defin).te nltitude effec.t (APPENDIX 4) is ohserved. 1I0\.]e\}c~r. 
if the lower nltitudc samples taken at the Nursery, 13ott(lm 
Glen, and null Poddock Springs nrc assu~ed to contain 
orain8ge ..,laters from higher altitudes, prohnbly nenr the 
summi.t region, then the expcc-ted altitude I isotope 
correlation (APPENDIX h) is apparent. Consequently it must 
be inferred that grounctHater movement can occur from the 
summit regions to low <l1titudcs (near sea level) I>lhcre 
geological fnctors permi.t. 
Regression Lines dravln on Figllres 5.3 nnd 
calculnted with the exclusion of the three quoted samples. 
These lines shoH similar slopes tn t.he isotope J a1titude 
g r a r h s for r <l i n fall i n \~ est ern N. Z • 1 0 cat ion s ( S t e , ... D r t e t 
al, 1983). For example, rainfall in \Jestern locat.ions has 
a D values that depend on altitude (lIlhere h is altitu<1e in 
metres) thus: 
o D = -O.017h - 30.2 
while the equivalent regression line in Akaroa County is: 
& n = -O.012h - 43.1 
One other sample, the Purple Peak Spring. is also anomalous 
in both of the isotope J altitude plots, but since this 
spring is derived from a relatively small catchment area, 
c.lose to a peak, such a variation can be explained by a 
period of warm rain prior to sampling (T. McTague. Institute 
of Nuclear Sciences , pers. comm.). 
The various aspects of the model nre exp~nded in this 
chapter, and evidence is presented to subst~ntiate the 
interpretations made (Table 5.1 is til Sllmmary of this 
information). The implic~tions of this mode:L with respect 
! 1 :1 
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1 \ t. 
the 
to management of the springwater resource in Akaroa County 
aTe also reviewed. 
5.2 GEOLO Ie L CONTROLS ON HOVHIENT 
5.?'.1 Groundwa ter in nedrock 
-----~-----
The [Hinciral aquifer:" i.n Akaro[l (,ounty <'lre both 
heterogeneous and an3.sotropic, and consist of the vnri8hly 
jointen coherent 
brecciated l8yers. 
basalt lavas Dno thei.T associated 
Discontinuities within the lavas contain 
and transmit grounrlwater. 
T ran 5 m iss i 0 li rat e s v i1 r y \~ i t h <."\ qui fer r e r rn e a b :i. 1 i t Y • 
moving slo\.Jer through ti.ghtly jOinted lava (\.hich may show 
hydraulic conductiv]ties less than 10- 9 m/s) and fasrer 
through open interconnected discontinuities (10- 2 10- 7 
m/s) (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Water will move 
preferentially through the relatively permeahle zones, and 
the less permeable rockmass will tend to act in a confining 
role, 
The basalt flo\vs are highly Dnisotropic aquifers. 
Shrinkage cracks provide the main vertical flow path, while 
sub horizontal joint sets or clast surported basal 
breccias and unweathered and uncompacted rubbly tops, where 
interst.itial fines are not well developed, are the most 
efficient media for lateral water transmission. 
Lava tunnels, that usually transmit large quantities 
of water in basalt terrains (Stearns and HacDonald. 1942) f 
are not observed in the rocks of Akaroa County. Lack of 
vesicle interconnection in vesicular lava tops means that 
these form perching layerfi rather thon aquifers. 
5.2.2 ~1ovement in H;lterials 
---"""--
Surficia1 deposits usually confine groundwater 
emitted from lava Mjuifers and in the process may become a 
medium for transmission of the water. Groundwater 
originatinc from the volcanics 
infiltration waters. This 
ma y be supplemented by direct 
trave)s throl1:::\h the 
surficial matertnl !Inti-I spring discharge DCCurs (FtS' 5 • 1 ) 
or it is reabsorh"'d ")\1 d 1 ' l' I' \ 
" l J \..l n e r, y 1 n g v 0 can 1, c S. \. r 0 U n ( \oJ <l t G: r 
flo \V pat h s wit h i nth e v f.\ r i () U S S II r f i c 1. a 1 III ate 1- i a 1 t y pes a r f! 
reviewed in Chapter 2. 
5.2.3 Rnr 
--""'-_ ...... 
Perching layers ohserved in Akaroa volcanics include, 
in decreasing order of importance: 
a) tuff/nsh beds 
h) ti~htly joint.ed or m<1ssive lavas 
c) h i g h 1 Y \\I{~ a tile r e !l j 0 i n ted ) a v n s 
d) \·;eathercrl ancl/or compacted rllbhly tors 
~) welded/weathered scoria beds 
f) weathered vesicular lava 
Because of the lateral discontinuity of these perching 
layers there are regions Nhere water is ahle to percolate 
through. to a lower groundwater body (tig. 5.1). be it 
another perched hody or the inferred basal groundwater body. 
Components of the Ak[lroa dyke: Sl~arm are assumed co 
act as barriers to lateral groundwater flow (see French Farm 
for example). Because of poor exposure little more is known 
about the hydrogeological effects of these intrusives, and 
they may form the basis for further study (using drillhole 
investigation and geophysical methods) since they are known 
to be of importance in other basaltic settings (Fig. 5.2). 
5.3 DISCHARGE VARIADILIT..Y. AND 
5.3. 1 Discharge Variabili~y 
a) General 
The majority of springs in Ak8roa County flow at less 
t han 2. 5 1 i t res per min ute ( c 1 n S s i £ jed a s low flo \oJ l>J hen 
ill 
mnppinn (Appenrlil< 3) \vith high flel,o, springs (discharge 
greater than 15 litres per minute) heing uncommon. 1'1 (l 5 t 
high flow springs occur near to the summit, or major ridges 
of the area, while the majority of springs belo,,, the 300 m 
a 1 tit \1 d e 3 r e low flo \ •• This is thought to relate to the 
difference in recharge he tween the two regions. 
F lot. rates for ind:ividual springs show high 
vnriability. Spring discharge is determined by three factors 
(Davis and De Weist,196A): 
1) aquifer permeability 
2) area contributing to recharn e 
3) quantity of recharge, 
Since the first two factors are f:ixed it is assumed that 
Aflring discharge varinoility in i\k;:Hoa County is reInted to 
recharge fluctuation. 
SprinG v<1riability is clefineri (Davis and De \·}eist. 
1966) by the equation; 
where Qmax ::: maximum discharge, Qmin = minimum discharge, 
and Qmed = median discharge. 
Some representative variabilities as measured Over a 
one year period are presented in Table 5.2. 
I SPRING I Va (%) APPROX, ALTITUDE L 
Abattoir Sp. #l 1780% 620 m 
Nursery S p. 200% 270 m 
nottom Glen Sp. 116% 90 m 
Cemetery Sp. 740% ]20 m J 
Table 5.2: S R t t 'va Snrl'nO V?rl'abilities as orne ,epresen a ,1." .,' <.', ,~ 
Heasured in Akaro;:; County Between ()ctoher, 1984, and 
Septemher, 1985. 
Iligh altitude springs close to [he summit area tend to be 
the most variable. This is due to the drAmatic recharge 
that occurs in these regions in the winter months (Section 
5.3.1b) which is in contrast to very little recharge in the 
~ummer autumn periods. This contrast 1. s not 
significDnt at lo\~er altitudes. 
The storace capacity of an aquifer will also nffect 
spring variahility, ego a small aquifer will respond quickly 
to a decrease "In recharge with subsequent reduction in 
spring dischiHge. This factor mDY explain the variahility 
of some low altitude sprin~s, ego the Cemetery Spring (Table 
5. 2) • 
h) Seasonal Discharge 
S P r i n g dis c h a r g c f 0 1 1 0 \¥ S a sea son a 1 t r e nnw hie his 
apparent [rom monthly r10\;I mOf\itoring(Fig~. 3.?', 
Such variabtlity is clearly related to recharge 
4.6, 5.6). 
(Fig. 5.5) 
nnd is consistent with a "bead ll /storage capacity model. 
Obvious peak f10'.[s in \-linter lead to the assumption that 
much of the annual recharge occurs at this time. 
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5,(; Plot of ~pring discharge as recorded in the 
catchment of Alcaroa County (sec. Fig. 5.11, in mnp pocket) 
bet \If e enS e pte m b e r, 1 9 8 L, and Aug u st. 1 9 8 5 • 
) II) 
During the spring precipication is balanced with 
Jeading to little recharge and a general 
flow. Tn the summr::r evnpotr-anspir-.3t.:ion 
eVApotranspirBtion 
decline in spring 
due to higher temperatures and the drying effect of 
north\Ve~terly winds remove!'> most of the shallow moisture 
stored in the surficial cover, thoUGh some infiltration may 
occur through exposed open jOinted lavas. With little 
recharge spring flows continue to decrease in response to a 
rlecreasin~ pressure head in the groundHClcer hodies that feen 
them. 
The first autumn rains are generally lost directly 
through evapotranspiration, but a.s the rains increase and 
the temperature drops a surplus of water increases the 
moisture content of the surficial cover. Because of 
absorption of precipitAtion water by the surficial material 
groundwater recharge is minimal at this time. 
A warm, dry autumn during the study period resulted 
in very little groundwater recharge and a general continued 
decline in spring flow rate. Some springs, for instance the 
Abattoir springs (Pig. 3.19). display a consistent disCharge 
during this period which may be maintained hy water that has 
been in the rock for 10nB ~eriods of time (Section 5.3.1c). 
In \lIinter the surficial moisture content increases 
beyond the fl.eld capacity and water drains dOlvn";ards into 
the heterogeneously saturated lavas of the area. A spring 
dis c h a r gem a x i mum 0 c cur s d u r :i n g t his per i 0 d • The \.,ri n t e r 
months of June. July, and August are gC!oerally the highest 
rainfall months in Akaroa County (Section 1.3.1) and a 
dramatic spring flow peak resulted in July of the study 
period (Fig. 5.6). The August rainfall. heing well belol4 
average (Otehore (French Farm) values, mean 184 mm, August 
1985 = 108 mm)j led to an early flow decline. 
c) DischArge Vsriabilitt 
Superimposed on this seasonal trend is a secondary 
discharge variability relating to storm events as observed 
\20 
\:then daily 
~lB' 5.7 for suggested modell. 
existing moisture 
vert.ical in filtration rll,~rance for 
dec.reases , r;' • ~r1_g. ') . 7) . 
water is to increase the pressure he;:i\J 00 the gr(),-!nd\~"\ter 
hotly (with a subsequent inc:rc[lse i.n ~,prin!~; di~:(hnr?"e) the 
s p r i n g dis c h a r g ere spa n 5 e t i If! erie c r (~ i:( ;-:; !' E; c. 0 r res p 0 n din gl '/ ' 
Respnnse of sprinn discharge to storm events is also 
dependent on the geology of the recharge area. The 
permeability of the geological materials in the recharge 
area is the major influence on infiltration rate, this 
determining the time taken for \v'8ter to rerc.oltlte from the 
g r 0 u n d sur f ace tot h e g rOil n d h' ate 1" bod y • \J her e 1 Cl v a h' i t h 
closely spaced, open joints is exposed inEi] tracion is 
expected to he especially rapid and recharge may occur even 
in the summer months. 
These observations indicate thot spring discharge 
consists of two components: 
1) \,J ate r r e 1 ate d tot h est 0 r m eve n t \~ hie h has m 0 v e d 
rapidly through the system ( e g • water 
infiltrating to the ground\~ater body in close proximity to 
the spring). This may partly affect the initial upturn in 
spring discharge, but because of the re1()cively 
recharge area in question this water is likely to be a minor 
component oE disch~rge. 
2) \./ ate r not reI ate rl tot h est 0 r m eve nt, b \J t H h i c. h 
has he e n m 0 vi n g t h r 0 ugh r 11 e dis con tin u i c i e ~ 0 f the C.3 t c r~ m~ n t 
(][) t 4 P - 1 dey (autumn) 
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1 1 t ~ p lip Gnd Q 
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incre86& within 
24 hours 
(!;) t n p ~ 2 to 6 days 
Hp And Q reach peak 
values 
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7 Model to explain response of spring in summit 
region to storm even ts. Car r: 0 0 n s s h 0 \, S c hem () tic SeC: t ion s 
through heterogeneously jointed lavas containing a perched 
water body of irregular shape. 
area for periods 
head due 
that may exceed fifteen years. The 
. rI ~nc.reaseL\ to the infiltrating storm water increases 
the outf].O\~ of this ~J;)ter, \<"ith variation in infilrrv.tion 
time throur,hout the rechar~e "rea leading to the progressive 
upturn in spring discharge following the storm event. This 
older water is thought to be the major dischi.1rge component 
and pro h a h 1 Y m £; i n t a ins s p r i n g flo \~ i n dry per i 0 d s . 
d ) Atmosnheric Pressure Effects on Disc h<3 q',e 
Ohservant farmers in Akaroa County have noted that in 
times of drought some dry springs may resume flow just 
before rain. This can be explained by a drop in atmosrheric 
pressure Associated with weather patterns. 
Changes in atmospheric pressure can produce large 
fluctuations in hydrnulic hea(j in rigid confined aquifers 
(Freeze and Cherry, 1979), ego an unweathered b~sal brecciA 
surrounded by relot.ively impermeable lichologies. This is 
an inverse relationship with a decrease in Atmospheric 
pressure cauc;ing an increase in hydraulic head. simil~r to 
recharge effects, and resulti.ng in spring flow where 
sufficient inc.rease is fell. The machematicAl proof for 
this effect is found in Davis and De \-liest (196(;). 
5.3.2 \-IDter Quality 
1·1 ate r fluality is a consequence of the n(ltural 
physical (including temperature) and chemical state of the 
water, and alterations that may have occurred as a result of 
human activity. Biological contamination of infiltrating 
Haters is unlikely in Akaroa COllnty because most of the area 
is low - stocked pasturelan~, with extensive surficial cover 
which forms an effective harrier to the infiltration of such 
contaminants. Consefjuently water quality testing has been 
restricted to limited temperature observations, and chemical 
analysis as performed by the DSIR Chemistry Division 
(Appendix 5), 
1 2::: 
a) 6r:ure 
Thermi'd springs showing t::emperotlJres of lip 
been observed "in flssoci.ation \d.lh the focks 
124 
have 
north "estern secl:or ot Lyttelton Volcano (Collins, 
to 32°C 
in I: he 
1(52), 
but Akaroa Volcnflo seems to have none, 
temperatures ranging between 8.5 and 15°C. 
Some, especially high <lltitllrte springs, relTlain more 
or less constantly cold. For 
Abattoir Spring '1 varied instance, temperatures for the between 8.5 Dnd 9.0 oe when 
measured monthly bet\"een November, } 984 A [l r 1. 1 I 1085. 
T his ref 1 e c t s the g e ncr fI 11 Y 1 0 \-1 e r 
(including wind chill fnctors) at 
atmospheric temperatures 
hip,h 81titlldC!s. Others 
tend to vary in tempernture in response to the average 
atmospheric temperature (measured 
Starvation Gully #1 Spring rang,ed 
temperatures 
bet \~ e e n 1 1 • 0 
for 
and 
the 
15.0 
degrees). 
A relatively long flow path at shallow depths, as in 
surficial material, 1. n fIll e nee s this responsiveness to 
atmospheric 
diurnal and 
ZOl1e that is 
Groundwater 
temperature, since in the upper 10 m or so, 
seasonal variations in air temperature create R 
thermBlIy transient (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). 
flowpaths involving greater depths will be 
insulated from such temperature variations. 
h) \Ya t ere hem i s t LY. 
Akaroa springwaters arc considered in relation to the 
D r ink i n g Hat e r S tan dar d s for N e \~ Z e a 1 and ( N . Z . 13 0 a r d 0 f 
Health, 1984) which are summarised in Appendix 5. 
Host Hater frorn bnsic 
Eor drinking water supply 
mClp,nesium bicarhonate \Vater 
This is conf.irmed by the 
volcanic aquifers l.S suitahle 
and tends to be calcium 
(D8\1is and De t-Jiest. 1966). 
results from 
spring\lIBt:ers that are 
nnalyses see Appendix 
these results thus: 
presented in Table 
Akaroa County 
5.3 (for full 
5). Observations can he made from 
Spring "! SampLe I Grid pH Aerated I Turbidity 
Number Reference pH (NTU unit 
NZI1S 260 
;&1 ... 
Nursery I KB310 1'1)& 005 147 6.6** O.S .8 19 16 
Spring 
French Hill I KB)09 I N36 993 154 16.6 iii: ,I 7.7 1.0 0.6 12 9 
Spring 
Abattclir I KB30B I N36 989 160 17.0# I 7.9 L ., .... . ;~ .. 0.9 14 12 
Spring 
au 11 Paddock 1 KS).39 \ N36 020 246 17..3 *' I B.3 0.4 L3 61 72 
Spr 
Starvation I KB3.38 I N36 042 242 16.ou I 7.6 0.5 3.4 24 19 
Cully No 1 
Bottom Glen I KB341 I N36 013 233 '7.4 8.3 0.5 4,9 43 49 
Spr 
Top Glen I K8340 iN36 997 218 [6.aul 7.7 0.2 0.6 20 LJ 
Spring 
Top Pi.geon 1 KB316 I N36 018 18917.0* I 7.6 1.5* 1.8 20 16 
Bay Spr 
Cob House I KBJ14 IN37 09009216.4"1 7.7 0.8 1.1. 16 12 
ing 
Curry's I KB315 I N36 103 11716.14*, I 7.4 LO 1.3 18 L2 
Spring 
This sample does not compiy with the following N.Z. ,standard requirements: 
Tnble 5.3 Summary table of chemic.al analysis rE~slllts for 
te~ted springs in Akaroa County. 
O.B 
4.1 
18.0 
1.9 
B.B 
1.5 
i.6 
1.1 
0,8 
"" ** 
* 
,,,* 
1:;Ii ... 
27 
5.7 I 0.26* I 18 
6.5 I D.2U: I 38 
30.0 I 0.03 I 1 ,< 9,~ 
6.1I I 0 .lo,c j 2!s 
tB.O I 0.10 81" 
5.4 10 . .to 20 
5.9 I 0.10 21 
5.3 10.10 
3.4 10.38 
Outside desirable range 
Outside maximum range 
Exceeds lower guideline limit 
Exceeds uppe~ guideline Umi t 
rv 
V" 
12f) 
1) All tested samples Bre suitable as drinking water 
sources. 
2) A generally lOH pIT (values bf"ttJeen ().O and 7.0 are 
common) places most springs oHtsicle the maximum desirable 
range for drinking water. 
acceptable level however. 
Aeration hrings all waters to an 
As a consequence of this acidity 
it is observed tn8t metal water supply fittings (including 
hot water cylinders) have a relatively short lifespan. Blue 
staining of ba(hs and sinks in sorne Ak8roa homes prooably 
results from deposition of copper salts from corrosi.on of 
copper pipe. 
3) Turbidity values are generally \"cll ucloly the 
NTU value (Appendix 5) that is desirable. Several springs 
eXiting from mixed colluvium (Abattoir Spring #1, Pigeon finy 
Hilltop Spring) exceed this lower gllideline limit. 
4) NitrAte nitrogen levels lie significantly belo\;! 
the N.Z. Standard li.mit of 10g/m 3 . This may reE1ect the 
absence of intensive fertiliser appltcation or cultivation 
(eg. cash cropping. peaS f green root and forage crops, smnll 
seeds and lucerne) and concentrated waste applications (eg. 
piggery. poultry, and abbatoir \vastes) that lead to high 
nitrate levels in Paparua County (Adams. 1981). Nitrate 
11 i t r 0 g e n 1 e a chi n 8 los S \oj i 11 b eve r y low ( a p pro x i mat ely 5 
kg/ha/year. (Adams,lgBl») from Akafoa County pastureland. 
5) Chloride levels have 8 maximum value of 61g/cubic 
metre. less than the lOOS/1ll3 highest desirable value, and 
considerably below the taste threshold that lies between 200 
and 300g/m 3 . The highest chloride values are in close 
proximity to the sea, ,,,here the influence of sea-spray i:-'i 
suspected. 
6) The French lIill Spring, hns an aluminium conten[ 
th~t exceeds the upper guideline limit. 
water discolouration and deposits. 
This could lead to 
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7) Silica contents (as SiO~) of tested waters rio not 
L 
exceed guideline values. As a result use of these waters in 
boiler arpticat.ions should not result in slC\Ke formation. 
8 ) Con c c n t r Co t. ion 0 fir 0 n i s 0 ftc n bel a \~ the 1 0 \-i e r 
guideline limit, but four of the ten tested ~(1mples exceed 
this. The high iron content relates to water flow throunh 
basalt lavu. No values exceed the upper guideline limit and 
iron content does not. prec:lude any of the samples from 
drinking water use. The sample from Curry's Spring is high, 
and associated iron bacteria may form filamentous growths in 
the reticulation system causing hlockages. 
9) Nearly all snmples Dre categorised as soft waters 
with respect to tot~l hardness. Earlier this century Aknroa 
\';35 the site of a \~ool scouring industry hec()use or the 
S 0 f t n e S S 0 f the s c \.J ate r s ( r 0 r d, 1 9 4 9 ) . The Bull Paddock 
Spring is slightly harrl, but DS such r~mains he]ow the upper 
guideline limit for hardness. 
5,4 GROHNDlvATER RECHARGE 
Evidence obtained in this study confirms that a 
direct preciritation infiltration recharge model is 
correct for the groundldnter that discharges as springs in 
Akaroa County. 
S • 4 • 1 Isoto~ Dnta 
Oxygen-18 and deuterium contents of groundl.-18ter 
derived from direct infiltration of local precipitation, 
1,1 hen p lot ted tog e the r ( Fig. S. 8 ) I \~ i 11 1 i eon 0 r n ear the 
Met ear i c Wa t e r Lin e ( S t e war tan d T a y lor , 1 9 8 1 ) \" hie his 
typical of ~ew Zealand rainfall and is defined by the 
equation: 
[, l) :0 H,06180 +13 
~lllCh summer precipitation is returned to the atmosphere by 
evapotranspiration (Section 5,3.1 h). which is essentially 
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o 
CD 
.. 
-20 
• 
-40 
o 0 ] AkarDQ Spring Waters 
-60 
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 
bl60% o 
Figure S Plot showing proximity of Akaroa County 
s p r i n g \. ate r S tot heN . Z . 1'1 e teo ric ~,) ate r Lin e . Sample 1 is 
lake wat~r and 2 is deep geothermal water, both from the 
North Island (based on Stewart and Taylor, 1981). These are 
included for contrast. 
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non - fractionating (Appendix 4); as a result recharge water 
is composed mostly of winter precipitation, rather than of 
mea nan n u a 1 r r e c i pit a t ion ~ hut i t \~ ills r.:: i 11 1 i e 0 fl the 
Meteoric Water Line. 
Oxygen-18 and deuterium values for t\~elve srring:::; 
\'Ii t h inA k a r 0 a C 0 U n t y ( e n U III era ted i 11 II P PEN J)1 X £,) p lot v e r y 
close to the Neteoric Hater Line (Fig. 
local precipitation is the source 
5.8), confirming that 
of the groundwater. 
Slight devi,ltions of some of the plotted points from the 
Heteoric Hater Line may be due to several reasons (Gat. 
1971) incl\lcling: 
( i ) chemicnl interaction at \';£1 t e r 
materia invol v:i nli isotopf! exchnnge 
aquifer 
wh:i.ch 
chafl~es 6 t8 0 • 
(ii) isotope separatjon during wat~r transport (mainly 
rliffusion). 
Repregentative examples of New Zealand lake water nnd 
deep geothermal water (from SteHnrt and Taylor, 10(11) nrc 
inserted for comrarisol1 nod clearly plot fHHly from this 
line. 
5.4.2 Rainf<.dl/Sprl..!2..&. J2Jscharge 
The responsiveness of spring discharge to loca1 
climatic factors including rainfall, as outlined in Section 
5.4.1, confirms isotope evidence for precipitation as the 
recharge source. 
5.4.3 S2ring Permanence 
The year - round flow of most of the Akaroa springs, 
including many in the summit regions, can be explained using 
the proposed model. The springs are fed 
is being transmitted and stored in the 
by groundwater that 
recharge is occurring 
groundwater hodics oy 
there is 
discharge fit 
rockmass. 
depletion 
nssocillted 
hlhen no 
of these 
springs. 
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Where groundwater storage volumes are small depIction may be 
such that the nssociated springs dry up_ ilowever. when 
aquifer volume is suffi.cient springs vlill flov] throughout 
the year. though at a decreased rp)te \",hen recharge is not 
occurring, due to a lowering pressure head. 
To mRintain groundwater levels that are adequate for 
year found spring flow sufficient annunl recharne is 
required. Two factors nre invoked to account for t.he 
recharge quantities needed, especially in the summit r~gions 
\~here recharge <lrefiS appear relatively small, to maintain 
year round spring flo'.~. These factors arc the high 
precipitation rates of the area, and the fast infiltration 
rates that some of the geoloAical components of the area 
allo\1. 
A relatively high precipitation rate in Akaroa County 
(mean annual rainfall of greater than 900 mm) compares with 
a mean annual rainfall of 589 mm as recorded at the notanic 
Gardens in central Christchurch. ~ainf(\ll distribution as 
summarised on Fig. 1.3 shows a general increase 
altitude (for instance, in the French Hill area there is a 
mean annual rainfall of approximately 1400 
that the greatest potential for recharge 
mm) suggesting 
occurs in the 
.summit regions. Assliming that 30% (Section 1.3.1) of the 
annual rainfall happens in the lotinter months \"hen IIIOSt of 
the annual recharge occurs, and that 50% of this percolates 
to groundwater, then there is a potential yearly recharge of 
21.000 litres from an area 10 m x 10 m in the French Hill 
area. 
As a result ()f the greater recharge that occurs in 
the summit regions most. of the springs in french F;:HITI and 
Pigeon Day Valley lie at altitudes above 250 m to 300 m. 
Infiltration 
Initial infiltr<1tion occurs through surfiCial 
1 31 
deposits or may (ind direct entry i.nto hedrock where no 
surficial cover exists. The rate of infiltration will 
determine, in part, hON much precipitation is lost to tilE: 
atmosphere through eV('lpotransp.irat.i.on. 
\~ her e e x p 0 sed. m 0 s t l yin the s U In mit reg ion s, j 0 i f\ ted 
lavas are 
10- 9 m/s 
e:{pected to 
(Freeze find 
show pcrmeabilities between 10- 2 Rnd 
Cherry, 1(79). Actual permeahility 
measurements for the lavas hnve not been unr\ertnken in this 
sturly because of financial constrsints t but may he 
appropriate in Future investigations. 
Tho s e \d t h hi:; her p P. r m C' (l b i 1 i tie S , i e . 1. a v Ll S S h 0 \.Jl f\ g 
open, closely spaced joints, are visually observed to ahsorb 
a high proportion of precipitation fallinR nn them. This, in 
combination with the low dip of the local lAva f 10\>' S 
(offering a surface with more verticnl joints per unit area 
than steeply \ . . (.1 P P 1 n g lavas) is partly responsi.hle for the 
significant recharge contrihution 
regions. 
from the rocky summit 
Recharge areas may be laterally extensive. Some 
ridge tops show exposed jointed lava over distances of 
several kilometres. thus forming large recharge Breas that 
may only supply a small number of springs. The presence of 
springs only short vertical distances below the summit 
ridges in this high rainfall area can thus he explained. 
Infiltration occurs through all of the surficial 
materials described in Chapter 2. The rate and amount of 
infiltration that results is determined by the permeability 
of the deposits and cheir slope angle. In situ 
permeabilities determined for surficial deposits lie between 
1.1 x 10- 5 m/s (a gravelly volcnnic colluvium) and 1.6 ){ 
m/s (a compact mixed C 0 11 u v i u m \vi. t 11 high loess 
con ten t ). wit 11 age n e r i'l 1 i n f i. 1 t rat ion rat e inc rea s e \11 i t h 
increase in coarse volcanic component (Table 2.2). The 
distribution of surfiCial materials, with relatively 
permeable mixed and volcanic colluvium more common at 
altitlldes greater than 250 to :100 metres, 1.5 such that there 
is greater potential for r~charge through the surficial 
deposits at these higher elevations. 
Slope aogle \>lil1 determine to some extent how milch 
14 a t: e r i s 1. 0 s t t a sur f l1 C e run 0 f f • L 0 i~ e r s 1 0 pea n g 1 e S 0 r c 
more conducive to infiltration since water 
sit on the surface allowing in£iltrntion 
deposits to proceed. 
will more reariily 
through surficial 
5 . .5 nWLICi\TJONS 
5.5.1 O"~litv Imolications 
Th~ adequ()cy of the Akaroil COlloty sprjnglVaters for 
drinking, general domestic, and agricultural applications is 
confirmed by 
uti lisation. 
include: 
c.hemical analyses and present \.J i rl e s pre a r! 
5 0 m e s u g g est ion s reI a t i 0 g t 0 \1 ate r c hem i s try 
1) Reticulation systems should incorporate facilities 
to hring pll values into a more acceptable range (7.4 to 8.S) 
to prolong the life oE metal fittings. This may involve 
aeration of the water, or adrlition of soda ash (sodium 
carbonate, Na2C03)' The use of non - metal (eg. PVC) pires 
is recommended where possible. 
2 ) Reducti.on of turbidity val u es that exceed 
Standards guidelines (usually where water emerges from 
springs in colluvium) may be undertaken by installation of a 
silt trap in the reticulation close to the spring. This is 
illustrated in figure 4.10. Should this not be effective, 
add i t ion 0 f a 1 u m (K A 1 ( S 0 4 ) 2 • 1 211 2 0 ) \,Ii 1. 1 ass i. s t 1. n f (', r min g [j 
flock with the silt pi'lrticles which can then he filtererl 
a tl t • 
3) IE turbidity or filamentous bac.terial build up 
occ.urs due to excessive j ron c.olicents removal should be 
undertaken using aeration of t. h C Iv fl t e r folloHed by 
filtration. 
4) Protection of water quality in the source aquifer 
must be exercised (Fetter, 1980). C:ricical to preventing 
groundwater pollution is identification o [ the 
r e c h a r g ear e a !I 5 i n g i sot 0 p e [\ n d c h e In i c ;) l d a t D (,\ P pen die e s 'I 
and 5) and geolop,iull interpretation. It is recOmr1Cf'li::\ed 
t h v. t c hem i cal W D t e r (] U 3 1 i t Y i :'; m 0 nit 0 red \, h C T e pot en! i.:1 1 
sources of contamination (eg. rubbish t 1. r s , ccrn~tcr~ies ~ 
abattoirs) exist in the identifieo rechnrge arcn. 
b) hi(lter Tempernture 
Spring\'Jatcr tel11pcTr:ture ranges in AkRToa County mnkc 
f ~or pnlntnble rlrinking w;)ter, all:ltough the low temper;)tures 
of some springs (cg_ R.S to 9.0oe at the Ahattoir ~l Snrir.C') . ., 
may decrease the efficiency of water treatrnent processes 
should they be needed. 
5,5. 2 Rec.harge 
The implications of a precipitl-1tion 
recharge model are twofold: 
1 ) the springwater reSOUrc.e \~ iII 
infiltration 
respond to 
precipitation and evapotranspiration fluctuations (Section 
5.3.1). For e x amp 1 e, f 1 o\~ S \d 11 dec rea s e ina (j rOll g h t yea r • 
in the same as most stream flows. Consequently 
determination of the safe yield from a spring will require 
calculation of annual recharge using precipitation data and 
evapotranspiration data (Section 5.5.4c). 
2) recharge is dependent on local climatic 
geologic{-)l factors alone. 
5.5.3 DischaLge I'lagnitude and V?lriabi1ity 
The suitability of <l sprin~ as a potnble water SOllrce 
i s d e pen den t t 0 a n ext e n ton its d 1. s c h a r gem a g nit u d e \~ i t h 
respect to the size of the demand. where individual springs 
l33 
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are not sufficiently large to provide for the demand it may 
be necessary to draw water from a number of sources. J\S an 
example, a domestic supply in Starvation Gully is fed by 
four springs each flowing at less than 2.5 litres per minute 
(Section 4.3.2). 
The high discharge variability demonstrated by 
5.3.1) would suggest that 
be initiated when c.onsidering 
monitored 
discharge 
springs (Section 
monitoring should 
utilisation of specific springs for water supply. Methods 
for testing discharge used in this study are outlined in 
Appendix 9. Flow readings taken once a month for a one year 
period, and preferably for a three to five ye~r period, are 
recommended to provide the general discharge fillctuation 
pattern for individual springs. Hinimum discharge rates 
have been shown to occur in the late summer to early autumn 
period (February to April) and monitoring during these 
months should give a good indication of lowest flows. Since 
precipitation varies from year to year relevant rainfall 
data should also be taken into account when considering 
spring magnitude. 
5 • 5 • 4 ~_!:"_~_~_a t erA h s t r a c. t ion Met hod san d Sa f e Y i e 1 d 
A method for withdrawal of water from colluvial 
springs 
supplies 
County 
Section 
for small scale \4ater supplies (eg. single house 
using approximately 550 litres!person/day (Akaroa 
Council approximation)) has been demonstrated in 
4.3.2. This method is popular in rural areas and is 
generally adequate in such applications. 
On a slightly larger scale, involving flows of about 
30 litres per minute, nursery irrigation (Section 3.3.3) and 
large stockwater (Section 4.4) supplies have heen developed 
usin~ si.ngle springs that have a re18tively hi.~h (10\'/ [or 
this region (up to 40 and 60 Iitrcs per minute 
respectively). Because of seasonal discharge variability 
however, the nursery supply has reached low flows of nbout 7 
litres per minute (April, 1995), and plans co supplement 
this with water from n second spring Dre to be implemented. 
For l~rger sCi'\le £lpplicCJ.tions (eg. n settlemQllt, such 
os Pigeon Bay) it mny be necessary to incrense spring 
discharge hy incrensing aquifer permenbility. This mny 
involve physical enlar~ement of the sprinR exit hy 
excavation or hy tunnelling inca a bedrock nquiEer showing n 
spring exit. Dcplecton oE the aquifer is the risk. in slIch 
development and is discussed in Section S.S.4c (Safe Yielel). 
A t a 11 s cal e sit i s imp 0 , t (} !1 t t h::l t s p r i !1 r, \v <1 t e r i s 
drawn from as close to the spring os possible, an rI 
preferably underground, to avoid contamination by stock 
excrement and coliform bacteria. 
f'Novacoil II 
pipe buried 
near base of 
premix gravel, 
'.' .°.·:·· .. ,6 .. :. '. '6, 
" ... G~~u~d~~te·; 'flow 
. '.'0'- .... : that previously 
: '. '. ... . exited as a I spring 
". - :0", 
. , 
.. '.' - '·'0 ',' .' '0' • '. 
-(J' . ',.. ... . 
.P~em:Lx 'g'rav'el' ' .. 
. ' ....... 0 ' , 
. (} ~'-T-1"""-;J'" 0 : .. 
.. c. , to point 
of 
demand 
Polythene liner 
Treated' (eg. 5% lime) and 
compacted loess seal at 
base of trench 
~lethod for increaSing spring flo'''' at exit using 
excavation of a trench across line of groundwater flow and 
subsequent collection of \4ater using "Novac.oil" perforated 
pi pe • NB. IINOV8coil ii shoulu be beloH lev~l of originol 
grolJndlJater flow Rnd slope tOHar-ds unperforated pip~ thClt 
carries water to point of demand. 
Figure 5.9 
development using 
applied for both 
shows a possible 
excavation of a 
colluvial and 
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model for water supply 
spring. This may be 
bedrock springs where 
excavation will improve permeability. The excavated area is 
lined with an impermeable substance, ego agricultural grade 
polythene, sealed with compacted. stabilised (eg. using 5% 
lime) loess. and filled \dth gravel (ll pre - mix" gravel and 
sand will allow filtration of silt and clay sized 
particles). "Novacoil" pipe is buried in this gravel near 
its base in an appropriate orientation to intercept water 
flow. This pipe is connected to the water supply line. The 
gravel is subsequently covered with relatively impermeable 
material, such as treated ~nd compacted loess (as above), as 
a precaution against stock or bacterial contamination. 
b) Co n Adits/Horizontal Drillholes .--.:-=.--;.;;..;;;;....;;..,.:;;.,.,.:;;..,;:;;...;~ 
In the geologically similar Il;;\\liaiian Islands 
collection tunnels and horizontal drillholes have been 
successfully used to recover groundwater which is perched on 
ash and tuff layers. The scale and potential of [he 
groundwater resource is dramatically greater in Hawaii 
however (wIth an mean annual rainfall of 6350 mm on Oahu 
(Fetter. 1980)) and special attention must be paid to safe 
yield (Section S.5.4c) if these methoJs are utilised. 
The driving of horizontal adits (anout 2 III deep) 
into, and at the top of, tuff or scoria beds that are acting 
as perching layers 
feasihle. These 
excavation, and if 
for a 
beds 
this 
lava aquifer (Fig. 5.10), may be 
will allow for relatively easy 
intersects the base of the lava 
aquifer then water should flow towards the adi[ or 
drillhole. Orientations should approximat.e the dip of the 
top of the perching hed. 
Adits intersect a large numher of joints in the 
overlying laVA, and it is possible to ensure that no 
impermeable material is left between the excnvation and the 
aquifer which would impede water flow into the adit. As a 
consequenc.e, hoy/ever, snpport for the adit roof is rerloved. 
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and artificial support may be needed to stop roof collapse. 
II relutively thick tuff or scorif! bed js rCfjuircrl, since 
adit.s re'lu)re A dcprh of at least 2 metres for' constr-uction 
access, and chis \~il] restrict r.he loc.ations ',,'here this 
method is suit<lhle. The base of the pyroclast ~c hcd rnuS[ 
not he penetrated or le2\knnc to lInderlyinr; litholn;:;ip!; m8y 
result. 
@ SIDE VIEW 
Lava aquif er indica ted 
by spring 
Perching layer - tuff or 
scoria beds may allow easier 
tunnelling than overlying 
lava flow 
NOT' TO SCALE 
Fig. :!~ Suggested location and form of horizol1u!l ,Hiits 
or drillholes to draw woter from lava aquifers. 
Horizontal drillholes bored into lQva material close 
to an underlying perching lnyer ( Fin. 
, h 5. 10) \0: ill not 
intersect as muny i:lll ui (er joint.s as 
genernlly have a lower yield. 
of this method however. 
A lower cost is the advantage 
c) Sflfe Yield 
In developing the springwater resource oE AkArna 
County the concept of safe yield must be tak~n into ilccount. 
S a fey i e I dis the a mOll n t 0 f Iv ate r Iv hie h can b ere m 0 v e d 
regulnrly and permanently without. dangerous depletion Df the 
stornge reserv~ (better, 1980). Safe yielrl will noe lead to 
a decrease in quality of the existing ~roundwater store, and 
I~ i 11 protect the existing local vI ate r right.s dnd 
environment. 
To maintain (} safe yield annual abstraction should 
normally not exceed annual rechaq~e. The natural rcchnrge 
to an undeveloped aquifer feeding a spring may be determined 
by a Hater 
1980) : 
budget analysis of the recharge area (Fetter, 
eg" R ::: P - ( E + Qs) 
where R ;:: recharge 
p ::: precipitation 
E ::: evapotranspiration 
Qs = surface runoff 
For accurate calculation of recharge the parameters in the 
above equation, including evapotranspiration (ep,. using a 
lysimeter) must be measured in the recharge area, Such 
measurements have not heen undertaken in this study and it 
is considered that water balance analysis of selected spring 
catchments should form the basis of future investigations. 
d ) , . C ~pr1.!l.8h'ater Ahstraction ,ase Study: AkarD'l 
Io \1 n s hip 
Akaroa township is of special interest with respect 
to spring development for water supply since this is wh2rc 
d e m n n (! ish i g h esc. (n p pro x i m fl tel,)' 1. Lj 2 mil t i. 0 n 1 i t res r e r day 
in pettk summer period (Ak3roa County Council figures)). 
AkaroR tOiJnship receives its present \'Ji1ter supply from [",'0 
reservoirs (Fig. 5.11) fed hy Aylmers, Ralgueri, and Crchnn 
s t rea m s • The rei s a sum mer m j 11 i m II m flo \v 0 fl. Ii 3 mil 1 ion 
litres per day from these three sources (A.C.C.) anO storage 
of 3.41 million litre;;, ie. about three days suppty. ,\ctua-j 
minimum flo\~ is normally recorded in early antumn (Appendix 
10) reflecting spring flow data (Figure 5.6), Dnrl suggesting 
t hat the s t rea m s <I rem a i n 1 y s p r i n g fed i n p 0 rio d 5 0 flo \1 
rainfnll. 
The above figures indicate th,,( there is limited 
water available for future expansion of the township. 
Consequently Steven, Fitzmaurice and Partners (civil and 
public health engineers) have heen commissioned hy the 
A.C.C. to investigate potential methods of increasing the 
volumes of potable water availahle to Akaroa township. 
Preliminary investigations have centred around increasing 
the discharge of the springs that feed the three main 
catchment streams, and especially Aylmers and Balgueri 
streams. A map of the springs in the catchment of Akaroa 
township (Figure 5.11, in map pocket) has been produced to 
assist in such studies. Spring distribution and discharge 
variability is consistent with the proposed model. 
Initial findings are that spring flo,.] may often be 
increased in summer hy simple excavation of the s~ring exit 
\oi i t has h 0 vel 0 r c r 0 \~ h a r • The Cob 1 ! 0 use S p r 1. n g (F i g. 5. 1 1 ) , 
one of the three biggest springs in Oalgueri Stream, nearly 
doubled in flow (visual estimation) afrer 5 minut~ts di~ginR 
in December, 19.135. It is nssumed therefore, that stream 
flo w may b e inc rea sell i nth e s U OJ mer per i a d b y s u c h sma 1 1 
scale excavation in the source springs. To rnC\intrlin the 
aquifer supplies it: may he neces's<'lry to 'include viJlves at 
140 
the larger springs to he closed at times when dcm~nd is not 
II i g h. Fur tile r i n v e .s t i gat ion.s are f! roc e e din g a Ii d ,.; j 1 lin vol v e 
calculation of :o;nl"e yield. 
5.6 RECOM~lENnEn rUTlI!H: i·JOln~ 
The following lines of future investigation are 
recommended onl; ore <:limed at Sllp['lorti.n~ nspects or the 
proposed groundwater moriel that remain unproven and 
providing information useful for future d(~velopment: of the 
grounow3ter resource of Akaroa County: 
1) Piezometric monitoring of a perched groundwatp.r 
body in combination with spring monitoring to tcst pressure 
head control of sprinR flow. If a confined aquifer, c~. a 
bRsal breccia over- and underlain hy less permeahle beds, is 
selected then barometric pressure effects may also be 
monitored. 
2) Tritium dating of Akaroa County springwaters to 
test the spectrum of ages present. 
3) Regular (eg. 3-monthly) springwater sampling to be 
t est e d for 0 x y g e n - 1 8 and d e ute r i \! !Tl con ten t t 0 d e t e r min e any 
seasonal fluctuation in isotope values. 
4) llorehole and geophysical investigation on the role 
oft he A k 2. r 0 a D y k e S \v arm i n g r 0 u n d \</ ate r flo \. . T his may 
involve drilling in known localities where intrusions 
interrupc groundwater flo\~, ego on the eastern side of 
Pulpit Rock. 
5) Borehole investigation to below sea level to test 
for the presence of a hasal groundwater body. 
6) Water budnet analysis of selected spring 
catchments to determine the feasihility of. development of 
the r e 1 ate d a qui fer s for t.J ate r sup ply (e g. u sin g fl d its 0 r 
horizontal boreholes). 
I /, i 
r.[1 APTER fi 
s mw A In II N!) CO N C L (J S ION S 
6.) GEOLOf;rCilL (lCCURRENr.r: OF SPRINGS 
!1ydror,eol()~ical models for springs (lrc the result of 
observA.tions marie during hydrogeological mapping of French 
Farm and Pigeon Ray Vnlley at ~ 1:10,000 scale. 
It is concluded that groundwater discharge occurs at 
springs and Reeps whose form and distribution are 
geologic8.11y controlled. Relatively i.mperrneahle beds (eg. 
tuff) within the volcanic sequence are most influential in 
determining spring distribution. DischarRe may occur 
directly from hedrock aquifers, hut more commonly is through 
the extensive surficinl cover. 
6 • 2 G R 0 \I N 0 \~ AT F. R NOn ELF 0 H T fI ESP R I N r; s 
A groundwater model based on ohservation of associated 
springs is proposed for Akaroa \:ounty. This is hased on 
interpretations of the data gathered during hydrogeological 
mapping, isotope and chemical analyses of selected 
springwaters (leading to interpretations of groundwater 
movement and recharge), and spring discharge monitoring. 
A "headll/storage model is pro[losed for groundwater 
occurrence associated with the springs. In this model water 
is stored and transmitte<i in heterogeneous lava aquifers. 
Water held within these nquifers is displaced to springs hy 
infiltrFiting rainwl'Iter at the top of irregularly shaped 
reservoirs. Consequently spring discharge consists of water 
with an age spectrum that may exten<i hack more than fifreen 
years 
path 
(Taylor et aI, 1979), [his Age being 
length and the permeahility of 
materials. 
dependent on flow 
the transmitting 
G r 0 u n cl \~ ate r r e c h a r g e 0 c cur s t h r 0 lJ g h i n f i 1 t rat ion 0 f 
local precipitation with the greatest potential for recharge 
occurring in the summit regions. Groundwater flowpaths can 
exist from the summit regions to near sea level. with 
transmission occurring through lavR materials and surfici81 
deposits. 
6.3 SP~ING DISCHARGE Q(!lINilTY 
The majority of springs in Akaroa County flow at less 
than 2.5 litres per minute. Springs flowing At greater than 
15 litres per minute are uncommon. 
Honthly discharRe monitoring of lR springs has been 
undertaken for a One year period to determine annual 
fluctuations. Daily monitoring. for a six week period, of a 
spring in the summit region to determine more minor 
fluctuations has also been performed. 
All measured springs show a hi~h degree of discharge 
variability (Abattoir Spring HI shows 1780% variability when 
monitored over a one year period). A seasonal recharge 
pattern is reflected in spring discharge. Dramatic peak 
flows occur in winter (in July during the study period) 
followed by a steady decline in rlischarge throughout the 
rest of the year. lowest measured discharge occurred rluTing 
March, April, and May of the study period, ie. the autumn 
months. Discharge at this time is maintained by water 
stored in the lavas. 
Super-imposed on this seasonal trend is a secondary 
discharge variability relating to storm events. Springs in 
the summit region respond to storm 
and reach a discharge peak \"ithin 
storm. This pattern is consistent 
model. 
6.4 GROUNDWATER gUALITY 
events within 24 hours 
2 to 6 dnys after the 
\Jith the "hearl"/storage 
The ad e qUA C Y 0 f the A k a r 0 a C 0 U n t y S P r i n g III ate r s for 
w:idesrread 
treatment . , . a c }. ~~. 1 ~: Y J 
excess iron problems may be necessary . (' 1 • spring riev01apment 
1) The ), 1. g h rl j 5 C h;} r g e v a r i :) h i. 1 i. t Y d ;;: ~;: () :, ~: t r' n ted b 'J 
m 0 nit 0 i e d s p r :i n (l, S Vi 0 U 1 cl 5 U g g est t hat dis 1:: h3 r g c ,,' i.! fi i t (i r i r: g 
should be initiatcrl when considering uciii.satian of spocific 
springs for water supply. 
2) Seveia1 methods [Dr utilis;')tion of Springs are 
outlined. These r;:;nge from simply ri.ping \~8ter llW8Y from 
srring exits to excavntion of aquifers associated 
springs to increase yield. 
3) Safe yield rleterminations (eg_ using water budget 
analysis of the spring recharge nrea) must accomrany such 
developments so that dangerous depletion of the storage does 
fiot oc.cur. 
4) Protection Df water quality in the sourCe aquifer 
must also be exercised with monitoring of chemical quality 
where potential sources of contamination occur in the 
identified recharge area. 
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APPENDIX 1 
ROCK AND SOIL MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
Reck and soil material descriptions follow the 
proposed engineering geological format outlined in Bell and 
Pettinga (1984) and depicted in Figures Al.l and AI.2 
(overleaf), The conciseness of this scheme, and its ease 
of use in field situations. were both significant advantages 
over other classification sc.hemes iii common use e.g. N.?. 
Geological Survey (1977). 
ENGI N ING GEOLOGICAL FJELD DESCRIPTION FOR ROCK MATERIAL 
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APPENDIX 2 
PREVIOUS HORK 
A2.1 BEDROCK GEOLOGY 
Haast (1879) provided the first documentation of the 
geology of Banks Peninsula. Speight subsequently published 
21 papers on the geological aspects of the Peninsula. 
Speight (1944) gives a general account of the geology of 
Akaroa in which he discusses the form of the volc~no and its 
intrusive bodies. 
Stipp and McDougall (1968) published a number of K/Ar 
dates from Akaroa Volcano indicating that volcanic activity 
occurred between 9.0 and 8.0 Ma. 
Evans (1970) made palaeomagnetic measurements and 
K/Ar age determinations from a sequence of lavas on Akaroa 
Volcano. The tested lavas were extruded over a time 
interval from 9.1 - 8.4 Ma, and seven magnetic reversals are 
recorded. 
Thesis work by Falloon (1982) involved mapping, 
stratigraphic, petrographic, and geochemical studies of 
A k a r 0 a vol can i c sin the 0 n awe - F r e n c h Far m - l,.1 a i n u i are a • 
He determined that the Akaroa Volcano Hain Dome consisten 
dominantly of phyric basalts, aphyric basalts and hawaiites 
with subordinate mugearites and benmoreites. These lie on a 
basement of trachytic flows, tuffs dnd brecci(ls, intruded by 
the gabbro and syenite of Onawe Peninsula. 
Recent 
included that 
work on the geology of Banks Peninsula 
o f Sewell ( 1 9 8 5 ) Iv h () h (\ S rei n t e r pre ted 
has 
the 
geology from studies he has undertaken 
Peninsula region. Geochemical studies 6n 
c. Dorsey (University of Canterbury) 
in the central 
Akaroa Volcano by 
h~ve yet [0 he 
com p 1 e ted. Iv h i 1 ear e vie '.... 0 f Ban k s Pen ins II 1 age 0 log Y h a. s 
bee n pub 1 ish e din the for m 0 fag u ide boo k ( tve a v ere t. a 1 • 
1985). 
A2.2 SURFICIAL DEPOSITS 
Numerous authors have published papers dealing with 
the origin and nature of the loessial anc\ volcanic bedrock 
derived deposits that mantle Banks Peninsula. Haast (1879) 
was one of the first authors to mention the loess mantle and 
he was followed by others including Raeside (1964), 
Griffiths (1973). nell (1980), and Bell and Trangmar (in 
pr ep . ) • 
Bell and Trangmar (in prep.) have discussed io depth 
the origin. nature. and hazards of the regolith materials of 
the Port Hills which are similarly found in Akaroa County. 
A2.3 HYDROGEOLOGY 
Collins (1952) has discussed the presence and 
distribution of the thermal waters of Banks Peninsula, 
posing questions as to their sourc.e. The thermal springs 
occur in the north western sector of Lyttelton Volc.ano with 
Collins observing none in Akaroa volcanics. 
Bell and Trangmar (in prep.) have me~tioned the 
presence of 
materials of' 
groundwater 
the Port 
seepages 
Hills. 
and flow in 
Observations 
the 
as 
regolith 
to the 
distribution of these groundwater occurrences within the 
regolith material are also recorded. 
Yet ton (1983) lIndertook one a E the first 
hydrogeological sturlies in this region in the Puri\u - Port 
Levy area in which he has proposed a morlel for sprin2 
occurrence relating to the geology. 
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APPENDIX 3 
HYDROGEOLOGICAL MAPPING 
Field hydrogeological mapping of French Farm and 
Pigeon Bay valleys at 1:10.000 scale was undertaken between 
November, 1984 and July. 1985. The springs in the catchment 
of Akaroa township were mapped at the same scale, for 
management purposes. in December, 1985. 
Field information was recorded on overlays taped to 
black and white aerial photographs enlarged to 1:10.000 
scale. The relevant air photographs belong to the SN 2860 
series issued by New Zealand Aerial Mapping. The photograph 
numbers are: 
Pigeon Bay: M41, M42, M43 
N41, N42, N43. N44 
French Farm: 041, 042, 043 
P41. P42 t P43 
Akaroa: P44, P45. P46 
Q32. Q33 
These were run in September of 1975 and show conditions 
following a damaging storm in 
Colluvial springs often appear 
lighter dry areas and thus the 
August of that 
as dark patches 
aerial photographs 
year. 
in the 
are a 
useful aid in locating these springs. Stereoscopic 
inspection of the photographs is useful in locating bedrock 
outcrop (usually associated with abrupt slope changes). 
Bedrock outcrop gives a reasonable idea of the volcanic 
structure of the area. 
Distribution of surficial material has been mapped on 
the hydrogeological maps because of its importance in 
determining infiltration rates and contTol and location of 
spring exits. Boundaries are only apprOXimate and should 
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not be used for engineering purposes without further 
investigation. 
For mapping purposes springs have been classified 
according to discharge magnitude and 
materials from which they are observed 
the geological 
to flow. This 
material is not necessarily the water source as a bedrock 
origin is suspected for much of the water that emerges as 
springs in colluvial material. Five spring lithologies are 
determined: bedrock, volcanic colluvium, mixed colluvium, 
loess (including loess colluvium). and alluvium. Volcanic 
perching layers observed in association with these 
lithologies are also recorded. Streams flowing year - round 
are mapped as are those showing seasonal or intermittent 
flow of significance. 
To maintain consistency with the study of Yetton 
(1983) spring discharge is subdivided into three size 
ranges, these being: 
a) low flow discharge less than 2.5 litres per 
minute; 
b) medium flow discharge between 2.5 and 15 litres 
per minutej 
c) high flow discharge greater than 15 litres per 
minute. 
Short - lived ephemeral springs have not been mapped in this 
study. 
Because of the high discharge variability of the 
Akaroa County sprin these ranges are useful to show 
relative size within an area at the time of mapping, but may 
not be accurate throughout the year. For instance, a spring 
classified as 1I1 0w flow!! in autumn may have to be 
reclassified as "medium flow ll in winter. 
Those springs that have been of special interest in 
this study, and have been monitored or tested, have been 
named by this author for ease of reference. These names 
l1y not be known to the locals though they 
e local significance. 
Streams showing year - round flow have been mapped as 
have those with seasonal or intermittent flow where it is 
cons~dered that these may relate to springs. 
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APPENDIX 4 
STABLE ISOTOPES IN AKAROA GROUNDWATER STUDIES 
A4.1 REFERENCES 
STEWART, M.K., TAYLOR C.B. 1981 : Environmental 
isotopes in New Zealand hydrology. 1 • 
Introduction: the role of oxygen-18. deuterium, 
and tritium in hydrology. N.Z. J1. of Sci.. 24: 
295-311. 
STEWART. K.K., COX, M.A., JAMES, N.R., LYON, G.L. 
1983: Deuterium in New Zealand rivers and 
streams. lnst. Nuclear Sci., INS-R-320. 32 pp. 
TAYLOR, C • B. , STEWART, M.K. 1979: Isotopic 
identification of sources of groundwater in 
Canterbury: Present status of programme. IN 
Noonan. M.J. Ed. The quality and movement of 
groundwater in alluvial aquifers of New Zealand. 
Lincoln College Press. Canterbury, New Zealand. 
pp 59-72. 
A4.2 THEORY 
The stable environmental isotopes oxygen-1S and 
deuterium (D) have been used as indicators of springwater 
source and altitude of recharge in Akaroa County. 
Natural water consists of approximately 99.S% H20 
(moleculsr weight 18), 0.2% H2180 (M.~L=20). and 06016% 
As evaporation of liquid phase water occurs 
fractionation of deuterium and oxygen-IS also takes place. 
As water vapour rises and cools some condensation occurs 
leading to precipitation. Since the D/H or 18 0 ;16 0 ratios 
are higher in the liquid phase than in the vapour phase, 
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ratios in atmospheric vapour become progressively lower 8S 
cooling proceeds and precipitation 
trend is, therefore. towards a 
is removed. The general 
lower concentration of 
oxygen-18 and deuterium as altitude of precipitation 
increases. 
Isotope contents are recorded as a {) -value which is 
the difference in parts per thousand between the isotopic 
ratios (18 0 /16 0 and nIH) and that of an internationally 
accepted standard (Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water) ie., 
($ D% == (D/H)sample -1 x 1000 
(D/H)standard 
The lighter H2O evaporates easier than HDO or H2 180 and so 
precipitation tends to have lower heavy isotope content than 
parent ocean water, ie. most -values are negative. 
Assuming altitude is the only factor affecting springwater 
isotope composition in the study area then the more negative 
the -value the greater the elevation at which the source 
water was precipitated. Groundwater tends to be a mean of 
isotopic composition of precipitation of the recharge area. 
As a result a very general indication of altitude of 
recharge can be gained by graphing isotopic composition 
against altitude eg. for this study strong deviations from 
the main cluster of graphed points has been used as an 
indicator of recharge at a very different altitude to which 
the relevant spring occurs. "Isotopic altitudes of 
recharge" have been calculated for springs in various areas 
(eg. Fontes and Zuppi. 1976) f but seasonal variation due to 
temperature means that inaccuracies result if isotope 
readings are limited in number. 
Precipitation derived groundwater shows oxygen-18/ 
deuterium isotope ratios that lie close to a line known as 
the Meteoric Water Line (MWL). Slight deviations of 
springwater from the isotopic composition of recharging rain 
and therefore, the MWL, can be explained by several reasons: 
a) chemical interaction of water with aquifer 
materials. 
changesoO; 
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involving isotope exchange which 
b) geographic displacement by surface flow (water 
falls as precipitation at another location); 
c) isotope separation (diffusion) during transport; 
d) isotope composition can be heavier if infiltrating 
rain undergoes some evaporation while passing 
through the soil and aerated zones; 
/ 
e) water derives from evapora~ing surface water 
bodies such as lakes or swamps; 
f) mixing with other waters (eg. seawater intrusion, 
subsurface brines); 
The latter two Can generally be discounted for the subaerial 
springs of Akaroa County. 
Other possible sources of groundwater such as connate 
and plutonic vater will deviate from this Meteoric Hater 
Line. 
A4.3 METHOD 
Water from twelve springs, of varying altitude, 
locality, size. and geological setting have been been tested 
by the New Zealand Institute of Nuclear Sciences~ Deuterium 
and oxygen-18 contents have been determined. 
Sampling involves the collecting of 30ml of water in 
a glass bottle with a rubber sealed metal ca p. It is 
important to avoid evaporation of the sample. Relevant 
information to be recorded includes date of sampling, spring 
flow rate, map grid reference, and altitude. 
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A4.4 RESULTS 
Values for oxygen-IS and deuterium contents, and 
associated relevant details are summarised in Table A4.1. 
1) The 6 180 and 6 D values plot close to the meteoric 
water line 
60,.. 8.0 6 18 0 + 13 
which is typical of New Zealand rainfall. This, 
therefore , 
infiltration 
these waters. 
ind.icates that a precipitation 
model will explain the origin of 
2) ~vhen plotting D against altitude most samples 
plot close to a line showing an altitude slope 
similar to that of the equation derived for New 
Zealand rainfall isotope composition 
cD ::::: -O.OI7l! -30.2 (h is altitude in 
metres) 
although well below this line due to the rainout 
effect on the east coast of the South Island. 
This indicates a definite altitude effecL in 
Akaroa County. 
3) Anomalies occur with respec.t to altitude when 
conSidering the three low altitude springs known 
as Bull Paddock. Nursery, and Bottom Glen. 
However this can be reconciled if it is assumed 
that these springs are probably dra.inage waters 
from higher altitude rainfall in the region of 
Starvation Gully if1, french Hill ~ and Top Glen 
springs respectively. Purple Peak Spring is less 
negative than expected, but this can be explained 
by a period of warm rain prior LO sampling. 
4) Bull Paddock. Nursery, and Bottom Glen springs 
are slightly anomalous to the meteoric water line 
(MWL) but this may be explained by either chemical 
Resutts; Dates of sampling: 2-5 November, 1984. 
r-----~~ring Name r INS File 1---~-;-~-~ng Flow Rate -'---r Map Reference 
No. I (Litres per min.) NZ.MS 260 
i 
Cob House Sp 
Curry's Sp 
Purple Pk Sp 
Starvation Gully 1 Sp 
Bull Paddock Sp 
Bottom Glen Sp 
Top Glen Sp 
T~p Pigeon Bay Sp 
Old Summit Rd Sp 
Abattoir 1 Sp 
French Peak Sp 
Nursery 5p 
HC 565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
'~-------------------------------'---
180.0 N37/090 092 
7.0 N36/l03 117 
2.4 N36/ t06 tal 
2.8 N36/042 242 
6.7 N36/020 246 
20.0 N36/0 13 233 
18.0 NJ6/997 218 
13.2 N36/018 189 
4.7 N36/003 193 
75.0 N36/989 160 
)0 N36/993 154 
29.4 N36/005 147 
-----------------------.--~. 
Altitude ~ ~ 6 D l 
460111 I -7.5 I -48 5 .. , 
: 
400m -7.1.1 -47.5 
560m - 7. {. -LIS.5 
(IOO!T'. -7.6 -47.9 
25m -7.1 -47.0 
90m -7.8 -52.4 
460m -8.0 -50.2 
360m 7 t' - • J -47.6 
490m -7.7 -49.7 
620m -7.9 -50.2 
700m -8.0 -51.7 
270m -'1.6 -50.7 
Table A4.1 Summary table of isotope results. 
C" 
l..) 
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interaction of the water with the aquifer 
materials or isotope separation (diffusion) during 
transport. 
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APPENDIX 5 
CHEMICAL TESTING OF AKAROA COUNTY SPRINGWATERS 
AS.l GROUND\·!ATER ORIGIN ANJ) DETERMINATION USING 
----------
.CHEMICA L cmu:os ITl Q.~. 
AS.1.1 Theory 
Chemical 
important in the 
com po n e n t S 0 f g r 0 U n d \~ ate r are pot e n t i a 11 y 
interpretacion of the geologic history of 
chemical analysis it is not possible to 
studied water is an active cycling 
water. 
deduce 
Hithout 
whether 
groundwater. or of marine, evaporative. connate, 
other origin. This does not mean however that 
magmatic or 
a definite 
a 1 01-/ salt origin can always he determined. Generally 
content points towards simple rain 
medium to high salt concentration 
complicated history (Mazor, 1976). 
infiltration, 
points to 
but a 
a more 
Various elements and compounds that are useful source 
indicators for groundwater in volcanic terrain are reviewed 
here. 
a) .PJi 
Carbon dioxide trapped or ['roduced in the soil zone 
is the main source of hydrogen ions. These hydrogen 
ions are used (and therefore pH increases) as they 
react with bedrock minerals, ego feldspar. A low pH 
may thereEore indicate percolation through the soil 
layer followed by B short flowpath through the 
underlying bedrock. 
b) Ni~_£_2gen 
Nost nitrate in natural water is derived from organic 
sources or from downward leaching of anricultural 
chemicals. Nitrate is generally enriched with length 
of flowpnth especially under pas~ureland. 
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c) !!E_Q~j: d e 
Bromide is a minor component of most natural waters. 
Where a chlorine:bromine ratio of close to 300 exists 
a m8rine origin may be suspected. 
d) ChI O}' ide 
Chlorides are a minor constituent of the earth's 
crust hut a majnr constituent of most natural water. 
Possible sources in Akaroa are: 
1 ) concentration by evaporation of chloride 
contributed by rain or snow; 
2) seawater contribution including that of 
airborne salts from seaspray. These salts 
may dissolve in surface water as it 
percolates into the subsurface. 
Chlorides are not a sinnificant constituent of 
silicate rocks and therefore there is no tendency 
toward development of this facies as groundwater 
moves along b3salt flow paths. 
e) Calcium 
Cal c i u m i sac 0 m m 0 n ion ins u b sur fa c e 11 ate r . In a 
volcanic environment weathering releases calcium from 
plagioclase feldspar and various pyroxene groups. 
High calcium contents may therefore indicate a long 
volcanic flow-path. Calcite infilling may result if 
pH increases. 
Hhere there is significant se;:H/ater influence there 
may be about five times as many magnesium ions as 
c.alcium. 
f) Ma2,nesium 
Sources of magnesium are the \~e8thering of olivine 
and augite as IVell as saltwater influence, and as 
such may be an indicator of lenRth of flowpAth. 
g) Sodium 
Sod i u m i s d e r i v e d fro m s e i1 \Hl t era e r 0 S (1 1 and e x c e s s 
may be derived from the weathering of silicates such 
as sodium-rich plagioclase feldspnf. 
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h) 
I n 1 a \-1 [) H w ate lsi ron may d e r i v e fro m • for i 11 S tan c e • 
.nllgite, magnetite, or olivine, to be transported as 
oxides or hydroxides. Therefore, in a basalt 
environment iron may be 8 good leng,ch--of-flot.Jpath 
indicator dependent on pH. 
i) Hanganese 
In natural waters the concentration ot manganese is 
less than half that. of iron, but it is a similar 
flowpath length indicator since most is released 
through weathering of minerals. 
A5.1.2 Nethod 
Hater samples (10) were collected from springs 
selected using the criteria presented in Appendi.x 4. All 
springs that have been chemically tested have also been 
tested for isotopic content (oxygen-lS and deuterium). 
The procedure for collection of water samples for 
chemical analysis is outlined by the nSIR Chemistry DiviSion 
who perform the analysis. Provided sampling kits consist of 
3 sample bottles: 
1) 100 ml hattIe. containing neutral preservative 
(mercuric oxide). 
2) 500 ml hottle, containing acid 
(distilled hydrochloric acid). 
preservative 
3) 500 ml hottle t containing no preservative. 
Each of these bottles must he fi lIed whenever a s<lmple is 
taken - the three bottles together constitute one sample. 
Analysis is subsequently performed in relatton to the 
New Zealand Standards for Drinking Water. 
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AS.1.3 Results 
Results as for A5.2.3. 
AS.2 CHEMICAL itJATER QUALITY 
AS.2.1 Theory 
The chemical And biological characteristics of water 
determine its usefulness for drinking .... '6ter. Akaroa 
springwaters are considered in 
Water Standards for New Zealand 
relation to the Drinking 
(N.Z. Board of Health, 1984) 
which are based on two criteria: 
1 ) The presence of substances adverse 
physiological effects (Table AS.l). 
2.) The presence of objectionable tastes, odours, or 
colours (Table A5.2). 
Inorganic Constituents of Health Significanco 
-~------.~---~ ... ---.------~- ------
Guida-
lino 
"a!ue 
RemarkS WHO N.t:. Guida-
Slandard, lil'\GS 
VaL 1 
---------------------------
arsenic 
bOlon 
cadmium 
chromium 
cyanlda 
tlUOrldil 
l!lad 
mafC!Jry 
n'Ual& 
g/m) 
g/m) 
91m3 
91m3 
gitr.> 
91m) 
91m3 
9/m>!N} 
O.OS. 
O.!> 
O.OOS 
O.OS 
0.1 
0.9101.1 
0,05 
0.001 
10 
sal"le"ellor human Inlaki) 4.2.<1 
Is 5 Q/m). bul soma glass,· 
house planlS are oom-
aood abova 0.5 olm) 
IO!al ch(omlum 
dulibl)!!)!l!ly added "!Jorldo 4.2.3 
above the guidellno value 
hesliil 01 bOlll,,·lao Inl"n!s 
Is I.kal)' 10 be III 11,1< 
4.22.1 
4.2 
4.2.2.5 
4,2.2.6 
4.2.2.1 
4.2.2.8 
4.2.2.10 
4.2.2,11 
4.2.:U3 
selenium glm' 001 
.. COfi$\\\uef'H\ o{ po,:~jf)~e htaUt- 5,lgnHicanea (lot lfl, 'h() laoto ale diiCvS!()Q ~n S8(;11001 .t'2, 
~ (jIm) - mgli - ".p.m. II'M" p", million). 
L-________________ ------------------_~ .. .j,~j4. i 
Table AS.1 Tab 1 e fro m N. Z . S tan dar d s for D r ink i n g \.J <1 t: e r 
(N.Z. Board of Health. 1984) sho\.Jing .guideline values for 
chemical components of water of health significance. 
Table 
\.J fl t c r 
Aesthetic Quality 
OuldeUut' valuGs Document 
ConSliluen; 
Hi!)MSI H"loHlflce or Unit" Undesi,abli)l)/IaCllhnl WliO 
Chllf aClsrlSih: Des;,· ~'):.GQ5slve may bi.l produce(l Guide' 
Bblo llf\!lS 
VOl I 
................. "'~-,--------
aluminium gJm) O.OS 0.2 di • .,oloulDlion &nd O"flos· 4.4.3.1 
lis: pOSSiUl6 COriOSton 
assoc'atiOn; special prE). 
cautions !!-,qulled 101 ,enal 
di~ly~is 
Cfllo,ide glm' 100 250 corrosion. (IISIIl III/esllolC! 4.4.3.'2 
belween 200 ona 300 <;11m' 
chlorot;>Ofl2 ones and no guldel,ns IhQsa compounl.ls CilR .!.::U!'> & 
chlorophaflols value zat allac. lashl "r.;;! 00o", 4.:l."f6 
colou. Ilua .5 30 £llscololllalian and liouble 4.4.3.3 
colou[ willi chlorln~ljon 
linlts 
(leU)" 
coppa. glm) i).05 1.0 3strin91lnl la~le, dlscol< 44.3<~ 
0111;11;0" snd COHos;on 01 
pipes. and ul"n5ils 
Iiaton!!ss gIro) eo 200 o~c()$si\le .cale lorma· 4.~.3.5 
(as lion. elecllic ;,lemaN bUHl' 
CaCO,) oul 
hydrogen sulphide no! dllleclabia taste and odour 4,436 
by <.:o!\!;umel 
Iton g/m) O.! ~.O lasla. IUI{)'dl!y. dil>coleLl(· 4,4.37 
Alien. cleposUs, growth 01 
',an bacteria 
mang~nase \lIm' O.OS 0.5 laslO. lUi bldily < discolour· ~.4.3.e 
alion. depeslls III piP6~ 
pH fango 7.4 10 a.s 7.010 85 eOltQsion ,;111<1 scal~. 4.4.310 
unsa:,slaCIOty als'I\leClion 
sodium g/m' 100 200 tasle 4.40::1.\1 
solids 9/1111 500 1000 laSla 4.4.3.12 
(IOlal d,s$cllmdl 
sulphate fJ/ml 5.0 400 COHOSion. iaxaHva elloct 4.4.3.13 
when lIi;,qnoslufl'l plesen! 
tasle and O(]Our Inollel1,'"'' to mO~1 -1.4.3.\4 
consumers 
lemperalVfQ no !)uidel,nQ \lalues set 4.4.3. \6 
turbidity Mphelo· S d~scoroulalJon: p/ .... lratlly 4.4.3.15 
mallie lass Ihan I NrU lor dtS-
lurbl· iniucl'a" at/icien, y 
.:lity 
Unil5-
INTU) 
211lC 'JIm) 5 5 I»lile-, discolour aliOf!. 4.4.:1.17 
,- Olm1 'iii mu.~l "" 0 P 1Tl, (~al's PQJ million), 
0. YIU{f ('oico.sr js Iho CC10>.tP' 0: ~ne w~'al I:om whiCh tne h.llbld!ly h3$ bean t{;'mC\lOO. H 15. n\Oas,ure:o to". Ulu pIMi(\:urn~ 
cohan !i!l-~i!.V(J rralr.Od. U 
.... errol Wii$l~~' ~s o{}ne'f~tty mOrt) low V"M31 htmpol';::w •• tJ(llt-nds \0 (,\(~.;:r~MSld: th<t uP'ki'Hj('~'1-0f watth" U6;;;m~M 
pt(!~BS>RS., .ncllitjirl:~ ci_Sln~(H':lIQf\ \1;1;,1.0: '",mpu,:'lwl.') 'H'\C;):"~~~:j4,)Ji 9"O-,.Jltl .. ::d iH .. li:Sa('\'::Jj) Ot9iH~~~tH~- Il:l'f<;i :..r:t6'n):..~;'i!"-S 
I;)$t~. Ot1<'HJI, .coiClJJ il,n(J "J,)Hi,)$-lOa; £)'1,)9;)10(4'1. 
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Table from N.Z. Health Standards for Drinkinr; 
Board of s h 0 \{ in g \1[\ lues 
for chemical components of aesthetic Significance. 
The effects of various chemi.ca] components on the 
q il ill i t y () f p () t a h 1 e \J n t c r S II P f> 1 1. e s are r ~ v i. e \if E' d her Q • 
1) JJh The highest desirable pH values lie within 
2) 
3) 
the range 7.7 to 8.5. l-i her e [) Iii. SOl! t s .t d e t. hiE; 
r,3f1~C corrosi.on and scale in Metal Nater supply 
fittings may result. Unsatisfactory disinfection 
'11ay <llso occur. Acid pll values c.an often be mAde 
more favourable throur,h aeration of the Ht'lter. 
Some dissolved carbon dioxide, which oEten lowers 
pI!, is los!: to the (ltmosphere in thi.s proce.ss, 
The pr~sence of fine silt and clay in 
water i.mparts a cloudiness c.alled turbidi..ty. The 
highest desirable value for turbidity in ,. del" 
Z e a 1 ('l n d rl r ink i n g Iv ate r i sIN T U ( n e p h e 10m e t ric 
turhidicy unit) Ivhich relates to the (lmount or 
light the sample ahsorhs. 
NTU has been imposed. 
An excessive limit of 5 
I-Jhere not removed from the water excessive 
s i 1 tan del a y \1 i 11 c a use dis colo U rat jon and may 
lodge in pipes and tanks increasing maintenance 
costs. Suspended particles may also provide a 
medium on which bacteria may be carried. For 
disinfection efficiency a value of less ~han NTU 
is preferred. 
Nitrogen. Nitrate nitrogen 
This 
occurs 
naturally in many \. ate r s • may be 
supplemented by sources such as fertiliser, 
s e Iva g e • e f ( 1 u e n t • and nit r 0 g e n fixing plants. 
Nitrates fixed by. ego legumes. are commonly in 
excess of the plants f needs, so a surplus is 
available for leaching. 
Nitrate nitrogen has proved to he a health 
hazard 
CQlicentrDtions 
impflirment of 
oxygen. The 
it occurs 
in excess 
the blood's 
resultant 
in drinking hlater at 
of 1f) "im.1 ~" .. causing 
abili.ty to transport 
condition k 1'1 O\>ln 
methemoglobinemia occurs in "foetuses and infonts 
1/ i 
under the age of three months (Vigil, 1965). 
4) Chloride. The New Zealand Standard for Drinking 
Water gives a highest desirable value for chloride 
Bt 100 g/m3 with the excessive limit at 250 g/m 3 . 
Shallow groundwater in regions of heavy 
precipitation generally contains less than 30 ppm 
of chloride. 
Excess chloride contellt may cause corrosion, 
while B taste threshold occurs between 200 and 300 
g/m 3 • Such contents may reflect contamination by 
sea spray, seawater, or sewage. 
5) Aluminium. 
c.ontent is 0.05 
0.2 g/m 3 • 
The highest desirable aluminium 
g/m3 alld the excessive v(llue is 
Exc.ess aluminium can cause 
discolouration and deposits. Contrary to popular 
opinion, based on unscientific information, 
aluminium is not a poison in water supplies (Davis 
alld De l,diest, 1966). 
Silica in solution does not affect the 
potability 
is to be 
of '.;ater, but is of importance if water 
used in boilers. Host commonly 
groundwater contains between 5 and 110 ppm Si0 2 • 
Excessive silica can be removed by 
demineralisation or else specific boiler treatment 
compounds are used to prevent sc~le formation. 
7) Iron. Iron in drinking water imparts a metallic 
taste at concentrations of 1.8 g/m3 (Cohen. 1960), 
while soluble iron at 
'{ 0.3 g/m- can stain 
concentrations in excess of 
surf8ces (Fetter, 1980). 
Consequently a water quality criterion for iron of 
0.1 :1 /m 3 hilS been suggested for rlomestic use to 
avoid objectionable stnininB of plumbing fixtures, 
with an upper guideline limit of 1.0 g/m 3 . 
The amount of calcium, 
mcznesium, and iron contrihute to the h~rdness oE 
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water. These cations react with soap to form a 
precipitate, thus reducing the cleansing action of 
the soap. The hardness of "later is expressed as 
that due to the equivalent amount of calcium 
carbonate. N ear 1 y a 11 \" ate r s po sse sst e m po r a r y 
and permanent hardness. Temporary hardness due to 
bicarbonates of calcillm and mugnesiuffi is removed 
by hoiling as the calcium ann magnesium are 
precipitnted by the loss of carbon dioxide. 
Permanent hardness is usually due to calcium and 
magnesium sulphates but chlorides and nitrates may 
also contribute. 
Hardness is classified thus: 
50 ppm af hardness - soft 
50 - 100 
100 - 150 
150 - 250 
250 - 350 
ppm of hardness - moderately soft 
ppm of hardness - slightly ha ro 
ppm af hardness - moderately hard 
ppm of hardness - hard 
350+ ppm of hardness - very hard 
Sample collection and testing as far AS.I.2. 
AS.2.3 Results 
Results obtained by the DSIR Chemistry Division in 
water quality testing af 10 springs and one well are 
presented on the following six pages. 
The following symbols are used on the data pages: 
a) The letters LT mean "less thanH, 
b) This sample does flot comply with the 
following N.Z. Standard requirements: 
H outside desirable range 
# il outside maximum range 
~{ exceeds lOl'ler guideline limit 
~{ 'x exceerls upper guideline limit 
bSIR. 
Supply 
CHEMISTRY DIVISION 
SUPPLEMENTARY WATER REPORT 
BANKS PE:NINSULA ~TER SOURCES 
K8 308 AJ3BATOIR SPR !NG NO. l' 
KB 309 FRENCH lilLL SPR INO 
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CHRISTCHURCH 
N2129 
N2130 
S ... mplif)g 
Sampling 
Taken : 
location 
location 
4/3/85 Received ~ 6/3/85 Reported 21./9/85 
Inspector's No. : XB 308 
ANALYSIS 
Units 9/rr.3, except pH or unless otherwise stated. 
pH 
pH afte~ aeration 
Acidity ~o pH 8.3 (a~ C02) 
Total Alkalini ty (0 pH4.5 as HC03 
Alkalinity to pH 8.3 (as C03) 
Turbidity (NTU unirs) 
Absorbance units (270nm, 1cm cell) 
Chemical Oxygen Demand (as 0) 
Ammoniacal Nitrogen 
Ni tr i te Ni trogen 
Ni trate Ni tT'ogen 
Soluble Phosphate (as P) 
Svlphate 
STomid£' 
Chloride 
F'luod de 
Calcium 
l1agn&sium 
Pota~5l\Jm 
Sodium 
Total Silica (a~ Si02) 
Aluminium 
Arsenic 
Boron 
Chromium 
Cobal t 
Copper 
Iron 
Lead 
Manganese!' 
Molybdenum 
NicKel 
Total Phosphorus 
Selenium 
Strontium 
Total Sulphur 
Tin 
Zi nc: 
Total Hardness (a~ CaC03) 
Conductivity at 20 d~g C (rnS/m) 
Langelier Index ~t 20 deg C 
7.0 
7.9 
12 
54 
NIL 
1.2 
0.009 
3 
0.016 
I). 001 
0.90 
LT 0.1 
2.6 
0.15 
14 
0.06 
8.5 
4.1 
IT 0.38 
12 
is 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.10 
LT 0,01 
LT 0,01 
LT 0.03 
l_T 0.03 
0.21 
LT 0.19 
0.004 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.09 
0.91 
IT 0.05 
LT 0.02 
38 
12.9 
-1.9 
-k 
K8 30~ 
6.6 4:11: 
7.7 
6 
23 
Nil 
1.0 
0.007 
IT 2 
0.019 
0.002 
0.61 
IT 0.1 
2.3 
LT 0.05 
12 
o.o.e 
5.7 
0.84 
LT 0.38· 
9.0 
22 
0.36 -k-k 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.01 
LT 0,03 
LT 0,03 
0.26 
* LT 0.19 
0.01 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
IT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.09 
0.77 
LT 0.05 
0.07 
18 
8.1 
"-2.9 
DS 1: p, CHEMISTRY DIVISION 
SUPPLEMENTARY WATER REPORT 
Supply BANKS PENINSULA WATER SOURCES 
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CHRISTCHURCH 
N2131 
N2132 
S .. mpling 
Samplin'3 
Taken : 
location 
location 
4/3/85 
1<.8 310 NURSERY SPlUNG - HOLDING TANK BELOW SPRINQ 
KB 311 WELL MR REX DAVIS 
Received: 6/3/85 Reported i 21/8/85 
Inspector's No. : KB 310 
ANALYSiS 
Units g/m3, ~xcP.Pt pH or unle~s otherwise stated. 
pH 
pH after aeration 
Acidity to pH 8.3 (as C02) 
Total Alkalinity to pH4.5 as HC03 
Alkalinity to pH 8.3 (as C03) 
Turbidity (NTU volts) 
Absorbance units (270nrn j lern cell) 
Ch~mical OXYgen Demand (~S 0) 
Ammoniacal Nitrogen 
Nitrite Nitrogen 
Nitrate Nitrosen 
Soluble Phosphate (~S P) 
Sulphate 
Bromide 
ChloridE.' 
Fluoride 
Calci urn 
Magnesium 
Potassium 
Sodium 
Total Silica Caa 5102) 
Aluminium 
Arsenic 
Boron 
Chromium 
Cobal t 
Copper 
Iron 
Lead 
Manganese 
Molybdenum 
rH ck eol 
Total Phosphorus 
Selenium 
Strontium 
Total Sulphur 
Tin 
Zinc 
Total Hardness (a~ CaC03) 
Conductivity at 20 de9 C (mS/m) 
Langeliey Index at 20 deg C 
6.6 
7.9 
21 
41 
NI L 
0.4$ 
0.002 
LT 2 
LT 0,010 
LT 0.001 
0,77 
Q .11 
4.2 
0.05 
19 
0,09 
7.5 
1.9 
LT 0.38 
16 
32 
LT 0.25 
t:T-O· .. l:C· 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.19 
LT 0.001 
L TO. 02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.09 
1,4 
LT 0.05 
LT 0.02 
27 
13.0 
-2.5 
KB 311 
6.4 
9.3 
58 
lOS 
NIL 
0.58 
0.021 
3 
0.038 
0.002 
2.9 
LT 0.1 
17 
0,16 
36 
0.11 
20 
9.2 
LT 0.39 
32 
24 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.10 
0.01 
LT 0.01 
L TO. 03 
LT 0.03 
0.36 'k 
LT 0.'19 
LT 0.001 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.24 
5.3 
LT 0.05 
0.03 
88 'k 
30.8 
-1.9 
bSIR CHEMISTRY DIVISION 
SUPPLfrlENTARY I.JATER REPORT 
8A~KS PENINSULA ~ATER SOURCES 
K8 314 COBB HOUSE SPRING 
K8315 CURRY'S SPRING 
7 
CHRISTCHURCH 
N2133 
N2134 
Supply 
Sampling 
Sampll f'l9 
Taken : 
location 
locatior. 
4/3/85 Recei ved 6/3/85 Repot" te-d 21/8/85 
Inspector's No. I K8 314 
ANALYSrs 
Units 9/rn3, except pH or unless otherwise stated. 
pH . 
pH after aeration 
Acidtty to p~ 8.3 (as C02) 
Total Alkalinity to pH4.5 as HC03 
Alkalinity to pH 8.3 (as C03) 
Turbidity (NTU units) 
Absorbance units (270nm, 10m cell) 
Chemical Oxygen Demand (as 0) 
Ammor. i acal Ni t r o gel"! 
Nitrite Nitr0gen 
~ 
Nitrate Nitrogen 
Soluble Phosphate (~~ P) 
Sulphate 
Bromide 
Chloyjde 
Fluoride 
Calcium 
Magn.s i urn 
Potassium 
Sod! urn 
Total Silica (as Si02) 
Aluminium 
Arsenic 
Boron 
Chroml urn 
Cabal t 
Capper 
lro/") 
Lead 
Manganese 
Molybdenum 
Nlc\-,el 
Total Phospnoru,," 
SelE-n i urn 
Strontium 
Total Sulphur 
Tin 
Zinc 
Total Hardness (as CQC03) 
Conduccivity at 20 deg C (mS/m) 
6.4 
7.7 
22 
26 
NIL 
0.80 
0.012 
LT 2 
IT 0.010 
0.001 
1.1. 
0.15 
2.4 
LT 0.05 
16 
0.07 
5.3 
1.1 
LT 0.37 
12 
25 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.010 
LT (1.02 
L T Q. 03 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.19 
0,003 
L TO. 02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.03 
0.92 
LT 0.04 
0.04 
18 
9.9 
-3.0 
K8 315 
6.1 
7.4 
15 
13 
NIL 
1.0 
0.005 
LT 2 
LT 0.010 
0.003 
1.3 
LT 0.1 
2.2 
0.06 
19 
I...T 0.05 
3.4 
O.Sl 
LT 0.37 
12 
19 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.010 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
o .38 :1< 
LT 0.19 
LT 0,001 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.04 
0.78 
LT 0.04 
0.03 
12 
8.9 
-3.8 
17f, 
DSIR. CHEMISTRYD!VrSrON CHRISTCHURCH 
SUPPLEMENTARY WATER REPORT 
BANK.S PENINSULA WATER SOURCES 
K8 316 PIGEON BAY, HILLTOP SPRING 
N2135 
N2136 
Supply 
Samp1inS 
Sampling 
Take-n : 
location 
location 
4/3/85 
KB 338 PIGEON SAY, STARVATION GULLY- TANK FROM 
Received 6/3/85 Repoy~ed: 21/8/85 
Inspector's No. : K8 316 
ANALYSIS 
Units g/m3, except pH or unless oth&ywlse ~tated. 
pH 
pH after aeration 
Acidity to pH 8.3 (as C02) 
Total Alkalinity to pH4.5 as HC03 
Alkalinity to pH 8.3 (as C03) 
7.0 
7.6 
6: 
26 
NIL 
Turbidity (NTU units) 1,5 * 
Absorbance units (270nm, lcm cell) 0.004 
Chemical Oxygen Demand (as 0) LT 2 
Ammoniacal Nitrogen LT 0.010 
Ni tT i te Nt n0gen 0 .OOG 
Ni trat ... Nt Hagen 
Soluble Phosphate (as P) 
Sulphate 
Bromide 
Chloride 
Fluoride 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Potassium 
Sodium 
Total Silica <as Si02) 
Alurnini1JrJ'l 
Ar51?n i c 
Boron 
Chromium 
Cobalt 
Copper 
lYon 
Lead 
Mai"'lgane",e 
Molybdenum 
Ni. ekel 
Total Phosphorus 
Selenium 
StTon t i um 
Total Sulphur 
Tin 
Z f nc: 
Totdl Hardness (as CdC03) 
Conductivity at 20 deg C (mS/m) 
1.8 
0.12 
4.4 
Q,06 
20 
0.10 
S.9 
1.6 
LT 0.38 
16 
28 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.19 
LT 0.001 
LT 0.0:2 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.07 
1.6 
LT 0.05 
0.04 
21 
12.1 
-2.4 
KG 338 
6.0 
7.6 
28 
23 
NIL 
0.54 
0.005 
LT 2 
LT 0.010 
0.002 
3.4 
LT 0.1 
4.4 
0.09 
24 
0.08 
6.4 
1.9 
LT 0.38 
19 
30 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.1,0 
L'r 0.01 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.03 
0.16 '1< 
LT 0.19 
LT O.GOl 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.09 
1.5 
LT 0,05 
LT 0,02 
24 
14.2 
-3,4 
SPRING 
177 
DSIR CHEMISTRY DIUISION CHRISTCHURCH 
WATER REPORT 
'Supply 
Sarflpl i ng 
Sampling 
TaKen ~ 
8ANKS PENINSULA WATER SOURCES 
loc.otion 
loc:a'tion 
5/3/35 
KB 339 PIGEON BAY, BULL PADDOCK 
K8 340 PIGEON SAY, TOP GLEN 
Received 6/3/95 Reported 
K8 339 
Af'..IALYSIS 
Units 9/m3. exc~pt pH or unless otherwise stated. 
pH 7.3 
pH after a&ya'tion a.3 
Acidity to pH B.3 (as C02) 20 
Total Alkalinity to pH4.5 a~ HC03 235 
Alkalinity to pH B.3 (os C03) NIL 
Turbidity (NTU unit$) 
Absorbance! ul')i tS (270nm, lcm cell) 
Chemical O~Ygen D~mand (as 0) 
Ammoniacal Nitrogen 
Nitrite Nitrogen 
\ 
Nitrate Nitrogen 
Soluble Phosphate (as P) 
Sulphate 
thomi. de 
Chloride 
Fluoyide 
Ca.l.cium 
Ma9l'1es.i um 
Potassium 
Sodium 
Total Silica (as 5i02) 
Aluminium 
Arsenic 
80yon 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Cobalt 
Copper 
Iron 
Le;;,d 
Manganese 
Molybdenum 
Ni cke.l 
Total Phosphorus 
Selenium 
Strontium 
Total Sulphur 
Tin 
Zinc 
Total Hardness (as CaC03) 
Conductivity at 20 de9 C (ftIS/UI) 
Langelier Index at 20 des C 
0.42 
0.016 
LT 2 
LT 0.010 
0 .. 003 
1.8 
LT 0.1 
18 
0.27 
61 
0,13 
30 
18 
LT 0.52 
72 
<IS 
LT (1.07 
LT 0.05 
LT O.IJl 
LT 0.C09 
LT 0.006 
LT 0.007 
LT 0.02 
o.oe 
LT 0.05 
0.008 
LT 0.005 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.07 
LT 0,09 
0.33 
5.6 
LT 0.10 
L TO. 07 
149 -x 
53.0 
-0.6 
N2137 
N2138 
SPRING 
21/9/85 
K8 340 
6.8 
7.7 
11 
26 
Nt L 
0.20 
0.002 
LT 2 
LT 0.010 
LT O.OO~ 
0.57 
LT 0.1 
3.4 
0.08 
20 
0.07 
5.4 
1.5 
LT 0.38 
13 
22 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.01 
NA 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.03 
LT a.os 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.19 
LT 0.001 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.25 
LT 0.30 
0.06 
1.1 
LT 0.05 
Q.04 
20 
10.3 
-2.6 
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DSXR CHEMISTRY DIVISION 
SUPPlEMO-ITARY !.-.lATER REPORT 
CHRISTCHURCH 
N2139 
Supply BANKS PENINSULA WATER SOURCES 
KB 341 PIGEON BAY, BOTTOM GLO~ SPRING Samplin9 location 
Taken: 5/3/85 Received: 6/3/85 Reported: 21/8/95 
Inspector's No. : KB 341 
ANALYSIS 
Unit~ g/m3, except pH or unless other~i£e stated. 
pH 
pH after aeration 
Acidity to pH 8.3 (as C02) 
Total Alkalinity to pH4.5 as HC03 
Alkalinity to pH 8.3 (as CQ3) 
Tuybidity (NTLJ units) 
Absorbance units (270mn. lc.'l'I cell) 
Chemical Oxygen Demdnd (as 0) 
Ammoniacal Nitrogen 
Nitrite Nitr0gen 
Nitrate Nitrogen 
Soluble Phosphate (as P) 
Sulphate 
Bromide 
Chloride 
Fluoride 
Calcium 
MiilIgnesium 
Potassium 
Sodi um 
Total Silica (as Si02) 
Alumi rd um 
Arsenic 
Boron 
Chromium 
Cabal t 
Copper 
Iron 
Lead 
Mafl'3an ese 
Molybdenum 
Nickel 
Total Phosphorus 
Selenium 
Strontium 
Total Sulphur 
Tin 
Zinc 
Total Hardne£s (as CaC03) 
Conducti vi ty at 20 des C ('IlS/m' 
Langelier Inqex at 20 des C 
7.4 
8.3 
11 
123 
Nt L 
0.50 
0,007 
LT 2 
LT 0.010 
LT 0.001 
4.9 
0.10 
13 
0.19 
43 
0.14 
18 
a.8 
LT 0.37 
49 
40 
LT 0.24 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.01 
LT 0.010 
LT 0,02 
LT 0.03 
LT 0.10 
LT 0.18 
LT 0.001 
LT 0.02 
LT 0.03 
0.26 
LT 0.29 
0.20 
"4.3 
LT 0.04 
LT 0.02 
81 
* 35.9 
-0.9 
APPENDIX 6 
DYE TRACING OF SUBTERRANEAN FLOW PATHS 
A6.1 Theory 
A6.2 Method 
A6.3 Results 
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APPENDIX 6 
DYE TRACING OF SUBTRRRANEAN FLOWPATHS 
A6.1 ~EFERENCE 
DRE-H, D.P., S~lITH, D.l. (1969): Techniques for the 
A6.2 THEORY 
tracing of subterranean drainnge. Brit. 
Geomorph. Res. Gp. Tech. Bull. No.2. pp 
3 - 13. 
The t r a c i n g 0 f sub t err a n e a n flo \>1 1 i n e sis imp 0 r tan t 
where the groundwater component of total areal drainage is 
large. In addition to proving flow lines, the use of a 
suitable tracing agent makes it possible to assess the rates 
of flow of underground waters. 
In considering dye tracing a distinction should be 
made between water that disappears underground at a discrete 
point (eg. stream sink) and water which sinks directly into 
the • 1 so 1..1.. and surficial cover and thence into the bedrock 
without first being concentrated into channel flow 
(percolation). More specialised techniques are required to 
trace the percolation component of subterranean drainage. 
For dye tracing \Vater is distinctively coloured using 
a dye - stuff visible at low concentrations. Detection may 
be by direct observation or by absorption of the dye on a 
suitable surface. Th e dye stuffs most commonly used in 
New Zealnnd are fluorescein and rhodamine Wt. 
A6.3 ~lETHOD 
Fluorescein is rapidly absorbed on passage through 
soil and silt and therefore is unsuitable for tracing 
percolation 
the most 
groundwater 
dye using 
employed. 
water. As a result rhod3lr;ine \,;t \.'a.s chosen "",; 
sUitable dye for tracing percolation and 
flow in Akaroa County. Automatic detection af 
treated cotton hanks in selected springs was 
The procedure is as follows: 
1) The dyes. Rhodamine \~t is obtained in 20% solution. 
Further dilution and injection of the dye in the 
recharge area was facilitated by the excavation of a 1.5 
m hole in mixed colluvium into which the solution was 
poured. Approximately 100 g of rhodamine Wt per 
kilometre of underground travel per 0.15 cubic 
metre/sec.ond disc.harge are required in low absorbancy 
aquifers (eg. lavas). This may be increased SO to 60 
times where percolation is involved. 
2) The detectors. The detectors, one for each resurgenc.e, 
are cut (24 cm x 10 em) from white cotton (no other 
fibre is adequate). 
a) Make a solution of tannic acid in distilled water 
using 0.9 g acid per detector and enough water to 
cover the detectors, The strips are placed in this 
solution which shauld be in a nOn metallic 
container. 
b) The 
Celsius, 
solution is heated slowly to 90 degrees 
maintained at this temperature for 60 to 90 
minutes, and then allowed to cool slowly. 
c) The detecLors are removed and squeezed gently_ 
d) A solution of potassium antimony tartrate is made 
(0.5 g per detector in warm water) and the strips are 
immersed in this solution and allowed to stand for 12 
- 24 hours at 20 - 25°C. 
e) The cotton strips are removed. squeezed, and well 
washed in cold water. 
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f) The detectors are dried and are ready for use. 
8) The detectors are tied about the middle with nylon 
cord and placed in the zone of maximum flow at the 
resurgence. 
3) Analysis. Upon removal from a spring a detector giving a 
positive result may be viSibly stained pink. Often the 
true dye colouring is masked by a dark blue black 
staining of the detector due to an insoluble (in water) 
complex of iron formed with the tannic acia. The iron 
staining may be removed by washing the used detector in 
an E.D.T.A. solution. 
a) Dissolve 7 g E.D.T.A. in 200 ml hot distilled 
water. 
b) Agitate a detector in the solution for 10 minutes. 
c) Wash the detector in distilled water and dry. The 
dye if present should then be visible. 
d) Use a fresh solution of E.D.T.A. for each 
detector. 
No positive results were obtained iYhen percolation 
through surficial cover was included in the tested flow 
path. It is assumed that this is due to absorption of the 
dye by silt and clay. 
A positive result was obtained when dye was inserted 
directly into an open - jointed lava known to be an aquifer, 
and from which a spring exited directly (Section 3.5). 
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APPENDIX 7 
POROSITY TESTING OF VOLCANIC BEDROCK MATER1ALS 
A 7. 1 M 
The ratio of the volume of void spaces in rock 
material to the total volume of the material is known as 
porosity. Typically unweathered volcanic bedrock material 
possesses very 
material has high 
material has been 
porosity while weathered volcanic 
porosity. Porosity testing of volcanic 
undertaken to determine how thi~ material 
porosity relates to the '''ster - bearing properties of the 
appropriate mass in field observations. 
A7.2 HETflOD 
The method used to determine porosity and density of 
volcanic materials in this study is based on the I.S.R.M. 
Suggested Methods and 
techniques. 
uses saturation and buoyancy 
Reference! E • T • Ed. 1981 : Rock 
characterization testing and monitoring: 
I.S.R.M. selected methods. Pergamon 
Press. 211 pp. 
A7.3 RESULTS 
Results are summarised in Table A7.1 (overleaf). 
Summary table of !loros).ty I dens) t}' testing 
results. 
>-' 
0) 
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APPENDIX 8 
IN SITU PERMEABILITY TESTING OF SURFICIAL MATERIALS 
USING TilE ROCKET STANDPIPE. PER~lEAHETER 
REPERENCE 
MINISTRY OF WORKS 1972: Stanrlpipe field 
permeability test. 
21 . 
1"1.0.\\1. Technical Instruction 
AS.2 A I ~1 
In situ permeability testing of surficial materials 
has been undertaken with the aim of determining relative 
suitability as infiltration and confining media. 
A8.3 WORKING PRINCIPLES 
The rocket permeameter is designed as a constant head 
device for u e ,:. in soils of low to 
I h 1 10 -6 I ) ess tan or equa to m/sec .• 
medium permeability (K 
It consists of a 0.94 m 
high standpipe open at both ends, with a cylindrical 
reservoir tank connected to the standpipe in such a way that 
a constant head is maintained in the standpipe at all times 
(Fig. AB.l). 
Atmospheric pressure is maintained in the tank at the 
air bleed pipe outlet. Thus the effective head in the 
supply system is equal to the distance X in Fig. A8.l. This 
pre s sur e fro Dl the s \.l P ply s Y s t e m \d 11 e qua lis e d b Y the he a d 
Y. The water level in the standpipe is maintained at the 
level of the air bleed pipe outlet. Water flowing from the 
bottom of the standpipe into the ground will be replaced by 
water from the supply tank, h . ( ., t e negat~ve suct1on/ pressure 
resulting in the top of the sealed tank being relieved by 
air bubbles from the air bleed pipe. 
AIR BLEED PIPE 
L 
H 
eameter. I t Pe rm . The RocKe 
RESERVOIR TANI( 
TANK 
READING 
H= L -' h 
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A8.4 INSTALLATION 
The installation of the standpipe is adequately 
covered in Appendix C of the Pukaki Earth Dam Specification 
H.D. 897. Particular note should be taken of the sections 
relating to seal dimensions and minimum depth of embedment. 
A8.S OPERATION 
Initial soaking of the ground can be accomplished by 
filling the standpipe and leaving it for at least 24 hours. 
After soaking, the supply tank should be filled and 
sealed. This seal is important. The standpipe should be 
filled to just below the level of the air bleed pipe outlet. 
Then open the valve on the supply pipe and ensure the air 
bubbles are eliminated from the system. No measurements 
should be made until the tank level begins to drop. The 
standpipe. vater level will need to drop to the. level of the 
air bleed pipe outlet and water drain from the air bleed 
pipe before this occurs. 
If. during the duration of the test t the tank water 
level drops to near the bottom of the observation tube f 
refilling of the tank will be required. This can be 
accomplished by firstly closing the supply pipe valve and 
then removing the top cap and adding water. Reseal the cap. 
open the valve and again wait until the tank water level 
starts to drop before taking further readings. 
On 
standpipe 
no 
at 
account should 
any time. The 
any water 
standpipe 
be added 
should 
protected from rainwater entry and evaporation. 
A8.6 MEASUREMENTS 
to 
also 
the 
be 
After installing the standpipe and before covering 
the base with gravel the distance from the ground level 
inside the standpipe to the top lip of the standpipe must be 
measured. This reading is recorded as L (0.94 m for 
187 
standpipe used), 
Once the permeameter has commenced to run, 
measurements should be made at fixed time intervals, the 
length of these intervals depending on the rate of drop of 
the tank water level. 
every 12 hours. 
Readings should be made at least 
The two measurements which must be made at every time 
interval are: 
a) Head reading: measure down from the top lip of the 
standpipe to the water surface (h). Subtract this 
measurement from the above reading L (0,94 m) to give 
the head reading, H. Record in appropriate column. 
b) Tank reading: measure from fixed reference point at the 
bottom of the tank observation tube to the water 
meniscus in the tube. Record in appropriate column. 
Also record the date, timef and elapsed 
reading was made. 
time since the last 
AB.7 CALCULATIONS 
Calc.ulate 
procedure~ 
K (permeability) using the follol"ing 
l) Calculate the average head over the time period 
(the two readings should not vary more than a cm 
or t 1"0. If they do, then either a reading error 
has been made or the permeameter is not 
functioning correctly). 
2) Calculate H/R (R is standpipe radius). Obtain 
cliPi from graph (fig. AB.2) and hence calculate 
3) Calculate tank level difference over time period. 
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APPENDIX 9 
DISCHARGE MONITORING OF SPRINGS 
A9.l METHOD 
Discharge monitoring of springs has been undertaken 
on two scales: 
1) Monthly monitoring of 19 springs to determine 
annual flow fluctuation. A single reading taken 
at the end of each month is assumed to be 
representative of the discharge rate for that 
month. This was performed between September, 
1984, and August, 1985. 
2) Daily monitoring of the Abbatoir #1 Spring in 
combination with daily rainfall monitoring to 
determine minor fluctuations, 
storm events. 
ego response to 
Criteria used for selection of springs to be 
monitored monthly include: 
a) Hanagement interest, ego 
utilisation of the spring. 
possible future 
b) Springs should show a variety of geographic 
position, immediate lithologic source, and size. 
c) Springwater should be easily confined for 
measurement purposes. 
d) Other factors, ego good geologic exposure, road 
access. 
Two methods have been utilised in determining spring 
discharge: 
1) Timed filling of a known volume (a calibrated 10 
A9.! 
J <) 7 
litre bucket) for flows normally less than 35 
litres per minute. 
2) Three V - notch weirs were installed to determine 
discharge of higher flow springs. ie. Abbatcir '1. 
Abbatoir "2, and the Cob House springs. 
A Foxboro water level recorder was installed to 
record fluctuations in flow of the Abbatoir #1 
Spring, but was unsuccessful because of the small 
magnitude of fluctuation behind the V - notch weir ( 
100 mm). 
A9.2 SPRING FLOW USING V - NOTCH 
Determination of flow using V 
governed by British Standards: 
BS 3680: Part 4A! 1981. 
notch weirs is 
Fig. A9.l shows the typical 90 degree V - notch weir 
as used in Akaroa County. These were sealed into the 
appropriate stream channel using a cement/premix gravel 
slurry or bentonite pellets to stop leakage. 
The Kindsvater Shen formula for triangular V 
notch weirs is used to determine discharge from data 
collected, ie 
Q = Cd x 8/15 x tan8/2 x (2g)O.S x h2 •5 
where Q is discharge, 
Cd is the coefficient of discharge 
determined by field calibration. 
is the angle of the V in degrees, and 
h is the effective head measured from 
the base of the V. 
Because of the relatively low maximum flows expected (less 
than 900 litres per minute) the depth of V utilised in 
Ak~roa County is only 200 mm, and the weirs are constructed 
of 3 mm galvanised steel. 
A9.3 STREA FLOW M SUREMENT 
Stream f10\.,. beneath State rlighway 7S (Grid Ref. N36 
984266) below. and draining. the Abbatoir springs has been 
crudely determined by measurement of rate of movement of a 
small object (eg. pinp. - pong ball) through the culvert and 
maximum depth of flow in this culvert. Flow is subsequently 
calculated using the equation: 
Q ::: V/t 
... :here V is the volume of the water body contained in the 
culvert and t is the time tnken for the objec.t to travel 
through the culvert. 
v = A x 1 
where A is the cross sectional area of the water body 
determined from Table A9.1 (overleaf) and 1 is the length of 
the culvert. 
A9.4 RESULTS 
Results from spring discharge monitoring and stream 
flm>' under State Highway 75 are presented in the following 
tables overleaf: 
Monthly spring discharge monitoring: Table A9.2 
Stream flow monitoring (N36 984166): Table A9.2 
Daily spring discharge - Abbatoir 
Spring #1 Table A9.3 
:-... 
. ': . " .. ,~' . 
. ~ -~ 
:>.-' .~ .. ~ 
.~-,.,,; 
/,,,, .. , :"" 
Xt :,", :",": 
.. -.... ".-
'Table used to determine cross secti ~al area 
~a[er in a culverL. 
»:'::l'-'·;;:~<;';~·'···' ::~{9:t~:~~::: 
---------------~--------
. ........ 
J,.J . . . . . . 'r~ 
0.- ,!.J > () C ..0 ).! s.- >-. !=: ........ CII) Q.! U 0 W (I:J (U (1) Cl. rtj ;:::I :::J ;:::I 
lfl 0 Z CI ., t<.. :E: «, ::r: "J ...., ~ 
-------~-------~- ~~~-.............. 
Yards Sp 2.8 2.2 1.8 1.2 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 7.4 3.0 
Cob House Sp 260 155 134 106 64 74 57 56 57 74 2L7 
Curry's Sp 10.0 7.0 5.5 5.0 2.9 2.6 2.3 L9 2.2 2.5 31.5 14.0 
PurpLe Pk Sp &.3 2.4 2.9 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.0 5.6 
Pig,eon Bay 
Starvation Gully 1 3.7 2.8 2.1 1.8 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 5.6 2.9 
2 6.4 5.0 4.6 3.7 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.0 1.8 1.6 14,0 6.6 
3 4.7 4.2 3.8 3.5 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.0 7.3 5.1 
Sot tom Glen Sp 22.8 20.0 18.4 15.6 12.9 12 .2 11.4 to.S 11. 6 9.8 9.7 8.5 
Top Glen Sp 21.6 1B.0 15. J L4.1 10.4 10.2 9.8 7.1 6.3 4.8 12.8 19.2 
Cemetery Sp 21.0 L4.1 U.I 8.4 7.2 8.0 8.4 8.0 7.9 8.7 10.0 8.5 
Top Pigeon Bay Sp 18.8 13.2 6.2 4.8 2.4 2.4 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.7 3.4 2.6 
Old Summit Rd Sp 10.7 4.7 2.2 1.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 3.5 
F'Tench Farm 
------
Abattoir 1 Sp 209 102 55 35 21 25 20 18 31 39 506 265 
Abottoir Z Sp 187 107 66 49 43 42 35 33 42 54 279 242 
Main Road Ck 996 540 343 304 239 229 364 470 3000 
tower Loess Sp 0.75 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.1 0.1 
Nursery Sp 40.2 29.4 l~!~ 19.2 13.6 lLO 9.5 7.3 9.6 7.7 34.4 30.3 Saddle Hill Sp 4.8 4.3 0.6 0.2 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 12 Otehore Sp 66.0 37.5 22.S 18.0 20.4 18.0 22.2 16.8 
Table A9.2 Summary table of spring discharge monitoring in 
•. ~"~""'''''''''''''''''-
l...;l 
Aka rca County as meC'lsllrecl be t \1(~ en September, 198~ and 
::;) 
0 
August. 1985.(1HreSlmlf'l} 
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r---- I ---~------~--~----- -------------~ June \ july 
I 
D-~-s c h a r g e I_m_~_~ y Day Discharge Day Discharge 
I (l/min.) I (l/min.) (l/rnin.) 
r 9 31 1 43 22 157 
10 29 2 43 23 207 
II 29 3 43 24 234 
12 27 4 41 25 227 
13 22 5 44 26 220 
14 22 6 41 27 213 
15 24 .., 40 28 234 / 
16 24 8 40 29 842 
17 25 9 39 30 8"'" J / 
18 25 10 40 31 702 
19 27 11 38 
20 25 12 38 
21 25 13 
22 27 14 
23 15 
24 16 120 
25 17 134 
26 36 18 134 
27 38 19 129 
28 40 20 
29 40 21 
30 40 
Table A9.3 Daily spring discharge data as recorded at the 
Abattoir No. 1 Spring over a six week period in June and 
July, 1985. 
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.\PPENiHX l(l 
S t r e <1 m R <l U gin g s (I e t e r min e d h Y the Nor the Ct n t e r' h u r y 
Catchment [30tlr!\ for Akaroa County are >;urnmarised in the 
fotlo'"ing six pag~s. 
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sm:CTHlII FACTOR : - HKAO SAY SlREAK 
110. RIVER SITE 1'.1.1'. R£f. /)AlE Gil iHSCIiAIUi£ jl,F.(A HEA·~ II lfllP 
2~¢3 m:AD !lAY SYR£Al-. BEACH S'i4:2Jil:l5 7:)0715 O,M4 4,OI3V ().0')'2 O.2S(> 8.11 
470& mAO BAY SmAJ'I mtH S9~: 241235 8J06li (),oco 0.0260 0.11: o.m. 0.(\ 
m7 H!(AG !lAY STRfAIl BEACH S94:21723S 83\)629 0.000 0.\H30 11.05:) 0.247 0.0 
S£LECTIOIl FACTOR :- fl(fllCH fARM 51R£1I11 
i/Q. RHI[R SHE lIi1J'. RU. MTt !if! DISCHARGE ilREA HEMIIl mil' 
$Ir""", 
m~ FRENCH fAF1.i1 Bll'l'm VALLEY ROAD IIR InGE S91:mm 780405 0.000 Q.0200 O.!O9 0.163 0.0 
m9 fR£HCH fARH STREAH IIAlliUI ROAD S9~:nn5" 8306i-4 (I.POQ 0.31.00 0.951 0.376 0,0 
471.!. fRENCH fARn StREAK WillNi.n f«JIlD S9Hmm 330m 0.000 0,2030 I.OSO O.llle o.() 
47S7 fREllCH fAAIt srml! IIIi 1 NOI ROlli) S9~:2392S6 8303! I 0,000 ;). \~9(l 0.9{-I 0.156 0.6 
SE'LE.CTJOH fACTOR : - IIAlIlUI SiR£AII 
110. RJV~ sm: HAP. R£f I DAlE Gil mCHAf(G( AIIEIl ilEAiI \I 1£1\1' 
1081 WAlNUt SlREAK BROil '(IICA Cp)!1' S9mml1 7S1)3()1 O,IJI)O 1),()910 0.21& {l.nl 13.0 
2191 II" IIIUl SHlfAif mOil YliCA CAKI' S9~:ml17 750505 0.000 O.O~()O Q.20J O.W 8.0 
2~b; lili tMm STREAM ~[u:lll 'fHCA CAlif' S9m?7'4? 750715 0.000 0.1310 0.599 0.39'1 8.0 
322J WAlNUt SlREAli .a(LOII V!leA CAMP S9~:mm 760405 (/,000 0.0320 o.n2 c.ne 0.0 
4708 IIAlHtII STRfAh IIAllill1 ROAD 594 :235212 830&14 O.(lOO O,H60 1,01S O.HO {I.\) 
4713 IIAIIlIlI SiRENI UAIIIIJl ROAIi $94:215212 830m 0,00() O.2!'>l() i1.611 0.414 0.0 
5576 IIAIIIOl Sill 1I1\l!/U! ~ fiD-98( ,¥ S94:nml 850114 (I,COO 0,0330 0.1'10 (Ll72 0.0 
sm ~O.J~ 2) YAIIIU[ ~ RD-~Ar SN:2J42().\ 1150li4 0.000 0,0220 O. IS] o. i'21 0.0 
5578 VAIHUI 51M (HO 2) JUl!llEE iii) S9m27ln 850114 (1.000 \i. ()210 0.108 0.217 0.0 
SELECTION fACTOR :- JU&IL£E ROAD STREAM 
NO. RIVER SHE MI', REI'. DATE GH DISCllA!:GE AREA HEMt \I WiP 
20ao JUBILEE ROAD STR£AH VAilIliI S9·mM2~~ 7S0303 (I.OOC 0.Q530 O.HO ·(He:? 12.5 
1m JUBILEE ROAD STRfAl1 IIA1HIl! S94:2l~20. ]50505 Ii.MO iMlSO 0.317 0.104 9.0 
2405 JUBILEE ROAn STREAK IIA!lWI S9-\:234»1 750m {).oC>o (1.0980 ().:m iI.nz II.S 
4707 JUBIlEE ROAD STREA~ WAlNut SH:?::mil4 830&14 (I. ()(Ie O.l)~O lUll 0.287 0.0 
4719 JUBILEE RO~D SlREAM !.IAIHUI S94: 234204 SJ:l629 0.000 O.!:?OO (1.112 O.~lY G.O 
204 
S£l£t.HON fACTaR :- RUE 8ALGUfRfE STI<EJt.~ 
~(l, RIVIJ! sm ~.M', REf; DAle 6~ DI~tlJAA\l.r MEA ~£AiI V T01I 
~on RilE BAlIlOClCI£ S!kE'M ~LlRPl E PEAKS I!1lItl' S'I(:3011!6 7So)0] 0,000 O,OHO 0.076 (),181 H.O 
~I '9 RuE BIIl6lJ[J([[ SI R£Aj1 II!WiM SW297221 75()~ O.OM O,OllO 0.495 O.OiD 11).0 
l~)J RIJ( !lA/.!i<011: SlREAII AKAAOA S9~;m21l 150m 0.000 C.llIO to !j~ 0,090 9,0 
15"Q RU[ BAlGLOI E S I R£AX ~KAROA SHmn21 BJOIlI 0.000 0,0110 o.,;m O. 1I0 4.0 
.S~7 IW( BAlGuom Sf.Q(A.~ /<.'{i\ROA S9,ml??1 S30JI? O.CilC O.OI1~ 0.050 0.3,1 0.0 
1619 RUE ~GUERIE SIR£A11 i\KAl<uA S9,:297221 830J23 0.000 0.0010 O.OIS Q .116 0.0 
';'6~1 RUE BAl.SiJ~!r SfR[AiI AKAAM S9~:29rm g30~ II O.MO iI.OOH) O,~?S O.ISo 0.0 
470] RU( MlGUERlf SIRfAII AKAAOA S9(:m221 81061<\ 0,000 o.25~0 0.519 o.m 0,1) 
17~~ RUE /IJIlGUrJHE SlR£I<.~ Ar.Af«lA 5'14:21111\ em2' 0.000 0.11]0 ~. <10 v.in 0.0 
U~·3 RlJ£ BALGUlRlE SIRfM AXilROA 59,~197m al0810 0.000 o.o]a~ (J,117 o.m 0.0 
~a; I Rll!: BAlGU£lIl£ SlR[AK MlAl'!OA ;;91:297/11 BlI012 0.000 0, II 00 01170 0,)00 0,0 
~~;? RUE SilLGUUtlf SII!HII MAROA S9Hn'l221 931102 0.0.00 o.mo O. log i)j~15 Q,<) 
s;r,o ~U[ SAlGU!lHE ~KARilA S9~;29n21 940BY1 0.000 0.4730 ~,lSS 0.206 0.0 
~~~9 RUt ~W[i!lE SIRHJI AilAAOA S9,11'I1m 010829 O.OOb O.O~(O 0.1'2'Y 0.1&) 0.0 
sru:mOH fllCl~ :- A'!l..IO"S SIRlA.~ 
H(. R11.U S!I( l\JI~. ~U. DATi 6H DISCHAilGE M-EA lIiAN V f(lII' 
53!] A~S si!i.iA.~ AKAAM S?1:2852la a~1)801 ~.oOO 0.06;0 0.676 0.094 0.0 
5-Ij() ~tU\£t<S STRf.AII MAROA S9~:285219 8.0829 O.OOil o.()·\lG O,lS() O.lbl 0.0 
S(LHTlOli r ACla~ : - WOOOH1Ll$ ~D sin 
HI. RI\lER SITE HAP. ill. h~l( GH DJSt.HAAii< AREA !\(AA v ruw 
4no WOOI:JH)LlS ~ SlIl A~ ~1:2'lJ129 Sl06H 0,000 o.Ja5o o.3Q(, O.l12 0.0 
fr.', W\iOIli[LlS RIl SIM MAAOA S9l:Z93W 830m 0.000 I).M90 0.14., Q,n9 0.0 
541 \ WOOlliilLlS PoD ST~ AlIAAOiI S9~ :29Jr.~ g~O!l29 0,000 0.0290 O.Of~ 0.<99 0,0 
SflWHIiI f itCIOR ; - i!'.£ 6il£l1A.ii STIlWI 
~'. RI\I£R SIT[ MAP. aff. DAI( tin OlSCHI\IlGi: AREA 1ItI\H U lW' 
i~?b Rue GKOWi STiti:AK lOOIS QJlIRTS S91:mm 1.30117 MOO 0.00';'0 O.O!6 0, Iii ~.O 
·Utli RIJ£ &ItOWI STROX TrnHIS COOli'IS S94:~J22S (·106H 0.000 0.1&10 0.1l9 01232 0.0 
U;OS RUE IlRDiAl! S Y1\("~ TE.~jjIS COURTS S?mnn9 alOA?'! 0.000 ~ .oU,90 o.sll 0.110 0.0 
SlUCll1))! fIL1Ql( :- XAIX STREAI! 
/(l. RIVL~ SIT( tW. R[f, ~n: (jti b15D1AAG( AAfA ~£A.~ v !fMP 
D04 Kl; I ~ ~ TRO.~ iW.ROA S9l:2nlS8 alo61~ O.O()() 0.)270 i.lOO O. i 16 0.0 
ma KAlX SlRUJ1 AK"'IlO~ $9;:2711aa 8;;o.;2~ 0.000 (),Qi;SQ l).ilO 0,09" 0,0 
20S 
.ECIlON rACtOR :- umr t.liAUiA SIRCAIl 
MO. f:1VEJI Sllr MAP. ~[F. bAlE GH b\SCIIMGf: AW. /1iAH ~ l£xP COnntMT 
281i UfTlE AiUlLOio lttR£AII MY S6~ :)j~l:)1 7Cl)906 Q,CCO 0.1510 (1,899 O.IH 0.4 un I IT m AAAlIlA S U!J:AII MY Sil~m6JS~ 820211 O.eM o.OJa~ ()·li9 0.l21 i).o 
1150 1.1 ITI [ ~kAtOA RD Mil ~Ar SIH~li~lai 8M~ll i),VOI) o.OO~$ o .OO! O. iSI 0.0 ISSl urnt: AI(ALOA SlRtAH MY S8,l:ll'19l limo? O.OiiO 1l.l)m ~.11S (l.tH (j.() 
i.l~() 1I 1m AMlOA mEAK MY &1!i:315381 840802 0,1)00 n.m~ ,)'~89 (UU M 
HOi) WILE i\XAlDA SIRrM 'MY $s.:Jlosm a~lIa29 fI •• Oj) f).lSq¢ O.~l] ¢.\15 0.0 
.(CHOU fACTOR :- PlGE{l.If SA1 STR£AlI 
110. uvra SITE /lAP. f\U. bAl[ Gil biSCHoIll'!)( ~HA ~EI\lI V IEHi' CIlliM(.~1 
1m PjbtQl! MY STII(A~ 9!S(CH lIAr $(\4 mOl-V tllOllJ 1).01)(; O.i)m. fi.la~ c.w Q.O 
I"S1 PlG(OIl &AT Sl~ 1'16(011 aAl SSt: llOW Slflm 00000 o.mo 0.;;00 1).000 0.0 
m2 PlGEO.~ eAr S1!<fAl! PIGEON MY sa. mow 8JUSIl iI.OOt! o.lono o.n2 ;).391 C.Q 
lsal l'IG£OH ~Ar SfH PiStON SM SQmJOl67 SJllO) 0.00\1 O.l~>il ¢.~18 O.lH 0,& 
1.141 "1(;((111 11AY S:~£AA flG(Q~ 8M sal:~JCl67 s~oa~l t.ilOQ o,ma iM3B o .• n 0.0 
i199 1'IHO~ ~A'! S I'llUK l'lWlii DAY ,81:<).01&/ @.@ '<l.OCO C.21"O C/ •• 97 O.lOv O.U 
.rena'! fliU(iI! :. HOlllfS My SlRfAH 
!Iii. ft!~fJ! sm l\IIj. Rtf, IlAl( Gti n13Ci;A~G£ AA(A lI(AII Ii mit tOMOO 
!j7~ ~I!(S!lAYSl~ II)' TlmlllAAr m:mm 73-1002 0.000 q.OI7o v.087 (I.19S II .1> 
IIJO '!Ol)l[S BAY SIla:A/I ASM [oP !RI ~ 5jlj:200l51 731002 0.000 O.Clllii a,\t7 (I.l!iJ lilY 
113J IOLHfS !lAY SIR'M il<b IRIMMr sa4:200J~ 7lI002 o.~oo O.OOlO ~.m MI'5 11.0 
IW 'I()I./ltS m SIf!£M IUP 8lt1OO£ S81l1{lblb9 13100, O.QO() 1),0620 (I.m 0.219 11,9 
UlJ IIOLI\(!; MY SIRCAIt 801lC1! MIllGr ,;lH:'mJH , JI~02 MOO ",o/eo O,lIB o.ltS l1.v 
Ill' !WI S '111 ST!i£AII JIl!l IRUulAAr S6mosm WOOl 0.000 O.v~M ~.Ql1 o.m ll.O 
ill'S IlGUl(S ~A'{ SrR£AIl ~ iii TlHllUlARl SI14::'07315 731002 0.00;) Q.M20 ~.Ole 0.082 !t.O 
'S.~ IIOl H[S 9AY STRl:M I!Ol1'H aA~ ;a~:2Hle2 GlOBI I).GoO 'i. OlEO O.MO A).GOO o.() Sf( Cl\.~~ 
\613 'iOln£S MI mUtl! 1l~hi:S W $64:U43a~ 3Jom !!,OOI) 0.6190 o.!~O 0-1 (9 0.0 
168) 'iutl!lS Mr Slt£M ilOtl'£S &A~ SSi:?IUS2 8JO~17 Ml)O (l.I~B() I). JIll {I,J{1i b.(; 
4W iOLI'lS 8AY SlJl:LM ~r,f'j e~J SR~:2t(iru 83081\ MG4 O,lHO o.m o.m (1.(. 
4621 IIO/.Il[ S s~,y STll,£M IiGU'.[$ ~y se~:2HJI3J 8JIOll MOO O.lISu il.m l).lM M 
4892 r!ocl'lS SAt SIR£M HGlM[S BM sa':WJS3 81il'il ~.QOO (). iiaC! 0.615 o.m \1.~ 
il40 IWll\(S iAY moo MU'.£S &M S8(:11Il92 S~Of!al (j.I)OO o . lim 1l.29i ~.Q()O 0.0 :( CHAiIH£t S 
~J98 H!lJ..I5ES fil;1 SI~M htttl[S lAY se~;1\uai s~oa~9 0.000 o,loao ().~IO ".(12 ~.V 
o.WIOH fAWlil :. STAAvMlM GU!J.Y ~fli 
HO. RIV(~ sm MP. R[f, DAlE oil DISCIlAAGE m~ nCAA \I fUll' C(llllt(lH 
1{l'O 5TARiJAHDlI ruJ. 'f SIr< I'lGroll 11;\1 S84:mu,o 150JOl Q,Ml> v.OUo O.)to 1t.IP )1,5 
'WI& $IAN"JATlOI! G! .. U.T Sill mEOM BAr SS<:1lH&6 1'50505 Q.MG ¢.M3tl G,IOl 0.030 )O.Q 
2*10 SIARVAilOH GULlY Sl~ f'1()E1i~ ~AT S84:2HJ.!. 7~HS (t,61j~ ~.<.Y150 O.IO~ o,m a.o' 
snrwffiI H£tQlt 1- !lOBIH${jIl~ MY SlR[M 206 
140. ~MJ! sm HAl'. aff'. fiAtt GH imC~R6E Afll:A ~.(AH V I (Ii/' 
4i1S1 RODlilSilIIS MY srI! W.MIlA !l(lAD S94!2a927i 810820 0,000 O.l?SO G.e76 i)·m ~.I) 4!Ol RO~!I!SOOS MY SIll ll.'QjOA RO;;Jl ~~:2ae2Jl BlliH ~.OOo Q.oS50 0.&10 ·~.O90 0.0 4~~~ ~CWISllliS aAY ilt! AKARQA kCA!'l S911181»14 830111 v.OliO ~.Ollt) G.IBS ~.I!1 ~.O ~&oJ !lOS tllSONS IlAY Sin ',~4kO;. ROAD S9,;2HiQ74 Bwm <l.Ow O,iiiiQ <1.011 '~,18a ·,,0 un ROIiINSIlIIS flAy Sill A!<AxOA ROiiD S94 :lSBZJ( 830m Q.OOO 0.0110 O.o]j 0.1 )9 0.0 ~4SI RoalllSMS ~Al Sl" AMRIJI! ROO SH:laa27~ 8lo,14 O.O(i{l O,Ui5<l 0,100 Ool~l ~.O 4~n R'OaIIlSilHS aAY SlH A1:A~O~ RDAD SH;2a02H i!,j(j517 u~o G,on.:> 0.1,8 0,11<1 0.0 ~6~8 I\Oa[IIS011S !IiIl SIll O\KAAOA iW~.n S?~: 288274 11306\ ~ C.1100 0.3340 i .100 !J.:l()3 I.La m~ R091t1S611S !!/It Sill AKAAij~ &lA~ S9m8a2!~ Slum G·OOG 0.1540 0.1S8 0,195 Ii.o ml f(()8INSDIIS !!Ill Sl~ AKAR(JA ~(.Wi SjmeS1H &1<>810 o.OOG 0. i !~O 6.m ~.ISY '1.0 Uti 1W~[l/S(lNS aAY Sfh MAf!OA ROAn S9mSa174 aJlcl2 0.000 11.11$<) <).m 0.214 1,,(J ~m I\O~:JlSOIIS. 8J\T m[~ A1.AAfJA RO~~ 59,:1881,4 fllltn {).OOO O. !280 v,ne O,i61 O.fI sm ROIIHSOHS BAY S I~£~~ AKAIIOA ROaD Si>~:2aa27; BtOeO! Q.OVO ~.I)~Q 0.512 li,29' (,';,0 :s.m ROIWiSOllS tIi;~ Sl~ MAAO;\ 1<0 SH:2SUH Sjoa2~ ~.MO 0, lObO L.m O.~21 ~.O 
saw IDIi f'ACIl)ft :- IA~AH~JUA STlIUII 
110. !\IVU .m: HAt, Rtf. DAiE Gil DI5~AA"£ A%A K(AII y 1£/lP 
400 IAI(M.\ fUA CJi:fi,~ fl{tROfr 59l:JHm2 810810 O.ClOY fI.lJM 0,':;43 0.262 ~.O 4<)iO IAXAlIIITUIl CRirK l[ InJIOS tMCK 5'i4~~\)Si·U 810820 0,090 O.OSlO 9.1n f).1S1 o.~ 
401~ I mIlA T\JA Cf!lEX M~RCA "(j.i;~ S'H:miS2 81~Q/O O.'IC~ Q ,2340 ! .¢JO <I,m o.~ 
·110: IA~AAAruA Cf<I:E1I MAROA i1llt\!) SY~;2Nl52 Sill! I v.ooo ii.mo (),lW 6.2ao 1.0 
13~ I 1 AKAlIIIfUA Cf<I:!) MM\l~ ROAD SH:1<H2~1 8l~11l O,MO o.mo \i. loa ().O~~ '.I.() 
I~I"I I AAAliAi UA CR[H AKliROA ROAb S9m''H252 Sl,W' o.aoo 0,021<) Q.2H (;.O~I 0.0 W( IAKAIIA IUA Cld:u. ~I(OA R(J.~ SH::rH2~;c 6l(;:m i).tQO ii.0116 0.101 <l.ll! (;,() HS, IAKAlII\DJA CR[[K AiiJ,ROA RllAll S9.:29.2S2 noH4 O.OI,)() O,UOO G.tU Q.ILI 0.0 461:· IAKA/1AI!lA CR£EK Al:~()Ij RilAO Sr~:1H~{ 834m ;j,OflO 0.".4() \\.m 6.126 (I.G 
l6H !ArAlIArIJA I:!<t/:J AJ(~~ ROAn s'tnm'.)2 !!Jl)6H O,4il6 o.~a~" 1. ;l>l) O.J54 ~.() 1m IMAilAIUA CAm AKliRI/A I\ll~~ S94:21'm2 ~Jom O,~OU fl.21t\fl I. ItO (I.m 1.0 
m~ IAKAMllM CRlH AXARO~ R~AII S9~; 29~252 8,ioalv O.liOO (),13/0 1.040 o.m ~.(I 
~Sll !AKAMI1lA CRffj( Akl.MA RO~~ S9 .. :1942S2 811('11 0,000 o,ns~ I.~JO e.m 0.0 
~al{ lMAMru~ SlUM AKAIIOA ~{lA~ SH:~H25] GlllOl (I.u\)O C.la~(> 1.11~j) 0,141 ,,;.V 
~151 r AlAI't1 [lJ,:; S IREAM ?J(MIIA iOAi) S9.:'9~2S2 l!4i)Qo1 0,000 o.mo O,)=:;/ 0.'~6 o"u 5401 l~i;AMIUA SIR(M AKI,RO~ IIOA~ ,94:291251 a.ilm (I,O@ o.m~ O.lIS li,l/\ ·;,0 
IH£CHON fAerOR :- f'AiiSOliS VALI.£Y SlREA 
11O. RjV(R SIT!: lW. Rtf. rum Gil IHSCilAftG£ AA£A ~£M v mil" 
3t~ !'MlS~HS VAUfy $111 t.lJJ em SW?4il2~S Hom ~.OOO !l.l79() O.IM 0, loa 15.0 
100 f''iiiSOliS WLU'f S 111 GUt, ClU8 S~I:16lJn moos {;.i)O() ;).on~ iI.J.!) MilO 15.0 
)99 PM/SilKS VAllO' SI ~ GO\! ClUB S~4:U029) ma05 0.600 u.Ot~4 0.le4 Q.BO 1~,O 
ms I'A~SOI!S ~Ul Stf>ll GOlf flUB SS'.:l6im'l )aO~{)5 G.¢OO o .Oll 0 O.Osv Q.!ao 0.0 
4SU PA~SOliS OJAtUI SIR£A Al.PIIM fiOA!I s~m~mo 811l1ll iI.OOO ~.OO61) 0.!l9 0.\)1S 0.0 
!<l61 f'AIISONS iJAlLfl SIIlEA AlW\IlIIIl(jAJ) swnm" 9JOJl1 O,M{) Ii.OliQ i).(lol Q.l80 Q,O 
i61~ t.wSOIiS IIAlL(Y SI~1'A AlAROA Il1)I;b S,<:162i:'/V BJOm 0.01;0 MJi7{) j).o15 Q,O~S M 
~&.'9 rAIISO~S w.un Sli,(A "~ROi\I) SW1.2190 al~~I~ c,oM 11,0100 O.I~j a.Ddg ~,O 
\~1~ i'AIJS()I!S VAlUY SIR£A MAllOA ~G"I> St412622tG Bll}m ¢,MO 'U260 O.2H O. lOS 4).0 
1b9~ PAWSQII$ VALLEr Sl~ll\ A~AAOA ~OM $91;[02190 alO.H o.()~o <)" 970 1.:0~ o( lb. 0.0 
41111 PAWSON, \!j\lI.£Y SI RfA MN.OA Rl)~D s~m,m9() 93<1619 0.000 O,C~70 0.986 0.,,98 0.0 
~i'SO I'AwSOHS VALLEY WI AKAAfJA ~OAO S?4:m:m SlOSll . 0.000 o,om (I,m 0.\195 0.0 
4611 fA~NS VilLtfl' srx .W.~OA .(lAb $9~:{,.nN limo ~,Obl) 4.0110 O.li4 0.350 0.0 
4889 ~!I~SIljjS IIl!llJ:l srR~A MAROA kOAJ.) S9~:nmQ alii 0) o.oo~ (l.mo 0.4'./, (l.1/1! <1.0 
510$ ~AUSOJIS !I"tHY Sl~£~ M(J«lA kllAn swnmo 840~la 0.(:00 O.056~ o. SI8 o.loa o.~ 
Sl:lCtTIOI! fACIOR :. PIPERS VALLEY m£AI1 
1«1. RIVU SlT£ IW'. R~F. PAl( tM mCllAAu[ AREA ll(",~ '} 10\1' 
Lon r!~£~ Y1o.llE.I' St~fAII AAAROA ROAO S9~:~m81 'Sol6l b,Oil~ O.fll2il ~, i.~ 0.221 P.II 
219! ~[HRS VALlH SfR,Ak AAAA{l~ A(MD 59.: 1b~2al 150505 O,~O() i>.~?8Q ~,m (J,lla $.0 
HOi rI~iAS VAlUY srWoil A~OA ROA& S94:2~m, /'SOliS 0.000 o.o~oo ().m i1,j9y ~.() 
1791 f[P{p'S VALlEY WllM MARGA ROAD S?':269m S<'iICl12 a.ooo 0.0120 3.060 i'J.(;b() 6.0 
ml J>1~r~s llPi,UY SliifAh MAROA RD ~9~ :169?1!) j)Olm f/,Oo() v.me 0,0<)0 ;).000 \),0 
iSI: fIPl.'S VAllEY Sl!(AiI ~CA ~4D >91 :269297 Sliilll (I.flOO ().M'!)() \).~~a 11.11(1 ·).0 
~60: Ylr[~S VAlLEY Slk'M AKAAOA tOAS S~t;2I!n87 aloJIJ c,oo~ 0,(1,'0 C.1Ii <l.l~. 0.0 
1.111 i'll-HS VALlrT SrHA~ MiJi:OA ~OA~ SN 12.!.~~e? ~3i1m i).060 (1.00<10 0,01:' (),IU U.(J 
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